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SUMMARY

Nowadays wind turbines with large rotor sizes are required to be installed and oper-
ated close to residential areas due to growing demands for sustainable energy. Noise
constraints have been hindering this development.

Turbulent Boundary Layer Trailing-Edge (TBL–TE) noise originating close to the
wind-turbine blade tip is mainly responsible for the wind turbine noise emission. This
broadband swishing noise results from scattering of the surface pressure fluctuations,
induced by the TBL, approaching the blade TE.

Researchers have been developing add-on devices to help mitigate this noise. One
classical strategy is by installing TE serrations. The TE serrations help to mitigate the
TBL–TE noise by promoting destructive interference of the surface pressure fluctuations
having different phases at the edge, hence reducing the scattered noise levels. The TE ser-
rations are now the default design option for modern wind turbines and are known to help
mitigate 3 dB(A) of noise. Another potential TBL–TE noise reduction add on is the perme-
able material. By making the region in proximity to the TE permeable, communication of
the pressure fluctuations upstream of the TE takes place. This mechanism minimizes the
sound scattering at the TE tip and is known as the pressure release mechanism. Airfoils
with permeable TEs have shown more than 10 dB of noise reduction in laboratory tests.
However, despite this potential, they have not been applied on real wind turbines. This is
partially due to some well-known shortcomings of the permeable materials, namely, tonal
noise and roughness noise increases, and aerodynamic disadvantages such as friction
drag increase due to their commonly rough surfaces.

This thesis objective is to assess and improve the permeable TE technology to ulti-
mately raise its technological readiness level for industrial wind-turbine applications.
In order to assess performances of current TBL–TE noise reduction technologies, wind-
tunnel tests of representative wind turbine airfoils were carried out. Aerodynamic per-
formance was quantified by computing the lift and drag coefficients. To enable accurate
and exclusive quantification of noise originating from the TE, a microphone array and
acoustic beamforming techniques were employed.

Wind-tunnel tests of a NACA 633–018 airfoil were carried out. The airfoil was equipped
with several different TE serration geometries and permeable TE inserts. For a constant
airfoil lift, noise reduction provided by the TE serrations is found to depend on the
serrations geometry. The iron-shaped serrations provided approximately 2.5 dB extra
maximum TBL–TE noise reduction than the more conventional sawtooth-shaped ser-
rations. For permeable TEs, represented by simple perforated channels, the maximum
noise reduction increases with increasing permeability, i.e. number of pores per unit area.
The perforated channels provide about 3 dB higher maximum TBL–TE noise reduction
than the serrations, confirming their potential for industrial applications. However, for
both technologies, the TBL–TE noise reduction capability worsens as the airfoil load-
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12 SUMMARY

ing increases. Furthermore, surface roughness of the perforated channels also causes
roughness noise increase at high frequencies as well as increase in aerodynamic drag.

To counteract the shortcomings of the permeable TE, an alternative design concept
was investigated. In the direction normal to the chord, the permeable material has a
high permeability K (low resistivity r ) and a high form drag coefficient C . This is an
unconventional characteristic because C generally varies inversely with K . To realize this
concept, a Kevlar-covered highly permeable perforated channel was installed on the TE
region of a NACA 0018 airfoil. The objective of treating the surface with the Kevlar fabric
was twofold: first, to exploit the Kevlar’s acoustically transparent, yet flow impermeable,
property to achieve a relatively higher C ; second, the smooth Kevlar surface was intended
to mitigate the roughness of the 3D-printed perforated channels and the possible tonal
noise. The airfoil was tested in an open-jet wind tunnel and the results were compared
to tests of the same airfoil with porous metal-foam TE inserts. Results have shown that
the new TE concept can provide broadband noise mitigation without roughness noise
increase. Variation of the noise reduction with the increasing airfoil loading is lower than
1 dB. It has further been shown that when compared to metal foams, the maximum noise
reduction and its variability varies inversely with C , not with the resistivity r as usually
reported in literature. The latter seems to only be valid when permeable materials of the
same type are considered. This motivates the need to identify a more generic parameter
to help design future permeable materials for TBL–TE noise attenuation.

Therefore, it is motivated to carry out a data-driven analysis, based on collected wind-
tunnel experimental data, to identify a set of relevant flow parameters that determines
the maximum TBL–TE noise attenuation. Symbolic regression modeling supported by
genetic programming was employed to formulate mathematical expressions that relate
the maximum noise attenuation to relevant parameters. The program was allowed to
freely select any user-provided parameters to formulate expressions that fit the best to
experimental data. In this study, the flow permeability in the streamwise Kx and chord-
normal Ky directions were uncoupled. Additionally, a parameter that accounts for the
slenderness of the TE shape was included. Experimental data from two airfoils and three
permeable material types were considered. Outcomes have confirmed that the maximum
TBL–TE noise reduction is achieved when the TE shape is long and thin to facilitate the
pressure release mechanism. Additionally, the maximum noise reduction varies withp

Kx , known as the Brinkman’s screening distance. A general guideline is derived: it is
desirable to maximize

p
Kx to maximize the TBL–TE noise reduction.

Finally, as the first step toward the full-scale application of a permeable TE, a prototype
permeable TE extension was tested on a real wind turbine. Counterintuitively, 1.5 dB(A)
of noise increase was found. Further analysis of the spectra showed evidence that flow
separation might have occurred.

Overall, this thesis has addressed the common shortcomings of the permeable TE.
Alternative concepts have been demonstrated in extensive wind tunnel tests. Generic
parameters related to material properties and airfoil geometry that govern the maxi-
mum noise attenuation are defined. It is recommended to exploit and optimize further
anisotropic materials, i.e. permeable materials with unequal Ky and Kx . Additionally, con-
stant proof-of-concept validations should regularly be carried out along with wind-tunnel
tests to help accelerate the technological readiness level of the permeable TEs.



SAMENVATTING

Tegenwoordig moeten windturbines met grote rotorafmetingen door toenemende vraag
naar duurzame energie geïnstalleerd en bediend worden in de buurt van woongebieden.
Geluidsbeperkingen belemmeren deze ontwikkeling.

Turbulente grenslaag achterrand (in het Engels: Turbulent Boundary Layer Trailing-
Edge, TBL–TE) geluid aan de punt van het windturbineblad is voornamelijk verantwoor-
delijk voor de geluidsemissie van de windturbine. Dit breedbandige zwiepende geluid is
het gevolg van verstrooiing van de fluctuaties van de oppervlaktedruk, geïnduceerd door
de turbulente grenslaag, die de TE van het blad nadert.

Onderzoekers hebben toevoegingen ontwikkeld om dit geluid te verminderen. Een
klassieke strategie is door zaagtanden op de TE te installeren. De zaagtanden helpen het
TBL–TE geluid te verminderen door destructieve interferentie van de fluctuaties van de
oppervlaktedruk te bevorderen die verschillende fasen heeft aan de rand, waardoor de
verspreide geluidsniveaus worden verminderd. De TE zaagtanden zijn nu de standaard
ontwerpoptie voor moderne windturbines en verminderen 3 dB(A) aan geluid. Een an-
dere mogelijke toevoeging voor TBL–TE geluidsvermindering is permeabel materiaal.
Door het gebied in de buurt van de TE permeabel te maken, zal interactie van de druk
fluctuaties stroomopwaarts van de TE plaatsvinden. Dit mechanisme minimaliseert de
geluidsverstrooiing aan het uiteinde van het blad en staat bekend als het drukontlas-
tingsmechanisme (in het Engels: Pressure release mechanism). Vleugelprofielen met
permeabele TE’s lieten meer dan 10 dB geluidsreductie zien in laboratoriumtests. Echter,
ondanks dit potentieel, zijn ze niet toegepast op echte windturbines. Dit is gedeeltelijk te
wijten aan een aantal bekende tekortkomingen van het permeabele materiaal, zoals het
toenemen van tonale en ruwe geluid, en daarnaast aerodynamische nadelen zoals hogere
wrijvingsweerstand als gevolg van de vaak ruwe oppervlakken.

Dit proefschrift heeft tot doel de permeabele TE-technologie te beoordelen en te
verbeteren om uiteindelijk het technologische gereedheidsniveau voor industriële wind-
turbinetoepassingen te verhogen. Om de prestaties van de huidige TBL–TE geluidsre-
ductietechnologieën te beoordelen, werden windtunneltests van representatieve vleu-
gelprofielen van windturbines uitgevoerd. Aerodynamische prestaties werden gekwan-
tificeerd door de lift en luchtweerstandscoëfficiënten te berekenen. Om nauwkeurige
en exclusieve kwantificering van het geluid van de TE mogelijk te maken, werden een
microfoonarray en akoestische bundelvormingstechnieken gebruikt. Windtunneltests
aan een NACA 633–018 vleugelprofiel werden uitgevoerd. Het vleugelprofiel was uit-
gerust met verschillende zaagtandgeometrieën en permeabele TE-inzetstukken. Voor
een constante vleugellift, blijkt de geluidsreductie door de TE zaagtanden af te hangen
van de zaagtandgeometrie. De strijkijzervormige tanden zorgden voor ongeveer 2,5 dB
extra maximale TBL–TE geluidsreductie dan de meer conventionele zaagtandvormige
vertandingen. Voor permeabele TE’s, weergegeven door eenvoudig geperforeerde kana-
len, neemt de maximale geluidsreductie toe met toenemende doorlaatbaarheid, d.w.z.
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14 SAMENVATTING

het aantal poriën per oppervlakte-eenheid. De geperforeerde kanalen zorgen voor een
ongeveer 3 dB hogere maximale TBL–TE geluidsreductie dan de zaagtanden, wat hun
potentieel voor industriële toepassingen bevestigt. Echter, voor beide technologieën,
verslechtert de TBL–TE geluidsreductiemogelijkheden naarmate de vleugelbelasting toe
neemt. Bovendien veroorzaakt de oppervlakteruwheid van de geperforeerde kanalen
ook een toename van ruwheidsgeluid bij hoge frequenties en ook een toename van de
aerodynamische weerstand.

Om de tekortkomingen van de permeabele TE tegen te gaan, wordt een alternatief
ontwerpconcept onderzocht. In de richting loodrecht op de koorde heeft het permeabele
materiaal een hoge permeabiliteit K (lage soortelijke weerstand r ) en een hoge vormweer-
standscoëfficiënt C . Dit is een onconventionele eigenschap omdat C in het algemeen
omgekeerd evenredig is met K . Om dit onconventionele concept te realiseren, is een
met Kevlar bedekt, zeer doorlatend geperforeerd kanaal geïnstalleerd op het TE-gebied
van een NACA 0018-vleugelprofiel. Het doel van het behandelen van het oppervlak met
de Kevlar-stof was tweeledig: ten eerste om gebruik te maken van de akoestisch door-
laatbare, doch stroming ondoordringbare, eigenschap van Kevlar om een relatief hogere
C te bereiken; ten tweede is het gladde Kevlar oppervlak bedoeld om de ruwheid van
de 3D-geprinte geperforeerde kanalen en het mogelijke tonale geluid te dempen. Het
vleugelprofiel werd getest in een open-jet windtunnel en de resultaten zijn vergeleken
met tests van hetzelfde vleugelprofiel met TE-inzetstukken van poreus metaalschuim. De
resultaten hebben aangetoond dat het nieuwe TE-concept breedbandige geluidsreductie
kan bieden zonder ruwheid geluid toe te laten nemen. De variatie van de geluidsreductie
met de toenemende vleugelprofielbelasting is minder dan 1 dB. Verder is aangetoond dat
in vergelijking met metaalschuim, de maximale geluidsreductie en de variabiliteit ervan
omgekeerd evenredig is met C , en niet met de soortelijke weerstand r zoals gewoonlijk
gerapporteerd in literatuur. Dit laatste lijkt alleen geldig wanneer permeabele materialen
van hetzelfde type worden overwogen. Dit motiveert de noodzaak om een meer generieke
parameter te identificeren om te helpen bij het ontwerpen van toekomstige permeabele
materialen voor TBL–TE geluidsreductie.

Daarom is het gemotiveerd om een datagedreven analyse uit te voeren, gebaseerd
op verzamelde experimentele windtunnelgegevens, om een reeks relevante stroompara-
meters te identificeren die de maximale TBL–TE geluidsreductie bepalen. Symbolische
regressiemodellering ondersteund door genetische programmering werd gebruikt om
wiskundige uitdrukkingen te formuleren die de relatie aangeven tussen de maximale
geluidsreductie en de relevante parameters. Het programma mocht vrijelijk alle door de
gebruiker verstrekte parameters selecteren om uitdrukkingen te formuleren die het beste
passen bij de experimentele gegevens. In deze studie waren de stromingspermeabiliteit in
de stroomrichting Kx - en koorde-normale Ky -richting ontkoppeld. Bovendien werd een
parameter opgenomen die de slankheid van de TE-vorm in acht neemt. Experimentele
data van twee vleugelprofielen en drie permeabele materiaalsoorten zijn meegenomen.
De resultaten hebben bevestigd dat de maximaal TBL–TE geluidsreductie bereikt wordt
wanneer de TE-vorm lang en dun is om het drukontlastingsmechanisme te faciliteren.
Bovendien varieert de maximale geluidsreductie met

p
Kx , ook wel de Brinkman’s scree-

ning distance genoemd. Een generieke richtlijn is afgeleid: het is wenselijk om
p

Kx te
maximaliseren om de TBL–TE geluidsreductie te maximaliseren.
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Tot slot, als eerste stap naar grootschalige toepassing van een permeabele TE, werd een
prototype permeabele TE-verlenging getest op een echte windturbine. Contra-intuïtief,
een toename van 1,5 dB(A) werd geconstateerd. Verdere analyse van de spectra toonde
bewijs dat stroom loslating zou hebben plaatsgevonden.

Over het algemeen heeft dit proefschrift de veelvoorkomende tekortkomingen van de
permeabele TE behandeld. Alternatieve concepten zijn gedemonstreerd in uitgebreide
windtunneltests. Generieke parameters gerelateerd aan materiaaleigenschappen en
vleugelprofielgeometrie die de maximale geluidsreductie bepalen, zijn gedefinieerd. Het
wordt aanbevolen om anisotrope materialen, d.w.z. permeabele materialen met ongelijke
Ky en Kx , verder te exploiteren en te optimaliseren. Bovendien, constante proof-of-
concept validaties moeten regelmatig worden uitgevoerd samen met windtunnel tests om
het technologische gereedheidsniveau van de permeabele TE’s te helpen versnellen.





NOMENCLATURE

ACRONYMS

BANC Benchmark Problems for Airframe Noise Computations
CFDBF Conventional Frequency Domain Beamforming
CTDBF Conventional Time Domain Beamforming
CNC Computer Numerical Control
CSM Cross-Spectral Matrix
DLR German Aerospace Center
FS Frequency Scaling
HAWT Hybrid Anechoic Wind Tunnel
ISO International Standard Organization
KNMI Koninklijk Nederlands Meteorologisch Instituut

(Royal Netherlands Meteorological Institute)
LTT Low-Turbulence Tunnel
MLW Main Lobe Width
MSEM Mimetic Spectral Element Method
MSL Maximum Sidelobe Level
NI National Instruments
PIV Particle-Image Velocimetry
PLA Polylactic Acid
PSF Point Spread Function
ROI Region Of Integration
ROSI ROtational Source Identifier
RPM Rotations Per Minute
SEL Sound Exposure Level
SPI Source Power Integration
[O(A)]SPL [Overall (A-weighted)] Sound Pressure Level
SS Spectral Scaling
SSE Sum of Squared Error
TBL Turbulent Boundary Layer
TE Trailing Edge
TL Transmission Loss
VPM Vortex Panel Method
WHO World Health Organization
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18 NOMENCLATURE

LATIN SYMBOLS

A Area (m2)
Ã Source power (Pa2)
ai Surface pressure spectra modeling parameters (-)
B Cole’s fitting coefficient (-)
b Clean beam shape parameter (-)
C Form drag coefficient (m−1)
C Cross-Spectral Matrix (Pa2Hz−1)
c Airfoil chord (m)
c0 Speed of sound (ms−1)
cd Drag coefficient (-)
cl Lift coefficient (-)
cp Pressure coefficient (-)
cp,s Static pressure coefficient (-)
cp,t Total pressure coefficient (-)
D Array aperture (m)
Dc Unit cell size (m)
d Distance on the scan plane (m)
dc Nominal cell diameter (m)
dh Cylindrical channel diameter (m)
dp Mean pore size (m)
f Frequency (Hz)
Gpp Auto-spectral density of the surface pressure fluctuation (Pa2Hz−1)
g j Steering vector to grid point j (-)
g j ,n Component of g j from microphone n (-)
H Shape factor (-)
h Source component (-)
h Serrations amplitude (m)
Ir Far-field acoustic intensity (Wm−2)
i Imaginary unit (-)
J Number of grid point (-)
j Grid point index (-)
K , (Kx , Ky ) Permeability (in the x and y directions) (m2)
KB Brooks angle of attack correction factor (-)
Kδ99 Boundary layer thickness factor (-)
KTL Transmission loss factor (-)
K Permeability tensor (m2)
kx , kz Wavenumber in the x and z directions (-)
L Airfoil span (m)
lh Hole spacing (m)
lz Spanwise correlation length (m)
M= [Mx , My , Mz ] Mach number vector (-)
M0 Mach number vector of the incoming wind (-)
= [Mx,0, My,0, Mz,0]
M Mach number (-)
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Mc Convective Mach number (-)
m Summation index (-)
N Number of microphones (-)
Ns Number of sources (-)
Nv Number of variables (-)
na Unit vector in a direction (-)
n Microphone index (-)
p Vector containing Fourier transforms of microphone signals (Pa2Hz−1)
P Sound power (Pa2)
P0 Incident pressure amplitude (Pa)
P1 Scattered pressure amplitude (Pa)
p0 Reference pressure (Pa)
pa Far-field acoustic pressure (Pa)
pi Incident presssure gust spectral component (Pa)
Q Consecutive timestamp sample number (-)
R Observer’s distance (m)
RT Reynolds-number-dependent timescale ratio (-)
Rt Sound propagation path distance (m)
Rea Reynolds number based on a length a (-)
r Resistivity (Nsm−4)
r j ,n Distance from microphone n to grid point j (m)
S Direction along the surface (-)
Spp Auto-spectral density of the far-field sound pressure (Pa2Hz−1)
Sta Strouhal number based on a length a (-)
S Set of source indices (-)
s Source index of interest (-)
T Time interval (sec.)
t Time (sec.)
tjunc. Airfoil thickness at the solid–permeable junction (m)
ts Sample thickness (m)
tTE Trailing-edge thickness (m)
u j Weight vector replacement (-)
u, v Velocity components (ms−1)
uc Convection velocity (ms−1)
ue Edge velocity (ms−1)
u∞ Free-stream flow speed (ms−1)
uτ Friction velocity (ms−1)
V b

a Variability of a with b (unit of a)
Vs Base (solid) material volume (m3)
Vt Total material volume (m3)
vD Darcy velocity (ms−1)
vS Slip velocity (ms−1)
w j Weight vector (-)
Xi Generic input variable (-)
x= [x, y, z] Location vector (m)
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xc = [xc , yc , zc ] Wind-turbine hub location vector (m)
x j = [x j , y j , z j ] Grid point j location vector (m)
xn = [xn , yn , zn] Microphone n location vector (m)
xo = [xo , yo , zo] Observer’s location vector (m)
x, (x̄) Airfoil, flat plate: chordwise (averaged) location (m)

Wind turbine: direction along the incoming wind (m)
xtr. Transition location (m)
Yi , (Ŷi ) Generic (predicted) output variable (-)
y Airfoil, flat plate: chord-normal location (m)

Wind turbine: lateral location (m)
z Airfoil, flat plate: spanwise location (m)

Wind turbine: vertical location (m)

GREEK SYMBOLS

α Angle of attack (deg.)

β
p

1−M 2 (-)
γ Fitting coefficient for the Corcos model (-)
δ Turbulence length scale (m)
(δ̄∗), δ∗ (Averaged) displacement thickness (m)
δ99 Boundary layer thickness (m)
δi Interface boundary layer thickness (m)
∆` Rayleigh resolution limit (m)
∆le Euclidian distance through a material sample (m)
∆lv Shortest path through a material sample (m)
∆p Pressure drop (Pa)
∆pi Incident pressure jump (Pa)
∆ps Scattered pressure jump (Pa)
∆pt Total pressure jump (Pa)
∆te Emission time delay (sec.)
∆x Separation distance vector (-)
ε Angle offset (deg.)
ε CSM factor (-)
ζ Angle between the Mach number perceived by the blade (deg.)

and the source-observer line
η Source marker constraint (-)
Θ Observer’s angle (deg.)
θ Momentum thickness (m)
ϑ0 Blade starting azimuth angle (deg.)
κ von Kármán constant (-)
λ Serrations wavelength (m)
λ0 Acoustic wavelength (m)
µ Dynamic viscosity (Nm−2s)
ν Kinematic viscosity (m2s−1)
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ξ Angle between the blade planform plane and the (deg.)
chord-observer plane

Π Wake parameter (-)
Π0 Wavenumber-frequency spectrum (-)
ΠP0 Cross spectral density of the incident pressure P0 (Pa2Hz−1)
ρ0 Air density (kgm−3)
ρs Base (solid) material density (kgm−3)
ρt Permeable material sample density (kgm−3)
σ See Eq. (2.8) (m)
τ Tortuousity (-)
Φ Loop gain (-)
Φpp Cross-spectral density of the surface pressure fluctuation (Pa2Hz−1)

between any given points
φ Porosity (-)
ϕ Serrations flap angle (deg.)
χ Recorded pressure-time signal (Pa)
Ψ Azimuth angle (deg.)
Ω Rotational speed (rads−1)
ω Angular frequency (rads−1)

SUBSCRIPTS AND SUPERSCRIPTS

1/3 One-third octave band
corr. Corrected
degraded Degraded CSM
eff. Effective value
geom. Geometrical value
j Evaluated at grid point j
junc. Solid–permeable junction
k, k ′ Related to source k or k ′
l Related to source other than k
lam. Laminar
max. Maximum value
meas. Measured value
min. Minimum value
o Observer
per. Permeable extent
q Timestamp index
ref. Reference value
s Source index of interest
s.l. Shear layer
sim. Simulated
tot. Total
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FUNCTIONS AND MATHEMATICAL OPERATORS

|.| Absolute value of a real number or vector
‖.‖ Norm of a vector
(.)∗ Complex conjugate transpose
∆(.) Difference
E(.) Fresnel function
E [.] Ensemble average
F (z) Serrations shape function
g (.) Generic function
G(.) Green’s function
I (.) Propagation term
L Aeroacoustic transfer function



1
INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, large wind turbines are installed and operated close to densely
populated areas due to growing needs for renewable energy. Noise con-
straints are hampering this development. Measurement of noise from a
real wind turbine shows that the broadband and swishing wind-turbine
noise originates from the region close to the blade tip. The most relevant
wind turbine noise source is the so-called Turbulent Boundary Layer
Trailing-Edge (TBL–TE) noise. Many passive TBL–TE noise reduction
technologies have been developed and tested in laboratories, yet only
TE serrations are being implemented on real wind turbines. Some tech-
nologies, such as porous materials, have shown potential to achieve
higher TBL–TE noise reduction than the TE serrations. This thesis aims
to advance technological readiness level of such technologies.

1
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1.1. GROWTH OF WIND ENERGY AND WIND TURBINES
Renewable energy, such as solar and wind energy, is beneficial both economically and
environmentally. The advantages of renewable energy come from their independence
on the volatile fuel price and little-to-none harmful waste from energy production [1].
Wind energy is one of the fastest-growing renewable energy branches [2]. From 2010
to 2020, the total global wind power capacity has quadrupled to almost 800 GW [3, 4].
Accelerated by the commitment to reach net zero carbon dioxide emission in the middle
of the 21st century, world leaders are facing ever-increasing pressure to maximize the
renewable energy extraction. Therefore, the wind energy sector is expected to experience
an unprecedented growth in the upcoming decades [5].

Figure 1.1: A horizontal-axis wind turbine close to Leidschendam, the Netherlands.

Wind turbines are used to capture the wind energy and convert it to electricity.
Horizontal-axis wind turbines (See, for instance, Fig. 1.1) are the most common [6]
due to their higher efficiency, compared to their vertical-axis counterparts [7]. Despite
being a sophisticated system, engineers have been able to craft larger horizontal-axis
wind turbines capable of producing more power [8]. The rotor diameter has grown from
20 meters in average in the 1980s to more than 120 m in the present [9]. In Europe, about
80 % of new wind turbines are installed on shore [5], both as a stand-alone structure
or as wind farms. The average on-shore wind turbine rotor diameter and power rating
have doubled between 2010 and 2018 [10] as visualized in Fig. 1.2. More recently in 2020,
almost 900 new on-shore wind turbines, having an average power rating of 3 MW, were
installed in Germany and France, according to WindEurope [5].

1.2. NOISE CONSTRAINTS FOR NEW WIND TURBINES
It is economically desirable to install new on-shore wind turbines in areas with consis-
tently high wind speeds close to access roads and existing power lines [11, 12]. This could
result in wind turbines being installed close to densely populated areas. As such, presence
of wind turbines poses environmental and societal impacts. A wind turbine could cause
many forms of nuisance [13], including noise nuisance. In 2018, the World Health Organi-
zation (WHO) published guidelines for wind turbine noise [14], which recommend the
day-evening-night-weighted Sound Pressure Level (SPL) to be below 45 dB. The concern
regarding noise is raised due to the proven health consequences of exposure to noise
[15, 16].
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2000 2010 2018

1.0 MW

1.9 MW

2.6 MW

50.2 m

81.2 m

110.4 m

Year

Power

rating

Figure 1.2: Growth of the average on-shore
wind turbine rotor diameter and power
rating from year 2010 to 2018, adapted from
Renewable Energy Statistics 2019 by The
International Renewable Energy Agency
(IRENA) [10].

Present 

measurement

Figure 1.3: Sound power levels of wind
turbines with different rotor diameters
classified by the year they were designed.
The ‘Present measurement’ refers to the
measurement presented in Section 1.3.

Subsequent noise restrictions by local governments [17] have been enforced. The
limits are more strict especially in rural and residential areas during nighttime. Such
limits have been hampering installation and operation of new wind turbines for years
[18, 19]. In fact, the noise restrictions go against the current growth of the wind-turbine
technology because wind turbines with larger rotor diameter operating at high speeds
are known to produce more noise [20]. Nevertheless, responses to the restrictions are
visible in the past as shown for instance in Fig. 1.3. where noise data from a number of
sample wind turbines in the USA designed between the 80s and the 00s are shown. There
is a clear direct increase of the wind turbine sound power level and the rotor diameter.
However, this data shows that newer wind turbines from the 90s and 00s, despite having
equally large or even larger rotor diameters than those from the 80s, are clearly more
quiet. This is because engineers have been actively developing technologies for mitigating
various noise sources from wind turbines [21]. Given the current projection of the wind
turbine growth and the pressure to utilize more renewable energy such as wind energy,
the wind turbine noise constraint is still expected to persist. Research will therefore still
be needed to understand the wind turbine noise sources and to develop noise mitigation
technologies.
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1.3. A REAL-LIFE EXAMPLE OF WIND-TURBINE NOISE
To help the readers envision the present characteristics of modern-day wind turbine
noise and identify the relevant noise sources, this section presents acoustic measurement
results of an actual wind turbine.

1.3.1. NOISE MEASUREMENT SET UP

In October 2021, LM Wind Power, an industrial partner in the present research project, has
provided access to carry out noise measurements of a wind turbine at Windpark Wieringer-
meer administrated by ECN Wind Energy Facilities B.V. (EWEF) close to Wieringerwerf,
the Netherlands. The considered wind turbine height from the base to the hub is 89 m and
the rotor diameter is 117 m. The power rating of this turbine is 4.2 MW. A 4 m × 4 m array
of microphone with a synchronized video camera was placed in the upwind direction of
the turbine at a distance approximately the same as the base-to-hub height. A schematic
is shown in Fig. 1.4a and a photograph of the set up is shown in Fig. 1.4b. Interested
readers are referred to Chapter 4 for further technical details of the measurement system
and the post-processing techniques.

During the present measurement, the wind turbine was rotating at a rotational speed
of approximately 13.6 Rotations Per Minute (RPM). The turbine was facing a southerly
wind. According to the open data from Royal Netherlands Meteorological Institute (KNMI)
[22] collected at the closest by weather station in De Kooy, the wind speed was approxi-
mately 9.5 m/s, the temperature was 15.8◦C, and the relative humidity was 66%.

y

Pitch angle

N Yaw angle

Wind

Azimuth angle

RPM

Mic. array 

x

z

45°

& video camera

89 m

Diameter: 117 m

(a)

y

Pitch angle

N Yaw angle

Wind

Azimuth angle

RPM

Mic. array 

x

z

45°

& video camera

89 m

Diameter: 117 m

(b)

Figure 1.4: Wind turbine noise measurement set up: (a) A schematic (not to scale) and (b) a photograph.
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1.3.2. CHARACTERIZING THE WIND TURBINE NOISE AND LOCALIZING THE

SOURCES

The results are presented in Fig. 1.5 for a 20-second extract of the measurement. First, the
time-series data of the Overall A-Weighted Sound Pressure Level (OASPL) is presented
in Fig. 1.5a. This A-weighted result represents human ear perception which is the most
sensitive to sound frequencies around 1 kHz. A clear periodic pattern of the OASPL
varying between 53 and 59 dB(A) can be seen. This OASPL translates to the sound power
level range of 106 to 112 dB(A). This range is visualized in Fig. 1.3. In comparison to other
modern wind turbines, the approximated sound power levels of this wind turbine fall
within the expected trend.

The period of the OASPL pattern is approximately 1.5 s which, according to the RPM,
translates to every time a blade passes a certain azimuthal location. In other words, for a
stationery observer, the amplitude of the OASPL is modulated by the blade movement.
This periodic character, i.e. changing between loud and quiet synchronizing with the
blade movement, is also (in)famously known as the swishing character [23, 24].

Figure 1.5b presents the A-weighted spectrogram of this measurement, hence reveals
the frequency content of this periodic noise. The periodic pattern can still be seen in
the time domain (horizontal axis). In the frequency domain (vertical axis), it can be seen
that the Sound Pressure Level (SPL) is distributed over a broad frequency range with the
highest A-weighted SPL between the sound frequency of 100 and 1,000 Hz. Therefore, the
noise from the wind turbine is broadband sound.

To locate the origin of this noise, the ROtational Source Identifier (ROSI) beamforming
technique [25] (See Chapter 4) is applied to the microphone array data. Four source maps
visualizing the SPL and the location of the sound sources are overlaid over instantaneous
photographs of the wind turbine. The brighter colors in the maps mean the louder noise.
The four selected time instances are chosen at various locations in the periodic pattern as
marked in Fig. 1.5a. The frequencies considered are between 600 and 1,400 Hz as marked
in the spectrogram in Fig. 1.5b.

From the source map, it is clear that the strongest noise emanates from the region
close to the tip of the blade; more specifically, the downward-moving blade approaching
the stationery observer on the ground. This phenomenon is examined in further detail in
Chapter 4. Apart from the blade tip, one can observe a somewhat constant noise source
from the tower close to the hub which could result from turbulent air flow interacting
with the tower and/or mechanical noise from the hub [23, 26]. However, this noise source
is approximately 3-4 dB lower than that from the blade.

1.4. AERODYNAMIC NOISE FROM A WIND TURBINE
The present measurement has shown that the outboard region of the blade, i.e. close to
the tip, contributes the most to noise emission from a wind turbine. This noise results
from interaction between the blades and air and is known as the aerodynamic noise. A
schematic in Fig. 1.6 focuses on this blade region and illustrates possible mechanisms
that contribute to the aerodynamic noise emission. Wagner et al. [26] categorized aerody-
namic noise mechanisms of a wind turbine in three groups. Their affiliating mechanisms
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i.)

ii.)
iii.)

iv.)

(a)

i.)

ii.)
iii.)

iv.)

(b)

i.) ii.) iii.) iv.)

(c)

Figure 1.5: Wind turbine noise in a 20-second excerpt: (a) Time-series OASPL (b) spectrogram, and (c)
instanteneous ROSI beamforming images at time instances and frequency range marked in (a) and (b).

and relevance are summarized in the following.

1. Low-frequency noise: This results from blade interaction with flow field around the
tower or with wakes from other wind turbines (in a wind park). The frequency of
this noise is close to the lower human hearing limit of approximately 20 Hz.

2. Inflow turbulent noise: This noise is governed by the turbulence intensity of the
incoming wind experienced by the blade. This is associated to frequencies up
to approximately 1 kHz. Research has shown that this noise can be mitigated by
carefully optimizing the blade’s leading-edge shape [28].
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Inflow turbulence

Damages 

and dirt

Vortex shedding from 

a blunt trailing edge

Boundary layer

instability/ transition

or turbulent eddies

Tip vortex

Turbulent eddies 

in separated flows

Turbulent eddies 

passing the trailing edge

Flow

Figure 1.6: Schematic of possible flow-blade interaction mechanisms that contribute to aerodynamic noise
emissions from a wind turbine (Adapted from Wagner et al. [26] and Blake [27]).

3. Airfoil self-noise [29]: This noise results from interaction between the blade and
incoming air flow. The sub-categories of the airfoil self-noise are grouped based on
their broadband and tonal characteristics as follows:

(a) Broadband airfoil self-noise

i. Trailing-edge (TE) noise: This is the noise emission from the TE tip where
the boundary layer reaches the TE. For the chord-based Reynolds number
range where the wind turbine operates, the boundary layer is usually
turbulent and this noise is more specifically named as the Turbulent
Boundary Layer Trailing-Edge (TBL–TE) noise. It is dominant in the
audible frequency range between 750 and 2,000 Hz and is therefore the
main focus of this thesis. Chapter 2 is dedicated to the mechanism and
reduction technologies for this noise.

ii. Tip noise: This noise occurs from cross-flow induced by the pressure
difference at the blade tip. Vortices are formed due to this cross-flow and
the blade movement. Blade tip designs are being investigated to mitigate
this noise [30, 31].

iii. Separation/ stall noise: During stall, unsteady flow separation contain-
ing large turbulence eddies occurs over the airfoil. In normal operating
conditions, where the flow is attached, this noise is naturally avoided.

(b) Tonal airfoil self-noise: This type of noise often arises when vortex shedding is
triggered. This comprises of noise from a laminar boundary layer instability, a
blunt TE, damages, dirt, and imperfections. These sources of noise can easily
be avoided.
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Among the noise sources mentioned above, the TBL–TE noise is mainly responsible
for wind turbine noise annoyance. It still exists even in the case of non-turbulent inflow
[29] or if the blade shape and surface are well-designed and smooth [32].

1.5. TBL–TE NOISE REDUCTION TECHNOLOGIES
It has been estimated by Oerlemans [18] that the energy production of a wind turbine
could potentially increase by up to 4 % if its noise emission could be reduced by 1 dB.
This signals that research and development of wind turbine noise reduction technologies
are still lacking behind the progress of wind-turbine engineering. Researchers have been
innovating technologies to abate the TBL–TE noise since the 1970s [33–38]. Unfortunately,
many of these technologies have been developed and demonstrated only in a laboratory
scale without actually entering the real-world scale. Given the current growth of the wind
turbine industry, much more work is needed in order to raise the technological readiness
level of the TE noise reduction technologies.

Flow

suction/ injection

TE serrations

Permeable materials

Brushes/ fringes

Fences/ rails

Elastic materials

Hybrid

Airfoil shape 

(re)designAnti noise

signal

Passive flow control

Local geometry modification/ 

add on
Global geometry modification

TE noise reduction 

technologies

Active flow control

Figure 1.7: Traling-edge noise reduction approaches.

The noise mitigation technologies may first be subdivided into two main groups:
active and passive flow control as shown in Fig. 1.7. The active techniques include, for
instance, installation of speakers on the airfoil which emit anti-noise signals based on
real-time unsteady pressure measurements at the TE [39], or suction or injection of flow
to modify the TBL characteristics [40]. These techniques require external energy, e.g.
electrical input, and therefore might not be practical. Due to this, passive techniques,
usually realized by geometry modifications, are more desirable. The modifications may be
done globally by modifying the entire airfoil shape [41, 42]. However, for already existing
wind turbine blades, local geometry modifications and add-ons for noise mitigation are
relatively more pragmatic. Such modifications and add-ons are summarized in Fig. 1.7.
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Many of the present technologies are bio-inspired [34, 43, 44]. Generally, wind-tunnel
tests of an airfoil, i.e. representative section of a wind-turbine blade, equipped with these
add-ons are carried out. The tests are done as a preliminary proof of concept. Noise
reduction performances of these concepts observed in wind-tunnel tests and selected
references are summarized in Table 1.1 [45]. Applications of these technologies on real
wind turbines are also summarized in Table 1.1. Table 1.1 shows that, among these
technologies, only the TE serrations are the most mature since they are currently in use
on real wind turbines. Given the current growth of the wind turbine industry, much more
work is needed in order to raise the technological readiness level of the TE noise reduction
technologies that can potentially attenuate more noise. From Table 1.1 the permeable
materials are an attractive technology to investigate further due to their proven high noise
reduction levels reported from wind-tunnel tests, compared to TE serrations.
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1.6. OBJECTIVES AND THESIS STRUCTURE
The title of this thesis is ‘Assessing and improving trailing-edge noise reduction technolo-
gies for industrial wind-turbine applications’. This thesis comprises of eight chapters and
the structure of this thesis is presented in Fig. 1.8.

“Industrial wind-turbine applications” “Improving”

“Assessing”

Chapter 1

Introduction

Relevance and characteristics 

of wind-turbine noise

Chapter 2

Trailing-edge noise and its 
mitigation by trailing-edge 
modifications

Theory and literature review

Chapter 3

Airfoil models, flow facilities, 
and flow measurement 
techniques

Tools for aerodynamic 

assessments

Chapter 4

Microphone array and 
beamforming techniques for 
acoustic measurements

Tools for acoustic assessments

Chapter 5

Aeroacoustic characterization of 
trailing-edge noise from a NACA 
633—018 airfoil

Assessing current noise 

reduction technologies

Chapter 6

An alternative permeable 
topology design space for 
trailing-edge noise attenuation

A new concept for noise 

reduction technology

Chapter 7

Effects of airfoil geometry and 
permeable material types on 
trailing-edge noise attenuation

Identifying driving parameters 

and formulating generic design 

guidelines

Chapter 8

Application, conclusions, and 
recommendations

Application on a real wind turbine

Thesis: Assessing and improving 
trailing-edge noise reduction technologies

for industrial wind-turbine applications

Figure 1.8: Overview of this thesis.

This thesis is a part of the ‘Innovative PERmeable Materials for Airfoil Noise reduction’
(IPER-MAN) project funded by academic in industrial partners, including LM Wind Power,
through the Dutch Research Council (NWO). This thesis aims to advance the techno-
logical readiness level of the permeable materials for TE noise reduction for industrial
wind-turbine applications by accurately assessing performance of current TE noise re-
duction technologies. For the assessment, this thesis focuses on two technologies: the TE
serrations technology and the permeable materials using wind-tunnel measurements of
airfoil models equipped with these technologies. Next, the thesis focuses on improving
the current permeable TE technology because this technology shows the potential to
achieve a considerable additional noise reduction compared to the TE serrations, but,
unlike the TE serrations, has not been implemented on real wind turbines. This is partially
because there are still some aeroacoustic disadvantages attributed to current permeable
TE designs, such as the increase of high-frequency roughness noise and aerodynamic
drag, that hinder implementation of them on real wind turbines. Based on the experimen-
tal data, an alternative design concept for a permeable TE for noise reduction is proposed.
This design aims to improve the noise reduction performance while ensuring practicality
on real wind turbine applications and addressing shortcomings of previous concepts.
The experimental data are also used to identify design parameters that drive the noise
reduction and to formulate a generic design guideline for future permeable TEs. Finally,
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preliminary assessments of the TE noise reduction performance of a permeable TE on a
real wind turbine are presented. Correspondingly, the remaining chapters in this thesis
deal with the following:

• Chapter 2 provides theoretical description of the TE noise and discusses the noise
reduction mechanisms attributed to the TE noise reduction devices.

• Chapters 3 to 5 present the experimental techniques for and the results of assessing
the TBL–TE noise reduction technologies.

– For aerodynamic assessments, Chapter 3 introduces the airfoil models, flow
facilities, and measurement techniques employed in this thesis.

– For acoustic assessments, Chapter 4 presents the experimental setups for
acoustic measurements and discusses useful acoustic beamforming tech-
niques for assessing the TE noise reduction technologies and quantifying the
wind turbine noise.

– Chapter 5 presents the measurement results of a representative airfoil for wind
turbine blades equipped with TE serrations and permeable materials.

• Chapters 6 and 7 focus on improving the permeable material technologies.

– Chapter 6 presents an alternative design for the permeable TE. Experimental
results of the noise reduction and aerodynamic performances of an airfoil
equipped with this alternative permeable TE design are compared to that with
a conventional permeable TE.

– Chapter 7 applies symbolic regression modeling on the collected experimental
data to identify parameters that drive the noise reduction performance of a
permeable TE and to suggest a design guideline.

• Finally, similar to the present chapter, Chapter 8 focuses on the real-world industrial
wind-turbine applications. It concludes this thesis with a brief outlook on the
first real wind-turbine implementation of a permeable TE extension for TE noise
reduction. Finally, recommendations for future research are provided.

It is noteworthy that many chapters in this thesis have been adapted from the author’s
peer-reviewed journal articles. For the chapters where this is applicable, indications and
citation guidelines are provided on the chapter title page. A list of the author’s publications
up to the date of defending this thesis is provided on page 173.
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TRAILING-EDGE NOISE AND ITS

MITIGATION BY TRAILING-EDGE

SERRATIONS AND PERMEABLE MATERIALS1

This chapter provides theoretical description of the Turbulent Boundary
Layer Trailing-edge (TBL–TE) noise based on the framework of Amiet
(1976). Physical quantities that govern the TBL–TE noise characteristics
are pointed out. The two TBL–TE noise reduction technologies focused
upon in this thesis, namely the permeable materials and the TE serrations,
are discussed in more details. Physical mechanisms responsible for the
TBL–TE noise mitigation by those devices are explained. Finally, state-of-
the-art and current challenges associating to those devices are reviewed.

1Parts of Section 2.3.1 in this chapter have been published in the International Journal of Aeroacoustics. Please
cite as shown in the list of peer-reviewed journal articles, number 5.

13
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2.1. INTRODUCTION
The noise measurement of a real wind turbine shown in Chapter 1 has demonstrated that
the main noise source is located at the region close to blade tip. This is the region where a
high local relative flow speed is experienced [23]. The local chord-based Reynolds number
Rec is larger than one million [18] and the boundary layer is naturally turbulent. The
turbulence-induced surface pressure fluctuations encounter a change in the boundary
condition as they are convected towards the Trailing Edge (TE). This triggers acoustic
scattering that radiates to the far-field. This is the underlying mechanism of the Turbulent
Boundary Layer Trailing-edge (TBL–TE) noise introduced in Section 1.4. The TBL–TE
noise is the dominant contributor to wind-turbine noise [23].

This chapter is dedicated to the theoretical description of the TBL–TE noise. An ana-
lytical model of Amiet [68, 69] is discussed. The intention is to introduce flow parameters
responsible for TBL–TE noise characteristics. Subsequently, two passive TBL–TE noise
mitigation technologies, namely TE serrations and permeable materials are discussed
in detail. Their effects on the flow parameters, responsible for the TBL–TE noise, which
contribute to noise reduction are presented. Finally, their state of the art and current
challenges are discussed.

2.2. TBL–TE NOISE DESCRIBED BY ACOUSTIC ANALOGY
This section describes the TBL–TE noise by exploiting acoustic analogies. With acoustic
analogies, determination of physical flow variables that contribute to sound generation,
i.e. the source, such as pressure fluctuations and stress tensors, is done separately from
the calculation of the acoustic propagation. The governing continuity and momentum
conservation equations are rearranged in an inhomogeneous wave equation form. Subse-
quently, the far-field solution, i.e. the acoustic pressure at any arbitrary point and time
resulting from the source, can be obtained by solving the inhomogeneous wave equation.
This is done by integrating the source terms convoluted with the Green’s function for the
wave equation for a specified time/frequency and far-field location relative to the source.

There are several advantages of employing the acoustic analogy. For far-field noise
predictions, it is computationally less expensive to confine high-resolution simulations or
measurements to a small source region. The isolation of the source and the propagation
is helpful for studying effects of different flow variables on the far-field acoustic character-
istics as well as for tackling with the relevant physical quantity for noise mitigation.

By the end of this section, far-field acoustic characteristics of the TBL–TE noise will
be linked to relevant physical flow variables that can easily be measured experimentally,
modeled, or extracted from numerical flow simulations.

2.2.1. FAR-FIELD NOISE GENERATED BY TURBULENCE INTERACTION WITH

A SOLID BODY

Curle [70] investigated far-field acoustic characteristics of sound generated by turbulence
interacting with a solid body based on the classical Lighthill’s analogy for a free jet in a
quiescent field [71, 72]. In Curle’s analogy, the solid body is assumed to be acoustically
compact, meaning that the characteristic length of it, e.g. the chord c, is much smaller
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than the acoustic wavelength of the radiated sound λ0, i.e. c/λ0 ¿ 1. Curle argued
that in low Mach number flows, unsteady normal forces acting on the body contribute
more significantly to the far-field sound than quadrupole sources in the turbulence. As a
result, the radiated far-field sound alters from that of the free-field turbulence scenario
considered by Lighthill. The far-field acoustic intensity is proportional to the following
variables (for an observer in the same plane as this solid body, i.e. two-dimensional
consideration as sketched in Fig. 2.1):

Ir ∝
ρ0u6∞c2

R2c3
0

sin2Θ→ Ir ∝ u6
∞, (2.1)

where ρ0 is the medium density, u∞ is the flow speed experienced by the body, R is
the distance to the observer, c0 is the speed of sound2, and Θ is the observer’s angle
(See Fig. 2.1). This shows that in the acoustically compact case, the radiated sound is
proportional to u6∞. The far-field Sound Pressure Level (SPL) [found by taking 10log10
of ρ0c0Ir /(ρ0c0Ir,ref.), where Ir,ref. = 10−12 W/m2] increases with u∞ with a slope of 6 as
shown in Fig. 2.1. Furthermore, the radiation directivity is identical to that of a dipole
source (∝ sin2Θ) where the radiation efficiency is highest in the observer’s direction
normal to the body and lowest in the up– and downstream directions.

SPL (dB)

log10u∞

∝ 𝑢∞
5

∝ 𝑢∞
6

Θ

sin2Θ

sin2
Θ

2

𝑐/𝜆0 ≪ 1 𝑐/𝜆0 ≫ 1
Acoustically 

compact

Acoustically 

non compact

Θ

Figure 2.1: Theoretical noise emission of a turbulent flow with a solid body present.

To account for the acoustically non-compact cases where the acoustic wavelengths
are much smaller than the chord of the solid body, i.e. c/λ0 À 1, Ffwocs–Williams and
Hall [20] derived a solution for the Lighthill’s equation using a tailored Green’s function
where the boundary conditions account for the presence of a solid plate. The far-field
sound intensity Ir resulting from this turbulence interaction with this plate at low Mach
numbers, assuming inviscid and isentropic conditions in the source term (Lighthill’s stress
tensor), is proportional to the following variables (for a two-dimensional consideration):

2Throughout this thesis, c denotes the chord whereas c0 denotes the sound speed.
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Ir ∝
ρ2

0u5∞cδ

R2c2
0

sin2 Θ

2
→ Ir ∝ u5

∞, (2.2)

where δ is a length scale of the turbulence. This indicates that in the acoustically non-
compact case, the radiated sound power is proportional to u5∞ (one exponent lower than
the acoustically-compact case) as shown in Fig. 2.1. Furthermore, the radiation directivity
has the so-called cardioid shape (∝ sin2 Θ

2 ) where the strongest acoustic radiation is in
the upstream direction.

Equation (2.2) is very representative for the TBL–TE noise radiation characteristics for
wind-turbine applications, where the chord of the blade is much larger than the acoustic
wavelengths.

2.2.2. AMIET ’S THEORY FOR THE TBL–TE NOISE

The far-field TBL–TE noise of an airfoil is the result of sound scattering due to a turbulent
flow passing the TE of a rigid flat plate. There exist several acoustic analogy approaches
to describe the far-field acoustic characteristic of such setting. The presence of the
plate introduces, as mentioned in the previous subsection, a modified boundary con-
dition as compared to the classical analogy of Lighthill. The aforementioned work of
Ffowcs–Williams and Hall [20] tailored the Green’s function [73] according to this new
boundary condition. The far-field acoustic characteristic is obtained by a volume integral
of the transformed quadrupole source term convoluted with the tailored Green’s function.
Evaluation of this 3–D volume integral is very effortful because it requires all velocity
components in time and space to construct the source term [74].

Alternatively, the source term is described using the so-called Wiener–Hopf technique
[75] which performs a frequency decomposition of turbulence into single-frequency
surface pressure waves. To alleviate the mathematical effort related to the Wiener–Hopf
technique, Amiet [68, 69] further rearranged the governing equation and boundary con-
ditions such that the so-called Schwartzschild solution [76] can be applied to solve for
the source term. Subsequently, the far-field acoustic pressure can be obtained via Curle’s
analogy, i.e. integrating the source term convoluted with the propagation term (related to
the Green’s function) over the flat plate. This integration is applied to determine each fre-
quency contribution to the overall far-field noise under the hypothesis that the problem
formulation is linear. Generally, the scattered incident wave problem due to the presence
of a plane is known as a diffraction problem [77].

This section adopts the classical Amiet’s theory to discuss relevant physical flow
parameters that affect the TBL–TE noise. For simplicity, advanced corrections of Amiet’s
theory, such as the leading-edge backscattering correction [78, 79], will not be mentioned,
but will briefly be reviewed thereafter.

ACOUSTIC ANALOGY: ASSUMPTIONS FOR THE TBL–TE NOISE SOURCE

It is assumed that the contribution of quadrupole sources generated by the boundary
layer to the far-field noise is insignificant compared to the dipole source generated by the
unsteady loading force acting on the flat plate. Furthermore, the flat plate is assumed
to be perfectly rigid, i.e. no fluid displacement is caused by the flat plate motion. As a
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result, the Lighthill acoustic analogy in the formulation of Goldstein [80] in the frequency
domain can be simplified; the volume integration of the quadrupole term as well as the
surface integral of the source due to the fluid displacement are neglected, and one surface
integral term remains.

Consider a flat plate with a chord c and span L where the reference coordinate system
x = [x, y, z] originates from the TE at the midspan location as shown in Fig. 2.2. The
x direction is parallel to the chord, the y direction is normal to the plate, and the z
direction is parallel to the span. Let pa(xo,ω) represent the far-field acoustic pressure
resulting from a turbulent flow passing this flat plate TE, perceived at the observer location
xo = [xo , yo , zo] at an angular frequency ω, pa(xo,ω) can be calculated from the following
simplified acoustic analogy [81]:

pa(xo,ω) =
∫

S
∆pt (x,ω)I (x,xo,ω)dS(x). (2.3)

yo

zo

xo

c

L/2

xz

y

L/2

uc

2π/kz

2π/kx

Mid-span plane

Observer

Flat plate TE

Incident 

pressure gust

Figure 2.2: Schematic of an incident pressure gust approaching a straight TE of a flat plate.

The unsteady loading force acting per unit area on this flat plate may be represented by
the total surface pressure jump ∆pt (x,ω) at a location x= [x, y = 0, z] for a flat plate’s sur-
face. This ∆pt (x,ω) term may therefore be regarded as the source term, while I (x,xo,ω),
containing the Green’s function, accounts for the propagation to the far-field and may
be regarded as the propagation term. The far-field acoustic pressure pa(xo,ω) can be
determined from the surface integral of the convolution of the source and propagation
terms over the surface S.

From Eq. (2.3), one can already infer that the far-field acoustic pressure of the TBL–
TE noise is directly proportional to the magnitude of the pressure jump between the
upper and lower surfaces. For an airfoil, this is equivalent to the unsteady pressure jump
between the suction and the pressure sides. The source and the propagation terms in the
integrand in Eq. (2.3) are further elaborated upon in the following.

SOURCE TERM: PRESSURE JUMP

Equation (2.3) further implies that if the source term, i.e. pressure jump across the flat
plate ∆pt (x,ω) is known, the far-field acoustic pressure pa(xo,ω) can be computed.
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The pressure jump ∆pt (x,ω) can be modeled as a summation of the incident pressure
difference ∆pi and scattered pressure difference ∆ps , i.e. ∆pt =∆pi +∆ps [33, 81]. The
incident pressure pi is modeled as a pressure gust traveling with a convection frequency
uc towards the TE of a flat plate. A schematic of this pressure gust is also shown in Fig. 2.2.
It is assumed that the convective velocity uc does not vary with the angular frequency ω.
Then ω/uc can be replaced by the wavenumber kx . Supposing a two-dimensional case
where kz = 0, the spectral component of the incident pressure gust is described as follows:

pi (x,ω,uc ) = P0(x)e−ikx x , (2.4)

where i is the imaginary unit.

Experimentally, the incident pressure amplitude P0 can be retrieved by using, for
instance, surface microphones [82, 83]. The scattered pressure ps due to this gust must
satisfy the convective wave equation as well as two boundary conditions: first, for x > 0
and y = 0, i.e. in the wake, P0(x) must be canceled out by the amplitude of the scattered
pressure P1(x) to satisfy the Kutta condition, second, for x ≤ 0 and y = 0, the derivative of
P1(x) must be zero as the plate is impermeable.

The aforementioned convective wave equation and the boundary conditions are
subjected to the Prandtl–Glauert coordinate transformation [84] and a change of variable
(omitted for conciseness). The governing equations are then arranged in the canonical
Helmholz equation for a diffraction problem. Consequently, the Schwarzschild solution
of P1(x) can be found. Next, ∆pt is related to pi via a transfer function g as follows:

∆pt (x,ω,uc ) = g (x,ω,uc )pi (x,ω,uc ). (2.5)

The transfer function g (x,ω,uc ) reads:

g (x,ω,uc ) = (1+ i)E∗
[
−x

( ω

c0β2 +kx

)]
−1, for x < 0, (2.6)

where E∗[∗] is the Fresnel function, β=
p

1−M 2, and the Mach number M = u∞/c0. A
full expression where ∆pt (x,ω) is related to pi (x,ω) is obtained by substituting Eqs. (2.4)
and (2.6) into Eq. (2.5) as shown here for completeness:

∆pt (x,ω,uc ) =
(
(1+ i)E∗

[
−x

( ω

c0β2 +kx

)]
−1

)
P0(x)e−ikx x , for x < 0. (2.7)

PROPAGATION TERM

Another important term in Eq. (2.3) is the propagation term I (x,xo,ω) which describes
propagation of the sound generated by the source ∆pt (x,ω) at a source location x and an
angular frequencyω to a far-field observer’s location xo. The propagation term I (x,xo,ω)
is related to the Fourier transform of the Green’s function G(x,xo,ω) which accounts
for a uniform flow effect on the sound propagation, i.e. convection of the sound wave
by the flow. It is further assumed that the observer is in the far-field where |xo| À |x|.
The expression for I (xo,x,ω) is provided in Eq. (2.8) [81]. For conciseness, the sound
propagation path distance, corrected for the convection, is denoted by Rt as shown:
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I (xo,x,ω) =−∂G(xo,x,ω)

∂xi
ni ≈ iωyo

4πc0
e

iω
c0β

2

[
σ− xxo+β2 zzo

σ +M(x−xo )

]
= iωyo

4πc0
e

iωRt
c0 , (2.8)

where ni is a unit vector in the xi direction and σ=
√

x2
o +β2(y2

o + z2
o).

CLASSICAL AMIET ’S THEORY

Having formulated the expressions for∆pt (x,ω) and I (x,xo,ω), the far-field noise pa(xo,ω)
can be computed by evaluating the radiation integral given by Curle’s acoustic analogy.
Equation (2.3) becomes

pa(xo,ω) = −iωyo

4πc0σ2

∫ 0

−c

∫ L/2

−L/2
∆pt e

iωRt
c0 dzdx. (2.9)

For turbulent flows, the auto spectral density of pa(xo,ω), Spp (xo,ω), is preferred
[81]. This is obtained by multiplying pa(x0,ω) in Eq. (2.9) with its complex conjugate
p∗

a (x0,ω). For the assumed 2–D pressure gust, Spp (xo,ω) reads

Spp (xo,ω) = lim
T→∞

π

T
E [pa(xo,ω)p∗

a (xo,ω)] ≈
( ωyo

4πc0σ2

)2
2πL|L |2Π0, (2.10)

where E [∗] is the ensemble average and |L | contains the transfer function g (x,ω) and
part of I (x,xo,ω). These functions are independent on the incoming pressure gust. For a
simple case of zo = 0, i.e. the observer in the mid-span, |L | is given by

|L | =
∣∣∣∣2

c

∫ 0

−c
g (x,ω,uc )e ikx x e

− iωx
c0β

2 (M− xo
σ )

dx

∣∣∣∣. (2.11)

The function |L | is usually regarded as the aeroacoustic transfer function which
describes the response of the flat plate to the pressure gust for a specified observer’s
location. A full expression for |L |, including a solution for the Fresnel integral E∗ within
g (x,ω,uc ) in Eq. (2.6), can be found in literature [81, 85]. It can be seen that every term in
Eq. (2.10) discussed so far up to and including |L | can be computed analytically based
on the geometry of the problem. When the geometry of the problem changes, such as for
the case of serrated, i.e. non-straight TE, |L | is modified. A modified version of Eq. (2.10)
for TE serrations will be discussed later in Eq. (2.24) in Section 2.3.2.

The only remaining term Π0 in Eq. (2.10) is the wavenumber–frequency spectrum
which represents the TBL-induced incident pressure spectrum. For a given spanwise
wavenumber, Π0 is obtained by integrating the cross-spectral density of the incident
pressure ΠP0 . Roger and Moreau [79] emphasized that the spanwise statistics of the
pressure fluctuation is much more significant than the chordwise one. Therefore,Π0 is
simplified as follows:

Π0 =
∫ ∞

−∞
ΠP0 (kx ,kz ,ω)dkx ≈ Gpp (ω)

2π

∫ ∞

−∞
Φpp (∆x = 0,∆z,ω)

Gpp (ω)
e ikz∆z d∆z, (2.12)
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where Gpp (ω) is the auto-spectrum of the surface pressure fluctuations. This quantity may
be acquired experimentally by surface microphones or modeled using semi-empirical
models which are discussed in Section 2.2.3. The variable Φpp is the cross-spectral
density of the surface pressure fluctuation between a given point on the airfoil surface
x= [x, y = 0, z] and another point x+∆x= [x +∆x, y +∆y = 0, z +∆z].

Having defined ∆x,Π can also formally be related to P0(x) as [85]

ΠP0 = lim
T→∞

π

T
E [P0(x,ω)P∗

0 (x+∆x,ω)]. (2.13)

Assuming that kz = 0 the integral in Eq. (2.12) may conveniently be related to the
spanwise correlation length lz (ω) defined as

2lz (ω) =
∫ ∞

−∞
Φpp (∆x = 0,∆z,ω)

Gpp (ω)
d∆z, (2.14)

which can also computed based on surface pressure fluctuation spectra acquired ex-
perimentally using multiple spanwise surface microphones. There also exists a semi-
empirical formulation of lz (ω) which will also be discussed in Section 2.2.3.

Correspondingly,Π0 is

Π0 = 1

π
Gpp (ω)lz (ω), (2.15)

Therefore, for a given flow condition and observer’s location, the far-field TBL–TE
noise is driven by the flow parameters withinΠ0. It will also be shown further how TBL–TE
noise reduction devices change these parameters to minimize the far–field noise level.

InsertingΠ0 from Eq. (2.15), the Amiet’s theory in Eq. (2.10) reads:

Spp (xo,ω) ≈
( ωyo

2πc0σ2

)2
L|L |2Gpp (ω)lz (ω). (2.16)

It is noteworthy that the Amiet’s model in Eq. (2.16) for a highly simplified case of an
observer in the midspan plane right above the TE, i.e. xo = [0, yo ,0], becomes

Spp (xo = [0, yo ,0],ω) ≈ L

4

( 1

πσ

)2 Mc

1−Mc
Gpp (ω)lz (ω), (2.17)

where Mc = uc /c0. This is also in accordance with the output of other TE noise calculation
methods such as the one of Howe [33, 86, 87].

Finally, the far-field Sound Pressure Level (SPL) spectrum of the TBL–TE noise is
calculated as:

SPL(xo,ω) = 10log10

[2πSpp (xo,ω)∆ f

p0

]
dB, (2.18)

where∆ f is the frequency resolution of Spp (xo,ω) and the reference pressure p0 is 2×10−5

Pa.
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FURTHER EXTENSIONS OF THE AMIET ’S THEORY AND ADVANCES IN TE NOISE MODELS

Modifications to the enforced boundary conditions of the aforementioned flat plate–
pressure gust interaction problem trigger further extensions to the presented Amiet’s
theory. In literature, a solution for a more generic three-dimensional gust problem
[79, 88], i.e. kz 6= 0, is provided. Amiet also later introduced a decay of the incident
pressure complex amplitude towards the leading edge to account for the presence of flat
plate leading edge, i.e. finite chord length [85]. This is done by adding a decay term to the
transfer function g (x,ω,uc ) in Eq. (2.6) [81]. Roger and Moreau [78, 79] introduced the
so-called leading edge backscattering correction to properly account for the presence of
the leading edge, i.e. finite chord. This results in an additional term in the aeroacoustic
transfer function |L | [74].

More recently, analytical solutions to problems involving sound scattering due to
the incident pressure wave interaction with a flat plate have been developed for more
complicated boundary conditions. For example, Jaworski and Peake [89] considered
sound scattering of a poro-elastic plate instead of a solid and rigid plate. Such problems
are usually solved by the Wiener–Hopf technique. Multiple boundary conditions that
arise may require a matrix formulation that needs to be solved iteratively, such as the
solid flat plate with a porous extension problem considered by Kisil and Ayton [90]. The
solutions are then provided in terms of Mathieu functions in elliptical coordinates. The
advantage of formulating the problem in a matrix form and incorporating the Mathieu
function is the ability to handle unconventional boundary conditions, e.g. elastic or
porous plates [33]. These techniques are currently being employed to analytically predict
noise scattering from airfoils with unconventional TE treatments [91].

2.2.3. SEMI-EMPIRICAL MODELS FOR Gpp (ω) AND lz(ω)
The last two terms of Eq. (2.16), namely the auto-spectrum of the wall pressure fluctuation
Gpp (ω) and the spanwise correlation length lz (ω), are the only physical quantities that
need to be computed or collected experimentally in order to determine the far-field noise
autospectrum. Thanks to many experimental datasets that have rigorously been collected
in the past, there are a number of semi-empirical models that may be employed to predict
Gpp (ω) and lz (ω) and hence the TBL–TE noise. This section presents examples of such
models and discuss their implications on the TBL–TE noise characteristics with a focus
on airfoil applications.

UNIVERSAL WALL PRESSURE SPECTRUM MODEL

The spectrum of the TBL-induced wall pressure fluctuation Gpp (ω) is a function of the TBL
parameters. The spectrum features different regions [92–94]: low– and mid-frequency,
overlap, and high-frequency. The low– and mid-frequency regions, where the slope is
positive (∝ω2), are governed by the edge velocity and the displacement thickness of the
TBL, i.e. the outer region. On the other hand, the high-frequency region, where the slope
is negative (∝ ω−7/3 to ω−5), the spectra are governed by the near-wall parameters of
the TBL, namely the friction velocity and the viscosity. Finally, the overlap region has a
slightly less negative slope (∝ω−0.7 to ω−1.1). The level of Gpp (ω) has been found to scale
with the edge velocity, the wall friction, and the TBL displacement thickness. Therefore,
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the aforementioned TBL-related parameters are taken into account to accurately predict
Gpp (ω) spectral shape, i.e. slopes, and level.

Extra care must be taken when modeling Gpp (ω) for adverse-pressure-gradient flows,
hence typical to an airfoil TE region, because a drastic increase of the Gpp (ω) level (10 dB
at relatively low ω) has commonly been found in experiments when the pressure gradient
is introduced [95]. A number of semi-empirical models for Gpp (ω) have been (and are
still currently being) developed. These are, for example, the pioneering Rozenberg model
[96] which modifies the zero-pressure-gradient formulation of Goody [97] by accounting
for adverse-pressure-gradient effects, the Kamruzzaman model [98] which tunes the
Rozenberg model further by more accurately modeling the spectral decay slope and the
timescale ratio based on additional experimental data, and the recent model of Lee [93]
which is robust for varying flow conditions.

Recently, Lee [93] expressed the wall pressure spectrum models developed in the past,
including the models of Goody [97], Rozenberg [96], Kamruzzaman [98], Catlett [99], Hu
[100], and Lee himself in a universal format:

Gpp (ω)SS = a1(ωFS)a2

[a9(ωFS)a3 +a4]a5 + [(a6Ra7
T )(ωFS)a8 ]

, (2.19)

where a1, a2, a3, . . . , a9 are modeling parameters that are used to tune the amplitude
and the shape of the predicted spectrum. The parameter RT is the Reynolds-number-
dependent timescale ratio while SS and FS are the spectral and frequency scale factors,
respectively. These parameters differ slightly for the different models. A comprehensive
list of them is given by Lee [93]. The required inputs for these models are, in general, local
TBL integral parameters and the wall shear stress, which can be obtained experimentally,
and more simply by employing low-fidelity tools such as XFOIL [101].

To illustrate the dependence of Gpp (ω) on the input parameters, an example is given
in Fig. 2.3a where predicted Gpp (ω) spectra at the TE region (x =−0.02c) of a symmetric
NACA 0018 airfoil at chord-based Reynolds number Rec = 2.6×105 are shown. The model
of Kamruzzaman [98] is chosen and the input parameters are obtained from XFOIL [101].
The figure shows Gpp (ω) on the suction side for varying angles of attack: 0◦, 3◦, and −3◦,
hence varying displacement thicknesses δ∗ as specified in Fig. 2.3a. Additionally, the
result for zero-degree angle of attack at a higher Rec = 4.6×105 is also shown.

For a given Rec , an increase in the angle of attack, which causes also an increase in δ∗,
makes Gpp (ω) shift to a lower frequency. This indicates that the low-frequency content of
Gpp (ω) is associated with the relatively thick boundary layer while the high-frequency
content is associated with the thin one. This result agrees with the sensitivity study of
Lee [93] and is also analogous to the far-field acoustic pressure spectrum description of
Oerlemans [102], where the frequency content of the far-field acoustic pressure spectrum
inversely varies with the turbulent length scale (the TBL thickness in this case). Further-
more, an increase in the overall spectral level with an emphasis on the high-frequency
content of Gpp (ω) is obtained when Rec increases. This is reasonable since the flow speed
increases while the boundary layer thickness reduces with the increasing Rec .
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Figure 2.3: (a) Example of the predicted Gpp (ω) using the Kamruzzaman’s model for a NACA 0018 airfoil at
x/c =−0.02 for varying Rec and δ∗ and (b) Example of the predicted lz (ω) using the Corcos’ model for the same
NACA airfoil.

CORCOS’ SPANWISE CORRELATION LENGTH

Based mainly on the pressure fluctuation measurements below a TBL on the wind tunnel
wall of Willmarth and Wooldridge [103], Corcos [104] proposed that the spanwise correla-
tion length shall reduce exponentially with the angular frequency. Hence the following
formula was proposed:

lz (ω) = uc

γω
, (2.20)

where γ is a fitting coefficient and uc is usually chosen as 0.7u∞ [27].

For completeness, the predicted lz (ω) for the same set up as described in Fig. 2.3a for
Gpp (ω) is provided in Fig. 2.3b, only for zero-degree angle of attack. Here, γ is chosen as
1. The figure suggests a reduction of lz (ω) as the frequency increases and an increase of
lz (ω) as Rec , hence uc , increases. These two figures therefore depict the required input
parameters for predicting the far-field noise of a given airfoil.

2.3. TBL–TE NOISE REDUCTION TECHNOLOGIES
Having introduced the flow parameters that are relevant for the generation and the far-
field characteristics of the TBL–TE, this section presents a summary of current TBL–TE
noise mitigation strategies. Their effects on the flow parameters are discussed to illustrate
the noise mitigation mechanism.

2.3.1. PERMEABLE MATERIALS

Permeable materials enable cross flow between the suction and the pressure sides of the
airfoil. Many different types of material have been employed to this purpose, namely,
porous (metal) foams [54, 105, 106], (3D printed) open-cell metamaterials [107, 108],
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fibrous materials [109, 110], etc.

PERMEABLE MATERIAL CHARACTERIZATION

Porosity The porosity φ of a certain material is defined as a ratio between the void
volume Vv per total permeable material sample volume Vt [Vs =Vt −Vv , where Vs is the
base (solid) material volume], whereas in some applications, where the voids are filled
with air, the density is used:

φ= Vv

Vt
= 1− Vs

Vt
= 1− ρt

ρs
(2.21)

where ρt and ρs are the densities of the permeable material sample and the base (solid)
material, respectively. The porosity range is therefore 0 ≤ φ ≤ 1, with 0 meaning the
material is fully solid, i.e. impermeable.

Tortuosity Theoretically, the tortuosity τ is a ratio between the shortest path through
the permeable domain ∆lv and the Euclidean distance between the start and the end
point of the shortest path ∆le [111]:

τ= ∆lv

∆le
. (2.22)

However, determination of τ in practice is not as straightforward. Past literature
argued that flow acceleration and deceleration when traveling through the porous domain
with varying cross-sectional areas along the path, i.e. constrictions [112], should be
accounted for. This resulted in modifications to Eq. (2.22), involving additional correction
factors and coefficients [113]. A comprehensive overview is provided by Tjaden [111].

Alternatively, simulations and/or statistical approaches may be employed to deter-
mine τ. For the TBL–TE noise mitigation application, Rubio–Carpio et al. [108], for
instance, employed the so-called random walk model [114] which simulates randomly
distributed walkers within the digitized permeable material sample. Then, with a suffi-
cient amount of walkers, the averaged τ was computed.

Permeability and form-drag coefficient Additional characteristics of the permeable
material may be characterized by measuring static pressure drops across a material
sample according to the ISO 9053 standard [115, 116]. A schematic of a typical set up
for such characterization of the permeable materials is given in Fig. 2.4. A cylindrical
sample of the permeable material with a thickness ts is subjected to air flow at multiple
controlled Darcy velocities vD . The static pressure drop ∆p across the sample is recorded.
The obtained ∆p/ts is fitted by a quadratic function of vD as

∆p

ts
= µ

K
vD +ρC v2

D = r vD +ρC v2
D . (2.23)

Equation (2.23) is typically known as the Forchheimer Equation [117] or the Hazen–
Dupuit–Darcy Equation [118]. It describes that static pressure drop of a fluid having
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Figure 2.4: Schematic of the permeability test set up.

density ρ and dynamic viscosity µ attempting to pass through a permeable material
sample with a thickness ts depends on two material properties: the permeability K and the
form drag coefficient C . When vD is sufficiently low, the pressure drop is predominantly
affected the viscosity [119]. In this regime, the quadratic term of Eq. (2.23) may be
omitted, resulting in the well–known Darcy law [120], where the ∆p varies linearly with
vD . Instead of K , the resistivity r , defined as r = µ/K is also widely used. For higher
vD , the intrinsic morphology of the permeable material dominates the pressure drop
[121]. The streamline of flows are forced to slow down or change the directions when they
encounter geometrical blockages, causing inertial losses [118]. The form drag coefficient
C and the quadratic term of Eq. (2.23) account for this effect.

In this thesis, cylindrical samples of all the aforementioned permeable materials
having a diameter of 55 mm and a representative thickness ts = 10 mm are considered. An
Aventics pneumatic regulator and a TSI 4040 volumetric flow meter are used to regulate
the flow rate from a 10–bar air supply. The values of ∆p are read by a Mensor 2101
differential pressure connected to pressure taps up– and downstream of the permeable
material sample as shown schematically in Fig. 2.4.

PRESSURE RELEASE MECHANISM

On a solid airfoil, generation of the TBL–TE noise is attributed to scattering of TBL–
induced surface pressure jump∆pt at the TE as explained in Section 2.2.2. By introducing
a finite permeability upstream of the TE, the incident TBL-induced surface pressure waves
on the opposite sides of the airfoil partially interact and cancel, leading to a relatively
weaker pressure jump close to the TE, and thus sound radiation [122, 123]. The afore-
mentioned mechanism is the so-called pressure release mechanism [109, 110], which is,
among others, the biggest contributor to the TBL–TE noise attenuation by the permeable
TE [107]. Such a mechanism has been studied both experimentally and numerically [123]
by correlations of the near-surface velocity [122] or pressure [107] fluctuations on the
opposite surfaces of a permeable airfoil.

The pressure jump ∆pt may be viewed equivalently as the static pressure drop ∆p
across the permeable material in the Darcy–Forchheimer equation [Eq. (2.23)]. This equa-
tion states that ∆p varies inversely with K , meaning that if the permeability increases, the
pressure jump/drop reduces and further implies that the noise source strength reduces.
This (partially) explains one of the most widely-known findings regarding TBL–TE noise
attenuation of airfoils with permeable TE which states that the higher the permeability,
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the more the noise is attenuated [54, 82, 106, 109, 110, 124]. Nevertheless, it is important
to highlight that although it is theoretically possible to calculate ∆pt , directly employing
the Amiet’s model introduced to predict the far-field TBL–TE noise spectra for permeable
airfoils may not yield accurate results. This is because application of these technologies
may also modify the boundary conditions for the scattering, affecting also the Green’s
function (and thus the aeroacoustic transfer function |L |) [107], or even introduce extra
noise sources, e.g. roughness noise [109, 125], which will be demonstrated later in this
section. Such alterations are beyond the scope of the pressure release mechanism and
are, in fact, still a highly relevant topic for current research works [91].

It has further been shown that the pressure release mechanism does not occur uni-
formly along the chord when the permeable material is installed on the airfoil. Instead, it
occurs very close to the TE tip [107, 123]. Teruna et al. [107] confirmed this statement in
their simulation of a NACA 0018 airfoil with a permeable TE insert having diamond-lattice
unit cells. They showed that noise attenuation at the last 4 % of the chord, i.e. very close to
the TE, contributes substantially to the overall noise attenuation. Further analysis of the
flow field showed that there exists a certain depth inside the permeable material where
the pressure fluctuation magnitudes are comparable to that at the surface. This distance
is the so-called entrance length [118, 126, 127] and is closely linked to the pore diameter
for the foam-material type [126, 128]. Interactions of the surface pressure fluctuations
between both sides, and therefore the aforementioned pressure release process, would
occur most effectively only where the entrance lengths from the suction and the pressure
sides of the airfoil overlap. Because of this, the region close to the TE, where the local
airfoil geometry is thinner than approximately two times the entrance length, contributes
the most to the overall noise attenuation [107].

STATE OF THE ART AND CURRENT CHALLENGES

Integration of permeable materials into the airfoil shape [54, 57, 105, 106, 109, 125, 129,
130] has been one of the most successful methods for attenuating the TBL–TE noise.
Researchers have experimentally demonstrated an impressive capability of permeable
airfoils of mitigating more than 10 dB of the TBL–TE noise. For instance, in research
conducted by Geyer et al. [54], it was shown that the employment of porous materials,
over the full extent of an SD7003 airfoil, could achieve up to 15 dB of noise reduction
when compared to the solid airfoil.

Loss of lift and increase of drag Balancing of the steady pressure difference between
the suction and the pressure sides also occurs on permeable airfoils, leading to a loss of
lift [131]. For instance, up to 75 % reduction of lift has been reported for highly permeable
fully porous airfoils tested in a range of angles of attack between 12 and 24 degrees in
the aforementioned work of Geyer et al. [54]. Studies from literature have, therefore,
proposed to apply the permeable porous material only at the location where the TBL–TE
noise is generated, i.e. as close as possible to the trailing edge. This approach gives a
better compromise between the noise reduction and the preservation of the original
aerodynamic performance, with respect to the fully porous airfoil [105, 125, 130, 132].

Apart from the loss of lift, Sarradj et al. [106] showed a clear increase of drag of a
fully porous SD7003 airfoil with decreasing resistivity. This be attributed to the surface
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roughness since cellular materials (i.e. open foams, generally metallic), which often entail
high surface roughness, have been used in most of the previous research works.

Roughness and tonal noise increase Increasing the pore size of porous materials in-
creases the surface roughness, and hence the friction drag [109]. Increasing surface
roughness also introduces the so-called roughness noise in a range of relatively high
sound frequencies [109, 125]. The frequency above which the TBL–TE noise emission of
the (partially) porous airfoil exceeds that of the reference solid airfoil is generally known as
the crossover frequency [105, 125]. For instance, Herr et al. [109], found that the crossover
frequency of the TBL–TE noise emission of the partially porous DLR F16 airfoil is around 9
to 12 kHz as shown in Fig. 2.5a. The crossover frequency has been found to vary inversely
with the pore sizes [105, 106, 109, 125].

(a) (b)

Figure 2.5: Far-field noise spectra of a DLR F16 airfoil with baseline and permeable trailing edges for different
permeable material groups: (a) Porous Aluminum (PA) and (b) Micro Perforated Plates (MPP), reproduced from
Herr et al. [109] with permission from the corresponding author. The notations used in this figures mean the
following: R0

TE: flow resistivity, wp: pore width, dp: effective pore size, φ: porosity, α: angle of attack, u∞
free-stream flow speed, Lp,(1/3): far-field noise level in 1/3-octave band, and fm: middle frequency.

More recently, simplified perforated topologies comprising of an array of straight
channels linking the suction and the pressure sides of the airfoil have also been employed
as another alternative to the porous (metal) foam materials [57, 133]. The investigation
by Herr et al. [109] discussed previously also featured a micro-perforated TE insert
which could achieve a comparable noise attenuation of approximately 6 dB to more
conventional porous topologies such as the porous aluminum. An example from their
work is presented in Fig. 2.5b. A similar finding has been reported by Rubio–Carpio et al.
[133] for a NACA 0018 airfoil with 3D-printed TE inserts. The authors found that, when
a sufficiently low resistivity is reached by increasing the number of straight channels
per unit area, a comparable TBL–TE noise attenuation to that achieved by a porous
metal-foam TE insert is obtained. Nevertheless, care has to be taken when reducing the
resistivity of such a perforated structure as tonal noise may appear. Herr et al. [109]
and Rubio–Carpio et al. [133] have reported tonal noise increase found in their highly
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permeable variants of the perforated structure. In the result of Herr et al. shown in
Fig. [109], this phenomenon is found for the ‘MPP1’ case where a clear noise increase
is detected at approximately 12.5 kHz. It has been hypothesized that the tonal noise is
caused by vortex shedding across regions of regular perforation [108, 109], yet this issue
has not further been addressed.

Practicality Despite the promising noise attenuation capability of the porous materials
proven by experimental results in literature, usage of such materials with large airfoils or
in operating wind turbines could still be unappealing for industrial manufacturers. The
permeable materials typically employed in the previous studies consist of randomized
pore distribution resulting from the electrodeposition manufacturing processes [105, 106,
125]. Apart from the aforementioned drag and roughness noise increase due to the rough
topology, large-scale realization, including manufacturing and maintenance, of such a
complex topology could be very challenging.

Previous research works have recommended ‘tailoring’ [108, 109] the permeable
material properties along the chord to overcome several downsides of the permeable
materials discussed earlier, such as the tendency of the perforated channels to produce
tonal noise. However, some issues such as the surface roughness may be mitigated only
partially.

2.3.2. TE SERRATIONS

SERRATIONS GEOMETRY DEFINITION

TE serrations are non-straight geometric patterns that are periodic in the spanwise di-
rection [36]. This section limits the consideration to only two-dimensional, i.e. flat,
serrations. Consider a modified version of the schematic from Fig. 2.2. in Fig. 2.6 where
the straight edge is replaced by the so-called sawtooth serrations. The serrations geo-
metrical definition is governed by the wavelength λ and the peak amplitude h. These
terminologies result from the wave-like consideration of the serrations geometry. Addi-
tionally, the most upstream and downstream parts of the serrations are denoted as the
root and tip, respectively.

More generically, the serration geometry may also defined by a generic function F (z).
As a result, the TE of the flat plate considered varies along the span and is defined by
x = hF (z).

TE NOISE MITIGATION MECHANISM BY THE SERRATIONS AND DESIGN GUIDELINES

Consider the schematic of an incident pressure wave approaching the TE serrations in Fig.
2.6, and, for simplicity, assume that kz = 0 the turbulence is frozen, one could envision
different phases of the gust distributing along the serrations edge as the pressure wave
approaches the edge. The coexisting different phase at the edge promotes destructive
interference of the scattered pressure, and hence noise abatement [134–136].

Based on the previously introduced Amiet’s approach, Lyu et al. [136] introduced a
modified boundary condition for the scattered field, which is enforced at x = hF (z) and
y = 0, instead of at x = 0 and y = 0 for the straight TE case [91]. By further assuming that
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Figure 2.6: Schematic of an incident pressure gust approaching a straight TE of a flat plate.

the span L is large and the observer is in the midspan plane, i.e. zo = 0, Eq. (2.10) modifies
to

Spp (xo,ω) =
(

ωyo

4πc0σ2

)2

2πL
∞∑

m=−∞

∣∣∣∣L (
ω,kx ,

2mπ

λ

)∣∣∣∣2

Π0

(
ω,

2mπ

λ

)
. (2.24)

It can be seen that the effect of the serrations geometry is only contained within the
aeroacoustic transfer function L and the wavenumber-frequency spectrumΠ0. It is also
noteworthy that although the infinite summation in Eq. (2.24) is similar to another well-
known analytical model of Howe [134, 135], the model of Lyu is less likely to underestimate
the noise emission of the serrated TE as that of Howe does. This is because the model of
Howe is based on a compact Green’s function which does not take into account coupling
between the adjacent serrations edge [136]. Furthermore, as kx h → 0, Eq. (2.24) converges
to the classical Amiet’s theory for a straight TE [68, 69].

Having known that the noise reduction given by the serrations is due to the destructive
interference of the scattered pressure at the serrations edge, the conceptual design goal
for the serrations is to maximize the surface pressure phase difference within a correlation
length along the serrations edge, so that the destructive interference occurs. Based on
the proposed analytical model, Lyu [136] derived two necessary design conditions for the
noise reduction: kx h À 1 and 2hkx lz /λÀ 1. Similarly, Gruber [38] proposed a practical
design guideline based on experimental results for noise reduction: h > 2δ, where the
boundary layer thickness δ is used to represent the turbulence length scale relative to the
serrations. It is commonly known that a long and slender serration shape, i.e. large h/λ,
is more likely to promote noise reduction as it maximizes the chance of having different
phases along the serrations edge.

The aforementioned guidelines are strictly based on the frozen turbulence assumption.
In fact, the surface pressure fluctuation as well as the flow structure also develop along
the serration length. Avallone et al. [137] showed that the low-frequency noise reduction
is contributed by the serrations root while the high-frequency one is governed by the tip.
Therefore, the serrations root contributes more significantly to the overall noise reduction.
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This can experimentally be demonstrated by chopped root and chopped tip serrations
[51], where the root or the tip of the sawtooth serrations are straight. It was found that the
high-frequency noise reduction by the chopped tip is absent. On the other hand, the low
frequency noise reduction for the chopped root is not as pronounced as for the sawtooth
serrations with a regular root.

STATE OF THE ART: OPTIMAL SERRATION SHAPE?

TE serrations are common on modern industrial wind turbines. Field measurements have
shown noise reduction of up to 5 dB compared to untreated blades [138].

Based on the available analytical noise models [91, 136, 139] and a parametric def-
inition of the serrations geometry F (z), it is indeed possible to optimize the serrations
geometry for the maximum TBL–TE noise mitigation. Kholodov and Moreau [140], for
instance, have incorporated the analytical model of Lyu and Ayton [139] in their serration
shape optimization. The results suggested that serrations with a slitted, i.e. sharp, root
and relatively blunt tip are likely to maximize the noise reduction. A similar configuration
is the so-called iron-shaped serrations introduced by Avallone et al [141]. This serration
shape features very sharp and almost tangent roots as illustrated in comparison to the
conventional sawtooth serration shape in Fig. 2.7. A computational study of Avallone
showed an additional low-frequency noise reduction of 2 dB given by the iron serrations
compared to the sawtooth serrations. This is also later confirmed by an experiment of
Zhou at al. [51]. The additional noise reduction is found to be because the tangent root
reduces noise scattering at that location by making flow interaction between the opposite
sides more gradual along the streamwise direction, compared to the less tangent sawtooth
serrations root.
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Figure 2.7: (a) Sawtooth serrations (b) Iron serrations.

Optimizing the serration shape design is still an ongoing research topic and the design
possibilities seem endless. Many more sophisticated shapes have been proposed such as
fractal shapes [142] and slitted serrations [140].
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AIRFOIL MODELS, FLOW FACILITIES, AND

FLOW MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES1

Wind-tunnel measurements featuring an airfoil, representing a wind-
turbine blade section, are essential for research and development of
wind-turbine blades and their noise reduction devices. In this thesis,
two airfoil profiles are considered, namely the NACA 0018 and the NACA
633–018 profiles. The studies are conducted in two wind-tunnel facilities,
covering a wide chord-based Reynolds number range. This chapter pro-
vides extensive descriptions of the airfoils and the wind-tunnel facilities.
Aeroacoustic measurement techniques employed to assess boundary layer
characteristics close to the trailing edge are described. Measurement tech-
niques employed to assess aerodynamic coefficients, as well as necessary
aerodynamic corrections, are discussed.

1Parts of this chapter will be published in the AIAA Journal. Please cite as shown in the list of peer-reviewed
journal articles, number 6.
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3.1. INTRODUCTION
Aerodynamic and acoustic testings in wind tunnels are essential steps for design and de-
velopment of wind turbine blades [143] because they help to assess and predict the blades
performance on a real wind turbine. A 2D airfoil with a cross-sectional profile represent-
ing that of a wind turbine blade is usually tested [144]. Correspondingly, for design and
development of Trailing-Edge (TE) noise reduction technologies also involve wind-tunnel
testing of such technology prototypes on the airfoil to assess their performance [41].

This chapter introduces airfoil models, wind-tunnel facilities, and flow measurement
techniques employed for experimental TE noise studies in this thesis. The models, fa-
cilities, and measurement techniques are classified based on the following wind-tunnel
facilities for tests in different chord-based Reynolds number Rec ranges. In this chapter,
the following terminologies are used:

• A–Tunnel tests: This refers to tests in the relatively lower Rec range: 0.2×106 ≤ Rec ≤
1×106, featuring two 0.2-m-chord airfoil models in the so-called A–Tunnel.

• LTT tests: This refers to tests in the relatively higher Rec range: 1×106 ≤ Rec ≤ 3×106,
featuring a 0.9-m-chord airfoil model in the so-called Low Turbulence Tunnel (LTT).

Details of the models and the wind-tunnel facilities are provided in the following
subsections.

3.2. AIRFOIL MODELS
Airfoil profiles are used to represent a section of a wind-turbine blade. Two airfoil profiles
are considered in this thesis, namely the NACA 0018 profile and NACA 633–018 profiles.
Both airfoil profiles are symmetric and have the maximum thickness-to-chord ratio of 18
%. The profiles are shown in Fig. 3.1. Throughout this thesis, the following conventions
are used: the x axis aligns with the direction along the chord, the y axis is normal to the
chord, and the z axis is parallel to the span. The coordinate system originates from the TE
at the midspan as shown in Fig. 3.1 and is normalized by the chord c.

Figure 3.1: Airfoil profiles considered.

These airfoil profiles have well-characterized [145] and predictable [146, 147] aerody-
namic characteristics. The symmetric geometry is advantageous for accurately setting
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the zero-lift angle. Furthermore, these two NACA profiles belong to airfoil families that
are commonly employed in wind-energy applications [144, 146].

3.2.1. AIRFOILS FOR THE A–TUNNEL (LOW-Rec ) TESTS

NACA 0018 AIRFOIL

The chord c of this NACA 0018 airfoil model is 200 mm and the span is two times the
chord. The maximum thickness-to-chord ratio location is at x/c = −0.661 and the TE
thickness is 1.5×10−3c. The model was manufactured by computer-numerical-control
machining of solid Aluminium blocks and comprises of three modular components: the
suction side, the pressure side, and the interchangable TE insert. The interchangeable
insert TE made up 20% of the chord (40 mm). A schematic of the model is shown in Fig
3.2a.

On the model surface, 30 pressure taps having a diameter of 0.4 mm are distributed.
The pressure taps cover −0.99 ≤ x/c ≤ −0.34 on both sides of the airfoil. The pressure
taps are distributed with a 15-degree angle with respect to the x axis to keep the flow over
the downstream taps undisturbed by the flow pass the upstream ones. The pressure tap
coordinates are provided in Appendix A.

It is worth mentioning that aerodynamic and acoustic measurements of this exact
airfoil model have extensively been presented in many preceding studies such as in the
work of Rubio–Carpio et al. [105].

Suction side

Pressure side

TE insert

Suction side

Pressure side

TE insert

(a)

Suction side

Pressure side

TE insert

Suction side

Pressure side

TE insert

(b)

Figure 3.2: Components of the airfoil models for the A–Tunnel tests (a) NACA 0018 (b) NACA 633–018.

NACA 633–018 AIRFOIL

The chord and span of this airfoil model is identical to those of the NACA 0018 model.
This model was also manufactured by the same method and is therefore modular. A
schematic of the model is shown in Fig 3.2b. The maximum thickness-to-chord ratio
location is at x/c =−0.661 and the TE thickness is 7.5×10−4c . In addition to the baseline
TE, 0.5-c-thick TE serrations can also be installed on this airfoil via dedicated TE serration
clampers which replace the modular baseline TE insert (See Fig. 5.2).

On the model surface, 28 pressure taps having a diameter of 0.4 mm are distributed.
The pressure taps cover −0.98 ≤ x/c ≤ −0.175 on the suction side and −0.925 ≤ x/c ≤
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−0.225 on the pressure side. For the same purpose as the NACA 0018 airfoil model,
the pressure taps are distributed with a 15-degree angle with respect to the x axis. The
pressure tap coordinates are provided in Appendix A.

Detailed wind-tunnel aerodynamic and acoustic measurement results of this airfoil
model is presented in Chapter 5.

3.2.2. AIRFOIL THE LTT (HIGH-Rec ) TESTS

For the LTT tests, only the NACA 633–018 airfoil profile is considered. The model is the
upscaled version of the aforementioned 633–018 airfoil with a chord c = 900 mm and
a span L = 2.22c. The model was manufactured by Deharde using sheet metal skins
covering rib and stringer structures [148], and is not modular.

There are multiple pressure tap rows on this model along the span. The main row is
approximately in the middle of the span and comprises of 118 pressure taps covering the
entire chord. The pressure tap coordinates for the main row are provided in Appendix
A. The other pressure tap rows have fewer pressure taps and are useful for ensuring flow
two-dimensionality over the airfoil. This topic is discussed in Section 3.4.2.

3.2.3. FORCING LAMINAR-TO-TURBULENT TRANSITION LOCATION

It is preferred trigger the transition at a specified chordwise rather than to let the transi-
tion occur naturally to ensure repeatability and comparibility of the results [149]. The
transition was induced by a so-called turbulator which is a thin spanwise strip that adds
roughness to the airfoil surface at a selected chordwise location. The roughness height
was carefully selected based on the intended Rec and angle of attack α ranges. The result-
ing turbulator selection and installation methods are specified in Table 3.1. Note that the
dashed lines in the drawings indicate the chordwise location x/c where the turbulator
strips were applied for both the suction and the pressure sides. For every test, effective-
ness of the forced transition was verified by scanning a stethoscope probe (composed
of a Brüel Kjær 4134 microphone and a Brüel Kjær 2619 pre-amplifier) downstream of
the turbulator strip along the span. This stethoscope check also revealed that, when
the turbulator was not applied, the boundary layer reaching the TE was also turbulent,
whereas the transition occurred further downstream than where the turbulator would be
applied.

3.3. WIND-TUNNEL FACILITIES

3.3.1. A–TUNNEL: 0.2×106 ≤ Rec ≤ 1×106

FACILITY DESCRIPTIONS

The A–Tunnel is an open-jet anechoic wind-tunnel facility of Delft University of Tech-
nology (TU Delft), where the jet is installed vertically within a room with acoustically
absorbent foam wedges. A schematic of the A–Tunnel is presented in Fig. 3.3a. The
cut-off frequency of the room is 200 Hz, and the room is characterized as acoustically
dead according to the ISO 3382 standard [150]. Readers are referred to a paper of Merino–
Martínez et al. [151] for further details on the A–Tunnel facility. Different velocity ranges
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Table 3.1: Boundary layer forced-transition device parameters.

Airfoil model
Turbulator specifications

Transition element Base tape Drawing

NACA 0018
A–Tunnel tests
(c = 0.2 m)

Randomly distributed
0.84-mm carborundum
particles

Double-sided tape
Thickness: 0.07 mm
Width: 10 mm

Flow Flow

x/c = -0.80 x/c = -0.95

6 mm

25.4 mm

12 mm

60°

Base tape

Base tape

Carborundum 

particles

10 mm

NACA 633–018
A–Tunnel tests
(c = 0.2 m)

Glasfaser–Flugzeug–
Service GmbH
Zig-zag turbulator
Thickness: 0.5 mm
Width: 6 mm
Angle: 70◦

None
Flow

x/c = -0.95

6 mm

3 mm

70°

Flow

x/c = -0.95

6 mm

25.4 mm

12 mm

60°

Base tape

NACA 633–018
LTT tests
(c = 0.9 m)

Glasfaser–Flugzeug–
Service GmbH
Zig-zag turbulator
Thickness: 0.4 mm
Width: 12 mm
Angle: 60◦

Aerovac blue flash tape
Thickness: 0.08 mm
Width: 25.4 mm

Flow

x/c = -0.95

6 mm

3 mm

70°

Flow

x/c = -0.95

6 mm

25.4 mm

12 mm

60°

Base tape

can be achieved by installing outlet nozzles of different contraction ratios. To achieve
Rec between 0.2×106 and 1.0×106, two nozzles were employed, namely nozzles with a
rectangular opening of y × z = 3.5c ×2c (700×400 mm) for 6×104 ≤ Rec ≤ 4.6×105, and
y × z = 1.25c ×2c (250×400 mm) for 3.9×105 ≤ Rec ≤ 1.0×106. For the whole range of
flow speeds tested, the turbulence intensity of the free stream is below 0.15% [151].

AIRFOIL INSTALLATION

The airfoils were mounted between rectangular side plates, installed and centered down-
stream from the nozzle outlet (placed at x =−2.9c for both nozzles tested). A photograph
of the set up is shown in Fig. 3.4a. The test section is semi-open to allow for acoustic mea-
surements. The angle of attack was controlled with a stepper motor with 0.001◦ precision,
while the angle bias with respect to the floor was measured by a Wyler Clinotonic PLUS
inclinometer with 0.01◦ precision. Due to the semi-open test section, the geometric and
effective angles of attack are prone to deviate significantly at high lift conditions [152].
Corrections for the effective angle of attack based on the geometrical one are presented
in Section 3.4.2.
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Flow

Flow

(a)

Flow

Flow

(b)

Figure 3.3: Schematics of the wind tunnels The arrow specifies the flow direction towards the location where the
airfoil model is installed (a) A–Tunnel, the numbers label 1© the settling chamber, 2© the 3D-printed
contraction, 3© the anechoic chamber, and 4© the fan and collector room (Scales in mm), reproduced from
Merino–Martínez et al. [151] with permission from the corresponding author (b) LTT (Scales in m), reproduced
from Timmer [147] with permission from the author.

Flow

Side plates

Turntable

Airfoil

x

z

(a)

Kevlar-

Melamine 

panels

Kevlar 

window
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Turntable

Pressure
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x

z

Flow

Airfoil
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Figure 3.4: NACA 633–018 airfoil models installed in (a) the A-Tunnel and (b) the LTT.

3.3.2. LOW-TURBULENCE TUNNEL (LTT): 1×106 ≤ Rec ≤ 3×106

FACILITY DESCRIPTIONS

The Low-Turbulence Tunnel (LTT) facility of TU Delft is a closed-circuit wind tunnel with a
contraction ratio of 17.8. In the free-stream envelope of the current study between 20 and
70 m/s, the turbulence intensity varies from 0.015% to 0.07% [144, 147]. A schematic of the
LTT circuit is shown in Fig. 3.3b. The octagonal test section part of the circuit where the
airfoil model is installed is exchangable. The test section has the width, height, and length
of 2.00c, 1.39c, and 2.88c, respectively. For aerodynamic and acoustic measurements in
this thesis, a specially made test section where the wall panels were treated with Kevlar-
covered melamine wedges to minimize acoustic reflections was used. An acoustically
transparent Kevlar window [153] was installed on the side panel of the section where a
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microphone array (see Section 4.2) was placed. The Aviation-standard Kevlar 49 T 965,
with a thickness of 0.12 mm and a weight-to-area ratio of 61 g/m2 [154] was used in
combination with Foam S.T.O.P. open-cell anachoic chamber melamine wedges with a
thickness between 7.6 and 15.2 cm, depending on available space. The background noise
properties of the wind tunnel facility and the transmission loss of the Kevlar window are
discussed in detail in Appendix B.

AIRFOIL INSTALLATION

The airfoil model was mounted on a built-in turntable on the test section. The airfoil span
of 2.22c could not fully fit in the section as it was constrained by the test section height.
The actual aspect ratio of the airfoil therefore became 1.39, with the remaining portion
of the span outside the flow. Consequently, the main pressure tap row on the airfoil was
positioned at a distance of approximately 1c above the floor. A photograph showing the
airfoil installed in the LTT section is provided in Fig. 3.4b. Deviations of the measured
surface pressure distribution due to the Kevlar and Melamine walls with respect to the
hard-wall configuration [155] are carefully examined and discussed in Section 3.4.2.

3.4. FLOW MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES
It has been shown in Chapter 2 that the far-field TBL–TE noise is governred by the TBL
characteristics at the TE. Therefore, it is of high interest to collect TBL information close to
the airfoil TE region for verifying, or even modeling, the TBL–TE noise. Flow measurement
techniques employed for this purpose are described in Section 3.4.1.

Furthermore, static pressure distribution on the airfoil surface provides insights on
the boundary layer evolution along the stream as well as information for calculating
the lift coefficient. On the other hand, the drag coefficient can be calculated from the
wake profile downstream of the airfoil. These aerodynamic, i.e. lift and drag, coefficients
complement performance assessment of the TBL–TE noise reduction devices. This is
because not only is the noise reduction crucial, it is also crucial for industrial applications
that the aerodynamic performance of the airfoil should also remain as unaffected as
possible. Aerodynamic coefficient measurements are described in Section 3.4.2.

3.4.1. TURBULENT BOUNDARY LAYER MEASUREMENTS

HOT-WIRE ANEMOMETRY

A single-sensor miniature wire probe model 55P15 (boundary-layer type) from Dantec
Dynamics was used. The sensitive wire was made of platinum-plated tungsten having a
length of 1.25 mm and a diameter of 5 µm. The probe was positioned at x =−0.02c and
z =−0.3c and traversed in the −y direction using a Zaber LRQ150HL–DE51T3 traverse
controller with 0.15 µm accuracy. Conditioning of the sensor was carried out with a TSI
IFA–300 CTA module and acquisition was performed with NI–9234 cards (±5 V, 24 bits
resolution). Data were collected at 71 different points in the −y direction, with more data
points collected near the wall. Each acquisition point took 2 seconds using the sampling
frequency of 51.2 kHz. The calibration used a fourth-order polynomial curve fitting of the
output voltages [156] with data from 17 speed–voltage data points logarithmically spaced
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between the lowest and the highest free-stream flow speed u∞, which was measured
upstream from the airfoil, i.e. close to the nozzle lip. The reference velocity information
was taken from a Pitot tube installed near the hot-wire probe. The maximum deviation of
the actual flow velocity from the flow velocity calculated from the calibrated speed–voltage
curve was found to be below 0.2 m/s, or 0.58% of u∞.

PARTICLE IMAGE VELOCIMETRY

The flow was seeded with SAFEX fog, and a laser sheet was created at z = −0.04c, i.e.
close to the center of the span, using a Quantel EverGreen 200 (200 mJ, dual pulsed, 15
Hz) laser placed in the opposite wall from the microphone array. Two Imager sCMOS
(5.5 MP, 16 bit, 50 fps) cameras were placed at the bottom of the test section, 0.8 m from
the illuminated plane. The first camera was positioned along the TE line, to ensure
the precision of the in-plane velocities (x– and y directions) while the second camera
was fixed 20◦ in the upstream direction, to allow for stereoscopic PIV post-processing,
obtaining the fluctuations of the velocity in the spanwise (z) direction [157]. Figure 3.5
illustrates the set up used for the measurements and Table 3.3 summarizes the set up
employed and associated uncertainty for the measurement technique. The uncertainty
mentioned in the table refers to the instantaneous velocity estimation. The averaging
of the 1,000 uncorrelated velocity fields reduce the uncertainty to about 0.02% of u∞.
The velocity field was extracted on a field of x × y = 0.15c ×0.06c centered with the TE.
Measurements were carried out only for the forced transition configuration for all the
Reynolds number for αgeom. = 0◦, and additionally ±4◦ for Rec = 2×106.

Figure 3.5: Schematics of the PIV set up used for
characterizing the boundary layer properties over the
NACA 633–018 airfoil model in the LTT.

Specifications Set values
Number of images
recorded

1,000

Numerical aperture f /11
Digital image
resolution (px/mm)

18

Maximum particle
displacement (px)

15

Field of view (x × y mm) 150×100
Vector resolution (mm) 0.3
Uncertainty in instantaneous
velocity (%u∞)

0.7

Table 3.3: Main parameters of the PIV measurement
technique used to capture the boundary-layer profile
over the NACA 633–018 airfoil model in the LTT.

EXTRACTION OF THE BOUNDARY LAYER PARAMETERS

Having obtained the velocity profiles in the direction normal to the wall, the boundary-
layer parameters were extracted, e.g. the edge velocity ue , the TBL integral parameters,
the displacement thickness δ∗, momentum thickness θ, and boundary layer thickness
δ99. The values of δ99 and ue were obtained from the region where the spanwise vorticity
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profile becomes constant [158]. The friction velocity uτ was obtained from the fitting of
the logarithmic layer, following the work of Clauser [159]. The fitting procedure results
in an uncertainty of 1.5%uτ. The wake parameter Π was calculated based on Eq. (3.1)
according to the work of Coles [160]:

2Π− log(1+Π) = κue

uτ
− log

(δ∗ue

ν

)
−κB − logκ. (3.1)

The implicit equation was solved with the Newton–Raphson method. In the equation,
the Kármán constant κ and the parameter B have the values of 0.41 and 5, respectively,
and ν is the kinematic viscosity.

3.4.2. AERODYNAMIC COEFFICIENT MEASUREMENTS

STATIC PRESSURE TAPS FOR LIFT AND EFFECTIVE ANGLE OF ATTACK DETERMINATION

For the A–Tunnel tests, pressure tap readings were done via Honeywell TruStability HSC-
DRRN025MDAA3 differential pressure transducers of ±2.5 kPa range and 0.25% full-scale
accuracy (±6 Pa). On the other hand, for the LTT tests, a DTC pressure system featuring 6
ESP–HD scanners with selected ranges for the application (Accuracy ±2 Pa) was used.

The lift coefficient cl was computed from closed-line integral of the pressure coeffi-
cients cp along the airfoil outline S, following Eq. (3.2):

cl =
nα

c
·
∮

S
cpnS dS, (3.2)

where nα and nS denote the unit vectors that are orthogonal to the airfoil angle of attack
and to the airfoil surface, respectively.

For all of the airfoil models considered, determination of the effective zero-degree
angle of attack, i.e. α= 0◦, is relatively simple, thanks to the symmetric geometry of the
airfoil. The effective zero-degree angle was found by matching the pressure distribution
on both sides of the model. However, non-zero geometrical angles of attack αgeom. may
giveαeff. that deviate drastically from the geometrical one. This is due to the distortions of
the jet direction by the airfoil circulation for the semi-open A–Tunnel, or due to the Kevlar–
melamine walls for the LTT. These issues are investigated and necessary corrections are
presented in the following.

For the A–Tunnel, it is assumed that the relationship between αeff. and αgeom. is given
by:

αeff. = KB (αgeom. +ε), (3.3)

where 0 < KB < 1 is a correction factor and ε is an angle offset. Brooks et al. [152]
provided an analytical formula to determine the value of KB based on the geometry of
the experiment set up. The formula suggests KB = 0.681 for this particular set up. To
determine an exact value for this measurement, a direct search for a combination of
KB and ε that minimizes the Sum of Squared Error (SSE) between the actual pressure
distribution and that predicted my XFOIL [101] is used. Data from pressure taps close to
the leading edge (only upstream of the turbulator strip, in case it is present) at selected
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αgeom. are used. The resulting KB and ε for the 0.2-chord NACA 0018 and NACA 633–018
airfoils are summarized in Table 3.4.

Table 3.4: Test conditions used for determining αeff., and resulting KB and ε, for the A–Tunnel tests in the
A–Tunnel.

Airfoil model αgeom. (deg.) Turbulator KB (-) ε (deg.)

NACA 0018 ≤10.5 Present 0.670 -0.23
NACA 633–018 ±6 Absent -0.670 0.00

It is notable that the resulting KB = 0.670 is very close to the suggested value of
0.681. The negative sign for the NACA 633–018 is used to ensure consistency of the sign
conventions with its upscaled counterpart in the LTT such that the pressure side of the
airfoil always faces the microphone array when αeff. is positive. Figures 3.6a and 3.6b
show the pressure distributions at αgeom. = 6◦ at Rec = 4×105 compared to the pressure
distribution predicted by XFOIL at the corresponding estimated αeff. based on Eq. 3.3 for
the NACA 0018 and NACA 633–018 airfoils, respectively.

Turbulator strip

(a)

Turbulator strip

(b)

Figure 3.6: Measured pressure distributions at αgeom. = 6◦ and predicted pressure distributions using XFOIL at
the corresponding effective angles of attack αeff. based on the computed KB and ε values over the (a) NACA
0018 and (b) NACA 633–018 airfoils.

For the LTT, the correction for the octagonal hard-wall test section can be found in the
works of Timmer and Garner et al. [147, 161]. Aerodynamic measurements of the baseline
NACA 633–018 airfoil were carried with both Kevlar and hard-wall configurations. Of major
concern, while one side (the wall facing the suction side at positive angles of attack) of
the test section was the Kevlar–Melamine panel with a solid back plate for the absorption
of the acoustic waves, the opposite side (the wall facing the pressure side at positive
angles of attack) was left with a single Kevlar panel in order to allow the microphone array
measurements. This may cause asymmetry between the positive and negative angles
of attack tested. Figure 3.7a shows the comparison of the cp distributions and cl polars
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αgeom. (deg.) αeff. (deg.)

0.002 0.003
4.003 4.255
7.999 8.473

Table 3.5: Summary of αgeom. and their corresponding αeff.
considered in the high-Rec LTT tests of the NACA 633–018
airfoil.

obtained in both test sections, and comparison against XFOIL predictions. From Fig.
3.7a where cp distributions at αeff. ≈±8◦ are compared, a slightly smaller suction peak is
captured with the Kevlar walls. The permeable walls of the Kevlar section leak air from the
ambient room to the test section when the pressure difference is significant, consequently
reducing the suction peak. The difference between positive and negative angles of attack
is also shown. Using the hard walls as reference, the Kevlar walls cause a small decrease in
the lift (cl in Fig. 3.7b) for angles above αeff. ≈ 10◦ at the negative condition caused by the
relatively lower suction peak. Observable difference in cl can only be found atαeff. <−10◦.
Based on this observation, it is motivate to limit the angle range for further data analysis
to αgeom. ≤ 8◦. The considered αgeom. and their corresponding αeff. are summarized in
Table 3.5).

(a) (b)

Figure 3.7: Aerodynamic coefficients of the 0.9-m-chord NACA 633–018 airfoil in the LTT test section with
hard-wall and Kevlar-wall configurations at Rec = 3×106 compared to XFOIL predictions: (a) cp for αeff. ≈±8◦
and (b) cl polar.

Additionally, the two-dimensionality of the flow within the test section, both with the
Kevlar and the solid walls, was also verified by comparing pressure distributions from the
pressure taps at other spanwise locations to the main one. This comparison is shown in
Fig. 3.8 for αeff. ≈±10◦ at the highest Rec . At αeff. ≈−10◦, the Kevlar window causes lower
static pressures on the suction side relative to when the solid wall is used. This explains
the relatively higher magnitude of cl at large negative angles of attack seen previously
in Fig. 3.7b. Notably, this trend is seen regardless of the spanwise location z measured.
Therefore, variation of the cp values along the span are lower than that caused by the
difference between the solid and the Kevlar walls. This confirms the two-dimensionality
of the flow in the LTT section within the angle of attack range of interest.
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Acoustically 
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Figure 3.8: Comparison of cp distribution obtained from multiple spanwise pressure tap rows on the baseline

NACA 633–018 airfoil in the LTT test section with hard-wall and Kevlar-wall configurations at Rec = 3×106 for
(a) αeff. ≈ 10◦ and (b) αeff. ≈−10◦.

WAKE SURVEY TECHNIQUE FOR DRAG MEASUREMENT

A wake survey was performed using a wake rake placed downstream of the airfoil model
to measure momentum deficits and thus extract the profile drag coefficients cd [147, 162].
The wake rake set up differs slightly for the different tests, and are specified in Table 3.6.
The pressure transducer systems for the wake rake were shared with the surface static
pressure taps mentioned in the previous section. It is noteworthy that the wake rake was
always absent during acoustic measurements.

Table 3.6: Specifications of the wake rake.

Airfoil model
Wake rake specifications

P. tap no.
(static + total)

Min. p. tap
spacing

Streamwise
location

Width in
z direction

Traverse in
z direction?

NACA 0018
A–tunnel tests
(c = 0.2 m)

50 + 12 3 mm x = 2c 1.1c
Yes

0.5c range

NACA 633–018
A–tunnel tests
(c = 0.2 m)

48 + 12 3 mm x = c 1.1c No

NACA 633–018
LTT tests
(c = 0.9 m)

67 + 16 3 mm x = 0.67c 0.55c
Yes

0.32c range

By assuming the incompressible flow and the Bernoulli theorem, the drag coefficient
can be calculated by the method of Jones which requires the total and static pressure
profiles in the wake [163]. Let cp denote the pressure coefficients at the wake rake location,
the subscripts s and t in cp,s and cp,t indicate that cp is calculated from the measured
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static and total pressures, respectively. The drag is then computed by the following integral
across the wake [162–164]:

cd = 2

c

∫
wake

√
cp,t − cp,s

(
1−√

cp,t

)
dy . (3.4)





4
MICROPHONE ARRAY AND BEAMFORMING

TECHNIQUES FOR ACOUSTIC

MEASUREMENTS1

The added value of employing microphone arrays and acoustic beam-
forming techniques, compared to a single-microphone measurement,
is the ability to localize and quantify relevant sound sources. In this
thesis, microphone arrays and several acoustic beamforming techniques
are employed for measuring trailing-edge noise of airfoil models in a
wind tunnel, as well as for field measurements of noise from a real wind
turbine. This chapter provides detailed descriptions of the microphone-
array setups. Useful beamforming, i.e. post-processing, techniques as
well as their applications and limitations are extensively discussed.

1Section 4.2.1 will be published in the AIAA Journal and parts of Section 4.3 have been published in the
International Journal of Aeroacoustics. Please cite the aforementioned sections as shown in the list of peer-
reviewed journal articles, number 6 and 3, respectively.
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4.1. INTRODUCTION
Quantification of noise reduction provided by trailing-edge noise reduction technologies
installed on real wind turbines and on a representative airfoil tested in wind tunnels
could be done by a single microphone measurement [165, 166]. In fact, an international
procedure for wind turbine noise certification such as that of the International Elec-
trotechnical Commission (IEC61400) [167] employs a single-microphone measurement.
However, microphone recording collects sound originated from every sound source in the
measurement environment. This restricts researchers from gaining certainty and insights
on the origin of the noise production and noise mitigation [138], which are crucial for
accelerating understanding of noise production mechanisms and development of noise
reduction technologies. For field measurements of a wind turbine, the recorded sound
signal could be contaminated by irrelevant noise sources such as from nearby traffic.
For wind-tunnel measurements, there are many possible irrelevant noise sources. For
closed-section test section such as the LTT, the environment may not be ideal to represent
free-field acoustic propagation. This is due to sound reflection from walls [168, 169] and
other noise sources from the wind tunnel circuits [170]. Open-jet wind tunnels, such
as the A–Tunnel, are designed primarily to minimize the aforementioned effects [171].
The walls are treated with acoustically absorbent foam wedges, and extra efforts are usu-
ally made to isolate noise from the wind-tunnel circuit [151]. However, even with good
acoustic treatment, there are still unavoidable noise sources such as noise made by the
flow leaving the nozzle [172], and the so-called corner sources [173] emanating from wall
boundary layer interaction with the airfoil model.

To overcome the tendency for a single microphone measurement to record irrelevant
sounds in the measurement environment, a microphone array is utilized instead to collect
sound signal and the so-called acoustic beamforming technique is applied to help quantify
the sound originated from a region of interest [174], e.g., for this thesis, the airfoil trailing
edge in the wind tunnel and the blade tip on the wind turbine. This chapter explains
further components of the microphone-array measurement and acoustic beamforming
techniques employed. The chapter is divided in two main parts: description of the
microphone array set ups, i.e. hardware, in Section 4.2 and description of various acoustic
beamforming techniques, i.e. post-processing software in Section 4.3.

4.2. MICROPHONE ARRAY SET UPS

4.2.1. WIND-TUNNEL MEASUREMENTS OF AIRFOIL MODELS

Arrays of 64 microphones were used for both the low-Rec tests in the A–Tunnel and the
high-Rec tests in the Low-Turbulence Tunnel (LTT) introduced in Section 3.1. On each ar-
ray, the microphones were arranged in a scaled optimized multi-arm spiral configuration
on a plane parallel to the airfoil planform when placed at zero-degree geometrical angle of
attack. This multi-arm spiral microphone arrangement has been optimized to minimize
the Maximum Sidelobe Level (MSL) and the Main Lobe Width (MLW), i.e. minimizing
the spurious sources and maximizing the spatial resolution (See page 50). Details on this
array design can be found in the work of Luesutthiviboon et al. [175]. The microphone
specifications, array scaling, and positioning relative to the chord c of the airfoil models
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are specified in Table 4.1 and illustrated in Figs. 4.1a and 4.1b for the A–Tunnel and the
LTT, respectively. The microphone coordinates are provided in Appendix A.

Airfoil

Scan planeROISide plate

Mic. 

array
Flow

(a)

Airfoil

Scan plane

ROI

Octagonal

test section

Mic. 

array Flow

Kevlar window

(b)

Figure 4.1: Microphone arrays for noise measurements of an airfoil in wind tunnels (a) A–Tunnel and (b) LTT.

Table 4.1: Specifications of the microphone array and the position with respect to the airfoil models.

Specifications
Wind-tunnel facilities and airfoil chords

A–Tunnel
c = 200 mm

LTT
c = 900 mm

Array width and height in x × z 10c ×5c 1.75c ×0.45c

Array plane y location −5.00c 1.16c

Microphone model G.R.A.S. 40PH PUI AUDIO 665–POM–2735P–R

Measurement uncertainty
(reconstructed spectra from 50 to 5,000 Hz)

±1 dB ±2 dB

The microphones for both arrays were calibrated using a G.R.A.S. 42AA Pistonphone
with a reference frequency of 250 Hz and a Sound Pressure Level (SPL) of 114 dB. It is
worth highlighting that, for the closed-section high-Rec tests in the LTT, the microphone
array was placed behind a stretched Kevlar window (See Fig. 3.4b). Extra transmission
correction and background noise level examination are essential for this particular set up
and are discussed in Appendix B.

4.2.2. FIELD MEASUREMENT OF A WIND TURBINE

Field measurements were performed to quantify noise emission from an actual wind
turbine and to assess performance of a trailing-edge noise reduction device prototype.
For this purpose, a 4 m × 4 m array of 64 microphones was placed upwind of a wind
turbine of interest (shown later in a schematic in Fig. 4.6, Section 4.3.6). This array is
an assembly of 16 1 m × 1 m wooden plates covered by 1.5-cm-thick flamex GU foam.
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For this array, the microphones are arranged in the so-called Underbrink multi-arm
spiral configuration [176, 177] containing 8 spiral arms and 8 microphones per arm. The
microphone specification is identical to that used in the high-Rec tests in the LTT (See
Table 4.1). In addition to acoustic data aquisition, a synchronized Datavision UI–1220
LE optical camera with Kowa LM4NCL lens placed in the center of the array was used to
collect optical data with a frame rate of 48 Hz and a resolution of 480 × 752 pixels.

4.3. BEAMFORMING TECHNIQUES

4.3.1. CONVENTIONAL FREQUENCY DOMAIN BEAMFORMING (CFDBF)
Conventional Frequency-Domain Beamforming (CFDBF) [178, 179] is a very popular
method, since it is robust, fast, and intuitive. CFDBF is a basis for other advanced
beamforming techniques introduced in the subsequent sections.

Relative to a planar array of N microphones, a scan plane is defined as a set of grid
points on a parallel plane. A schematic is shown in Fig. 4.2. With a predefined scan grid,
the CFDBF method works by assuming a possible sound source at each scan grid point
and determining its power.

D

Array with 

microphones

Grid points
Microphone n

Grid point j

Scan plane

with      grid pointsN J

M

Flow stream

Shear layer

rj,n
xj

xn

ys.l.

x

y

z

yo

Figure 4.2: Schematic of an acoustic array depicted as a circular disc with aperture D and a scan plane at a
distance h away having J grid points. The array consists of N microphones.

Let pmeas. ∈ CN×1 be a vector consisting of the Fourier transforms of the measured
microphone time signals, the N ×N measured Cross-Spectral Matrix (CSM), Cmeas., is
calculated as

Cmeas. = E [pmeas.p∗
meas.], (4.1)

where E [∗] is the ensemble average of snapshots and (·)∗ the complex conjugate transpose.
The CSM Cmeas. is thus calculated by averaging a large number of Fourier-transformed
sample blocks.

To perform beamforming, use is made of steering vectors g j ∈CN×1, which are the
modeled complex pressure amplitudes at the microphone locations for a sound source
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with unit strength at a given grid point [180]. There are several steering vector formula-
tions in the literature [181], but commonly, the omnidirectional monopole representation
is used from the Green’s function of the Helmholtz equation.

For this thesis, a case of sound sources in a flow stream is often encountered, e.g.
beamforming of trailing-edge noise from an airfoil in a wind tunnel. Let the scan plane in
Fig. 4.2 lie within a flow stream with a Mach number vector M= [Mx , My , Mz ], for micro-
phone n and grid point j located at xn = [xn , yn , zn] and x j = [x j , y j , z j ], respectively, a
component of the vector g j reads

g j ,n =
exp

(
−2πi f ∆te

)
√

(M ·r j ,n)2 +β2‖r j ,n‖2
, (4.2)

where f is the frequency of the sound source, i is the imaginary unit, β=
√

1−‖M‖2, and
r j ,n =xn −x j is the distance between grid point j and microphone n. The emission time
delay ∆te is

∆te =
−M ·r j ,n +

√
(M ·r j ,n)2 +β2‖r j ,n‖2

c0β2 , (4.3)

where c0 is the speed of sound.

For some scenarios, only part of the sound ray is within the flow stream. A shear layer
is the interface between the moving medium and the still medium. Let the distance ys.l.

denote the distance from the scan plane to the shear layer as shown in Fig. 4.2. Because
the scan plane and the microphone array plane are parallel, |yn−y j | = yo is a constant. For
beamforming in wind tunnels in this thesis, M is either [M ,0,0] or [0,0, M ]. To account
for the shear layer, M is replaced by Mcorr.:

Mcorr. = ys.l.

yo
M . (4.4)

Equation (4.4) provides a rather simple correction for the presence of the shear layer,
compared to the more complex approaches such as Amiet’s approach [182]. However,
based on beamforming simulations, Sijtsma [180] found that the difference between this
simple correction and the complex approaches is infinitesimal for M ≤ 0.25 and the angle
between the shear layer and the sound ray ≥ 45◦, which is the case for the scope of this
thesis.

It is worth noting that, when the flow is absent, i.e. M=0, Eq. (4.2) simplifies to

g j ,n = 1

‖r j ,n‖
exp

(−2πi f ‖r j ,n‖
c0

)
. (4.5)

The estimated source power Ã at grid point j is then given by CFDBF:

Ã j =w∗
j Cmeas.w j , (4.6)
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where w j is the weight vector [180] given by

w j =
g j

‖g j ‖2 . (4.7)

Finally, to obtain a source map, Eq. (4.6) is applied to every of grid point. Finally, the
SPL at grid point j SPL j is calculated by

SPL j = 20log10

Ã j

p0
dB, (4.8)

where p0 = 2×10−5 Pa.

RESOLUTION LIMIT, POINT SPREAD FUNCTION, AND SIDELOBES

For CFDBF, the spatial resolution in the source map, given by an acoustic array, is lim-
ited by the Rayleigh resolution limit. Assuming plane-wave propagation, the Rayleigh
resolution limit is given by

∆`≈ 1.22yo
c0

f D
= 1.22yo

λ

D
, (4.9)

meaning that two sources with a distance less than ∆` cannot be resolved. From Eq. (4.9),
it can be derived that the spatial resolution depends on the ratio between the acoustic
wavelength λ and the array aperture D, as well as the distance to the scan plane yo .
Equation (4.9) shows that ∆` varies inversely with f .

Apart from the Rayleigh resolution limit, the result of CFDBF is limited by high sidelobe
levels, especially at high frequencies. Consequences are that weaker secondary sound
sources can be masked by sidelobes of dominant sources. The sidelobe pattern of a source
is represented by the Point Spread Function (PSF) of the microphone array, inherent to
any imaging system.

For the present microphone array setups for airfoil noise measurements in the wind
tunnels shown in Figs. 4.1a and 4.1b, the PSFs of a simulated point source placed at
the middle of the airfoil trailing edge, i.e. coordinate origin, are provided in Figs. 4.3a
and 4.3b, respectively. The selected frequency range is a 1/3-octave frequency band
centered at 1 kHz. These figures therefore represent the idealistic case of source maps
for acoustic beamforming in wind-tunnel where no other sound sources is present and
can be compared to the more realistic source maps presented later in this thesis such
as Fig. 6.11 in Chapter 6. From the figures, qualitative assessments of the resolution
and the tendency of sidelobe misinterpretation can be done. For both arrays, this point
source appears as an elliptical main lobe in the PSF. This is due to the elliptical-shaped
microphone array. The resolution is therefore unequal between the x and z directions
[See Eq. (4.9)]. For both setups, the resolution is higher in the streamwise direction than
in the spanwise direction. However, the source is axis-symmetric with respect to the x
and z axes. The major axis of the elliptical main lobe aligns with the airfoil trailing-edge.
It is noteworthy that, at this frequency, the MSL is much lower (-15 dB) compared to the
main lobe.
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Figure 4.3: PSFs of a simulated point source placed at the origin (airfoil trailing edge center) for a 1/3-octave
frequency band centered at 1 kHz for the (a) A–Tunnel set up and (b) LTT set up.

4.3.2. CLEAN-SC
Knowledge of the PSF allows correction of the image by deconvolution. A common
deconvolution method in acoustic imaging is CLEAN-SC [183]. This method is based
on the CLEAN method used in astronomy [184], where deconvolution is performed by
assuming the measurement to be exactly proportional to g. CLEAN-SC finds the so-
called source components h which more closely resemble the measured data contained
in pmeas., using the fact that sidelobes are spatially coherent with the main lobe. Both
techniques are iterative procedures where source contributions are removed at each step
from the CSM and replaced with clean beams in the source map.

In CLEAN-SC, the measured CSM is decomposed as follows:

Cmeas. =
NS∑

k=1
pkp∗

k +Cdegraded, (4.10)

meaning that the measured CSM consists of two parts. The first part represents the
contribution of NS incoherent sound sources. The second part, Cdegraded, represents the
remaining part in Cmeas., where the source information is not (yet) extracted. Herein, pk

are the N –dimensional acoustic source vectors representing the Fourier components of
the signals from the kth source. The assumption of Eq. (4.10) is valid under the following
conditions:

• All sound sources present are incoherent.

• The CSM is calculated from a large number of time blocks, so that the ensemble
averages of the cross-products pkp∗

l ,k 6= l , can be neglected.

• There is no decorrelation of signals from the same source between different micro-
phones (e.g. due to sound propagation through turbulence).

• There is no additional incoherent noise.
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Let the highest power Ãs be noted by grid point s = argmax j (Ã j ) with the correspond-
ing weight vector ws , the source power at any grid point j is spatially coherent with this
source power peak [183], or

w∗
j Cmeas.ws =w∗

j

[ NS∑
k=1

pkp∗
k +Cdegraded

]
ws . (4.11)

At the first iteration step of CLEAN-SC, the exact number of sources NS is not yet
known, and all information is still contained in Cmeas., i.e. Cmeas. = Cdegraded. The CLEAN-
SC algorithm extracts the constituting source information from Cmeas. and transfers it to
the first term on the right hand side of Eq. (4.10). To achieve this, CLEAN-SC starts with
the result of CFDBF from Eq. (4.6), focusing at the grid point s where the strongest source
is identified as

Ãs =w∗
s Cmeas.ws =w∗

s

[ NS∑
k=1

pkp∗
k +Cdegraded

]
ws . (4.12)

By using the the CSM decomposition assumption introduced in Eq. (4.10) and expanding
the summation term on the right hand side of Eq. (4.12), assuming that Cdegraded is small
compared to the part resulting from the contribution of the NS incoherent sound sources,
i.e. Cmeas. ≈∑NS

k=1 pkp∗
k , we have

Cmeas.ws ≈ (p∗
1 ws )p1 +

NS∑
k=2

(p∗
k ws )pk . (4.13)

At j = s, it can further be assumed that the second term on the right hand side of Eq.
(4.13), i.e. the contribution from the other sources, is small compared to the first term,
and an approximation can be made:

Cmeas.ws ≈ (p∗
1 ws )p1. (4.14)

In the same manner:

Ãs ≈ |p∗
1 ws |2 +

NS∑
k=2

|p∗
k ws |2 ≈ |p∗

1 ws |2. (4.15)

Dividing Eq. (4.14) by |p∗
1 ws |2 yields

Cmeas.ws

|p∗
1 ws |2

≈ p1

|p∗
1 ws |

≡hs , (4.16)

assuming that the phase of p∗
1 ws is irrelevant, and can be written as |p∗

1 ws |. The so-
called source component, hs , representing the identified source’s contribution in the
measured CSM is now defined. This contribution is to be removed from the measured
CSM before proceeding to the next iteration. Equation (4.15) assumes that the source
power at j = s is approximately only the result of one source k = 1. However, there is also
a small contribution from the other unidentified sources at j = s [185]. Therefore, a safety
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factor is used to account for their contributions. This is the so-called loop gain [183],Φ.
As an extension to Eq. (4.15), we define

|p∗
1 ws |2 =ΦÃs . (4.17)

The loop gain 0 <Φ ≤ 1 indicates to which extent we assume the source power at grid
point s to contain the influence of the identified source k = 1. For example, Φ = 0.99
means that 99% of source power results from the identified source.

Finally, the influence of the source is taken away from the measured CSM by

Cdegraded =Cmeas. −p1p∗
1 =Cmeas. −|p∗

1 ws |2hsh∗
s =Cmeas. −ΦÃshsh∗

s , (4.18)

yielding Cdegraded which replaces Cmeas. in the next iteration. First, Cdegraded replaces
Cmeas. in Eq. (4.6) to identify the next source, i.e. the grid point with the source peak.
Then the CLEAN-SC process is repeated.

The stopping criterion for CLEAN-SC is when Cdegraded is empty after the source
components for all incoherent sources have been taken away. In other words, its norm
should be sufficiently small compared to the original CSM: ‖Cdegraded‖ < ε‖Cmeas.‖,
where ε is a small constant usually taken as 0.01 [183, 185].

At this point, the exact number of sources NS is known. Let the set S contain the
indices of grid points where the sources are identified by CLEAN-SC such that s ∈S and
|S| = NS , the new source map is obtained by the summation of all the clean beams from
the NS identified sources and the remaining degraded CSM as

Ã j =
∑

k ′∈S
ΦÃk ′10

−bd 2
j ,k′ +w∗

j Cdegradedw j . (4.19)

where b is the clean beam shape parameter and d j ,k ′ the distance from grid point j to the
identified source location at grid point k ′.

The CLEAN-SC method results in the improvement of both the MLW and the MSL in
the source map. The MSL is lowered by the elimination of sidelobes which are spatially
coherent to the main lobe, improving the dynamic range. The MLW is controlled by b and
selected by the user. Selection of b can only provide smaller beam widths for aesthetic
purpose, yet it does not provide spatial resolution beyond the Rayleigh resolution limit
given in Eq. (4.9). For sources which are spaced closer than this limit, CLEAN-SC locates
the source marker in between.

4.3.3. HR-CLEAN-SC
Having applied CLEAN-SC, the exact value for the number of sources NS is determined.
The source locations are marked where their peaks are. For HR-CLEAN-SC, the source
markers given by CLEAN-SC are relocated such that the relative contribution of the other
(NS −1) sources is minimal [185]. The new source marker location which matches this
requirement for a given source originally marked at s is determined by searching for m
which minimizes the cost function as [185]

m = argmin j

{
F (u j ) =

‖∑
k ′∈S,k ′ 6=s (g∗

k ′u j )gk ′‖2

|g∗
j u j |2‖g j ‖2

}
. (4.20)
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With this, the original weight vector ws is replaced by um , where m associates with a grid
point index where the new source marker is to be placed. At this grid point, the total
relative contribution of the other sources located at k ′ ∈ S, k ′ 6= s is minimized.

The choices for the marker location are restricted to a predefined set of J grid points
representing the scan plane. Therefore, employing the brute force approach, i.e. evaluat-
ing Eq. (4.20) for all J grid points, is sufficient to determine um in a short time.

The corresponding source component for the new marker um then becomes

hm = Cmeas.um

u∗
mCmeas.um

. (4.21)

The corresponding source power estimates for the remaining grid points are calculated
by varying w∗

j to cover the entire scan plane as

Ã j = (u∗
mCmeas.um)|w∗

j hm |2. (4.22)

For this map, the maximum Ãs is determined in the same manner as shown previously,
s = argmax j (Ã j ), where j = s represents the actual location of the source. It is important
to highlight that, for HR-CLEAN-SC, it is possible that m 6= s, meaning that the source
markers are not necessarily at the source’s peak.

For the next source, Cmeas. is replaced by Cdegraded calculated as in Eq. (4.18). Then
the process from Eq. (4.20) to (4.22) is repeated for all the remaining sources found in
CLEAN-SC until all marker locations and actual source locations do not change any-
more, or the maximum number of iterations is reached [185]. Finally, the source map is
computed using Eq. (4.19).

To avoid division by zero in Eq. (4.20), a constraint has to be set for any arbitrary
source marker u j as

|g∗
j u j |2 ≥ η> 0. (4.23)

The parameter η will be the source marker constraint of the minimization problem in
Eq. (4.20) and limits how far the source marker is allowed to move from the main lobe’s
peak. It is desirable to stay on the main lobe as actual sources might have different PSFs
[183]. Therefore, η should be larger than the MSL. In the work of Sijtsma et al. [185], no
improvement in resolution was found for η below 0.25 for the acoustic array configuration
used. Therefore, a constant η= 0.25 was taken, which is equivalent to 10log10 0.25 ≈ −6
dB relative to the main lobe’s peak [185].

Figure 4.4 schematically illustrates the aforementioned concepts of the HR-CLEAN-SC
algorithm. Supposing that there are two closely-spaced sound sources placed at a distance
d apart, which is lower than the Rayleigh resolution limit (d <∆`), these two sources are
represented by PSF 1 and 2. Figure 4.4 shows the resolved two sources with the alternated
source marker locations at the final iteration of HR-CLEAN-SC. For PSF 1, the source
marker is shifted to the grid point where the influence of PSF 2 is minimized, according to
Eq. (4.20). The same applies for the source marker of PSF 2. In HR-CLEAN-SC, the source
marker is allowed to shift within the source marker constraint η defined in Eq. (4.23).
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Figure 4.4: Schematic of two closely-spaced sound sources resolved by HR-CLEAN-SC after the source markers
have been shifted. The source marker constraint η is also shown.

4.3.4. ENHANCED HR-CLEAN-SC
As mentioned in the previous section, the parameter η should be larger than the MSL,
which strongly depends on the sound frequency considered f and the acoustic array
design. Hence, an Enhanced version of HR-CLEAN-SC2 was recently proposed [175] in
order to benefit from the usage of acoustic arrays with low MSL at low frequencies, where
η varies per frequency as

η( f ) = 10MSL( f )/10. (4.24)

Thus, for a finite predefined scan grid, MSL( f ) < 0 is calculated for each frequency
of interest as the relative level in dB between the main lobe’s peak and the maximum
sidelobe’s peak. As an example, the obtained adaptive values of η( f ) for a range of
frequencies, and for the Underbrink microphone array and the optimized array design
used in this thesis are presented in Fig. 4.5 to illustrate the exploitation of the optimized
array design on the freedom of selecting η. Additionally, the constant value of η= 0.25
used by Sijtsma et al. [185] and η( f ) assuming that the MSL increases linearly with
frequency [175] are also presented.

The different side lobe levels make η differ between different arrays. Good agreement
can be seen between the values of η determined by the actual MSLs and the approximated
values of η based on the assumed MSLs in previous research [175]. Additionally, slightly
lower values of η are allowed for the optimized array. It can be seen that η is almost
constant for the optimized array from 400 to 2000 Hz. This is due to the low-sidelobe
design of the optimized array [175]. Nevertheless, the values of η used by both arrays at
higher frequencies are comparable. It is also notable that when the frequency is low, i.e. f
≤ 300 Hz, the value of adaptive η increases up of more than 0.3. This is because only the
main lobe dominates the scan area at low frequency. In this case, the source marker can
be moved to any grid point.

In practice, evaluating the PSF per frequency is performed as a part of the HR-CLEAN-
SC algorithm where the term |g∗

j u j |2, representing the PSF, is evaluated for all J grid points.

Therefore, evaluating the exact value of MSL from the already-existing PSF hardly incurs

2The method was called Adaptive HR-CLEAN-SC in the previous study [175].
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η

Figure 4.5: Value of η used in the Enhanced HR-CLEAN-SC algorithm versus frequency to resolve two
closely-spaced sound sources from synthesized data using the Underbrink and optimized arrays, compared
with η = 0.25 in the HR-CLEAN-SC algorithm [185] and the adaptive η based on the assumed MSL [175].

additional computation time compared to HR-CLEAN-SC. Therefore, it is recommended
to derive η from the exact MSLs. However, in case very wide frequency ranges or very fine
grids are required, the MSL per frequency can be approximated by empirical formulae
[186] to ease the computational effort.

Performances of the HR CLEAN-SC beamforming method as well as the and enhanced
version of it have extensively been assessed in the work of Luesutthiviboon et al. [187] us-
ing both simulated closely spaced point sound sources, and speakers in a real experiment.
The ability of the HR-CLEAN-SC method in resolving sound sources placed closer than the
Rayleigh’s resolution limit, i.e. super resolution, has been demonstrated. The ‘enhanced’
performance when the adaptive η together with an optimized array design are used has
been shown. This added benefit has also been demonstrated for beamforming using a
spherical microphone array in the work of Zhu et al. [188]. Recently, Merino–Martínez
et al. [189] also assessed performance of the Enhanced HR-CLEAN-SC beamforming for
more diverse experimental cases, including the airfoil trailing-edge noise measurement.
It has been shown that, for closely-spaced point sources, deconvolution beamforming
techniques such as the Enhanced HR-CLEAN-SC techniques outperforms CFDBF and
functional beamforming. However, for airfoil trailing-edge noise where the sources are dis-
tributed in a line and the Rayleigh’s resolution limit is not the critical issue, deconvolution
beamforming techniques such as the Enhanced HR-CLEAN-SC is not necessary.

4.3.5. SOURCE-POWER INTEGRATION (SPI)
The beamforming techniques introduced in the preceeding sections, such as the CLEAN-
SC method and its variants, are suitable for quantification of SPLs from multiple point
sources as individual sources. However, in some cases, distributed sound sources are
encountered and the SPL needs to be quantified collectively. For instance, the trailing-
edge noise is a line source, i.e. distribution of point sources [190]. In order to quantify the
SPL for such sources, the Source Power Integration (SPI) technique [180, 191] is employed.
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The SPI techniques defines a region of interest, integrates the source powers within this
region, and represents the source powers by a unit monopole, i.e. omnidirectional point
source.

Having applied a beamforming technique, e.g. Eqs. (4.6), (4.19), or (4.22), the source
power at grid point j , Ã j , is obtained. For this section, Ã j is denoted as Ã j ,meas. where
the subscript ‘meas.’ emphasized that the source power is measured. Next, a region
of interest containing J grid points where Ã j ,meas. is to be integrated is defined. This
region is called the Region Of Integration (ROI). Within the ROI, there is a grid point k,
usually in the middle, where the representative unit monopole is placed. The source
power resulting from this unit monopole at any grid point j is Ã j ,sim. where the subscript
‘sim.’ means ‘simulated’. Let Pmeas. and Psim. represent the sound powers of the measured
and simulated sources within the ROI, respectively, the SPI method assumes the following
proportionality:

∑
j∈J Ã j ,meas.

Pexp.
=

∑
j∈J Ã j ,sim.

Psim.
. (4.25)

For the assumed unit monopole, the peak Ã j ,sim. value is one and therefore Psim. is
one. The representative Pmeas. in case Ã j ,exp. is obtained from CFDBF, i.e. Eq. (4.6), Pexp.

becomes

Pmeas. =
Psim.

∑
j∈J

(
w∗

j Cmeas.w j
)

∑
j∈J

[
w∗

j

(
gkg∗

k

)
w j

] , (4.26)

where w∗
j

(
gkg∗

k

)
w j is an expression for a PSF of a unit monopole at grid point k. For the

present thesis, this grid point is the origin. In fact, this term produces the same PSFs as
shown in Figs. 4.3a and 4.3b.

For wind-tunnel trailing-edge noise measurements in this thesis, Eq. (4.26) is used.
The scan plane and the ROI are shown in Figs. 4.1a and 4.1b. For some cases, the diagonal
element of Cmeas. is removed to avoid microphone self-noise [174]. This may result in
negative Ã j ,meas. for some grid points within the ROI. Moreover, spurious sources due
to sidelobes might also be found within the ROI. To avoid integrating these sources, a
lower integration bound relative to the maximum value within the ROI is usually set [191].
Post-processing settings for the wind-tunnel trailing-edge noise data are specified in
Table 4.2.

The SPI technique has shown the ability to provide accurate representation of the
overall source power in wind-tunnel measurements [189]. Other advance variants of
the SPI technique use alternative terms instead of gkg∗

k in Eq. (4.26) to minimize error
between Cmeas. and the simulated source, i.e. to better represent the source characteris-
tics. Interested readers are referred to a publication of Merino–Martínez [191] for further
details.
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Table 4.2: Specifications the far-field microphone array acoustic signal measurements and processing settings
using the SPI beamforming technique.

Specifications
Wind-tunnel facilities and airfoil chords
A–Tunnel

c = 200 mm
LTT

c = 900 mm

Sampling frequency (kHz) 51.2 50.0

Time-domain data snapshot
specifications for CSM averaging

5120 samples
Overlap: 50%
Hanning weighing function

2048 samples
Overlap: 50%
Hanning weighing function

Scan plane dimension in x × z,
centered at the origin

5.00c ×5.00c 1.11c ×1.39c

Scan plane resolution 0.05c 0.01c

ROI dimension
in x and z, centered at the origin

1c ×1c
Span coverage: 200 mm

0.31c ×0.25c
Span coverage: 200 mm

Integration lower bound (dB,
relative to the maximum value)

−6 −6

CSM diagonal removal No Yes

4.3.6. CONVENTIONAL TIME DOMAIN BEAMFORMING (CTDBF) AND RO-
TATIONAL SOURCE IDENTIFIER (ROSI)

The beamforming techniques discussed so far based on the schematic in Fig. 4.2 rely on a
stationary scan plane and scan grid points. Nevertheless, for some measurements where
the sound sources are moving, imposing the stationary scan plane may result in inaccurate
representation of the source location and level. Therefore, for rotational sources such as
wind turbines, a special beamforming technique is needed to help accurately identify the
sound sources.

The ROtational Source Identifier (ROSI) [25] beamforming rotates the scan grid with
the source. The ROSI technique is based on Conventional Time Domain Beamforming
(CTDBF) [178], i.e. delay-and-sum beamforming. For a scan point x j of interest, the time
acoustic signal from this point requires to travel to a microphone n at point xn on the
array, denoted as the emission time delay ∆te is known. For the most simple case, this is
the distance between x j and xn divided by the speed of sound c0, i.e. ∆te = ‖x j −xn‖/c0.
If χn(tq ) is the recorded acoustic signal by microphone n at time tq , the effective acoustic
pressure from the scan point x j , p2

j ,eff. can be reconstructed from χn(tq ) by accounting

for ∆te . This reconstruction is averaged over a set of consecutive samples Q and all N
microphones as:

p2
j ,eff. =

1

N 2Q

∑
q∈Q

N∑
n=1

[
χn(tq +∆te )

]2
(4.27)

Equation (4.27) is the basis for the ROSI beamforming. Next, a proper formulation for
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∆te which accounts for the rotational grid and possibly the non-stationary medium is
needed. Here, an upwind microphone array noise measurement of a wind turbine shown
in a schematic in Fig. 4.6 is considered. The origin of the reference coordinate is placed at
the center of the microphone array as shown. Let xc = [xc , yc , zc ] denote the rotational
hub of the wind turbine. The following assumptions are made for this set up:

RPM

y

z

x

M0

xj(t)

xn

xc

Ω

Rj

𝜗j

Grid point j

at

Scan plane with

rotational grid

Array with 

microphones

Microphone

at

n

N

Incoming wind

Ψ

Figure 4.6: Schematic of a microphone-array noise measurement of a wind turbine and notations used in the
ROSI beamforming.

• The rotational plane of the wind turbine is parallel to the y–z plane.

• The hub aligns with the array center, i.e. xc = [xc ,0, zc ].

• The wind turbine rotates at a constant rotational speed of Ω rad/s, where Ω =
2πRPM/60 and RPM is the rotational speed in rounds per minute.

• The incoming wind speed profile is uniform and constant, i.e. the atmospheric
boundary layer is neglected.

• The Mach number vector of the incoming wind M0 is perfectly normal to the
rotational plane, i.e. M0 = [M0,0,0].

In order to perform the ROSI beamforming of this wind turbine, a set of rotational
scan points rotating at the same rotational speed of the wind turbine is defined. Based on
the assumptions, the instantaneous location of a scan point x j (t ) at time t is

x j (t ) = [x j (t ), y j (t ), z j (t )]

= [xc ,R j ,0 cos(Ωt +ϑ0), zc +R j ,0 sin(Ωt +ϑ0)]
, (4.28)

where R j ,0 = ‖xc −x j (0)‖ and ϑ j ,0 = arctan[z j (0)/y j (0)].

Having determined the instantaneous scan point location x j (t ), ∆te is calculated in a
similar manner to Eq. (4.3):
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∆te (xn ,x j (t )) =
−M0(xn −x j (t ))+

√
M 2

0 (xn −x j (t ))2 −β2‖xn −x j (t )‖2

c0β2 . (4.29)

It is noteworthy that when M0 →0, Eq. (4.29) simplifies to

∆te (xn ,x j (t )) = ‖xn −x j (t )‖
c0

. (4.30)

By substituting te (xn ,x j (t)) in Eq. (4.27), p2
j ,eff. is determined. The source map is

obtained by evaluating p2
j ,eff. for every grid point j . This is represented in terms of SPL in

dB as

SPL j = 10log10

p2
j ,eff.

p2
0

dB. (4.31)

The expressions shown so far are used to calculate the far-field (wind-turbine) noise
as perceived by an observer, i.e. the microphone array in this case. To demonstrate the
benefit of the ROSI beamforming compared to CTDBF, the wind-turbine noise measure-
ment presented in Section 1.3 is revisited. Source maps for this wind obtained by CTDBF
(Ω = 0 rad/s) and ROSI (Ω = 1.42 rad/s) beamforming calculated for a full rotation are
presented in Figs. 4.7a and 4.7b, respectively, where the circles mark the inner part of
the scan grid, the blade tip, and the outer part of the scan grid. For CTDBF, the noise
source is seen only for the downward-moving portion. This noise source reaches its peak
level at the azimuth angle Ψ ≈ 120◦. This result using the stationary scan grid implies
that, in average, the wind turbine is perceived as the noisiest when a blade is atΨ≈ 120◦.
However, noise level from each individual blade cannot be visualized and quantified by
this technique.

The rotating grid employed in the ROSI beamforming overcomes this limitation. The
source map in Fig. 4.7b reveals the noise origin from all of the three blades. This is
therefore beneficial for quantifying each blade’s contribution to the overall perceived
noise.

CONVECTIVE AMPLIFICATION AND DIRECTIONALITY EFFECTS ON THE PERCEIVED NOISE

Movement of the wind turbine blade relative to the observer affects the SPL perceived
by the observer. For a stationary observer, movement of the blade toward the observer
amplifies the SPL. This effect is called convective amplification. Moreover, it has been
discussed in Section 2.2.1 that the trailing-edge noise is directional. Therefore, depending
on the location of the blade relative to the observer, the perceived SPL also varies due to
this directivity.

Combination of the convective amplification and the directivity explains the asymme-
try of the noise source shown in Fig. 4.7a. SPL deviations in dB due to these effects can
analytically be quantified by the following function [23, 192]:
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Ψ Ψ

(a)

Ψ Ψ

(b)

Figure 4.7: Source maps for a wind turbine obtained by (a) CTDBF (Ω= 0 rad/s) and (b) ROSI (Ω= 1.42 rad/s)
beamforming calculated for a full rotation.

SPL deviation = 10log10
2sin2(Θ/2)sin2 ξ

(1−Mtot. cosζ)4 dB (4.32)

The two sine functions in the numerator of Eq. (4.32) account for the directionality
effect. The angleΘ is defined as shown in Fig. 2.1. In Eq. (4.32) the wind turbine blade is
assumed to be acoustically non-compact (See Section 2.2.1). For the acoustically compact
case, 2sin2(Θ/2) is replaced by sin2Θ. Next, the angle ξ, defined as the angle between
the plane of the blade planform and the plane intersecting the chord and the observer,
accounts for the out-of-plane observer. The SPL deviation due to the numerator of Eq.
(4.32) for the present wind turbine is shown in Fig. 4.8a. It is assumed that the blade plane
is the same as the rotational plane. It can be seen that the SPL is amplified to the highest
level atΨ≈ 120◦ and the highest SPL reduction is found atΨ≈ 300◦. Therefore, due to
the directionality, the trailing-edge noise from the wind turbine blade is highly amplified
as the leading edge of the blade moves toward the observer. This is mainly because of the
cardioid directivity of the trailing-edge noise which reaches the peak level in the direction
of the observer when the leading edge moves towards them.

The denominator of Eq. (4.32) accounts for the convective amplification. Here, the
4th power amplification is assumed [192]. The term Mtot. is the Mach number based on
the flow velocity relative to the blade and the angle ζ is the angle between this velocity
vector and the source–observer line. Again, the SPL deviation due to this term is shown
in Fig. 4.8b. For this set up, the SPL from downward-moving blade is expected to be
amplified while the opposite happens as the blade moves upward.

Combining the directionality and the convective amplification effects, the SPL devia-
tion from the full Eq. (4.32) is shown in Fig. 4.8c. Since both effects increase and decrease
the SPL at approximately the sameΨ, it is expected that the blade will be perceived the
loudest at the azimuth angle ofΨ≈ 120◦ as it moves towards the observer on the ground
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Ψ Ψ Ψ

(a)

Ψ Ψ Ψ

(b)

Ψ Ψ Ψ

(c)

Figure 4.8: SPL deviation of the noise perceived from a wind turbine due to (a) the directionality (b) the
convective amplification (c) the directionality and the convective amplification combined.

and will become more quiet when it moves upward, away from the ground. The present
result is in-line with Oerlemans et al. [23] where a similar set up is considered.

This explains the swishing characteristics discussed in Chapter 1 and also the beam-
forming source map in Fig. 4.7a. For the rest of this thesis however, the wind turbine
noise as perceived by an observer is of interest. Therefore, these SPL deviations will not
be accounted for and the data will be shown as measured by the microphone array.
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AEROACOUSTIC CHARACTERIZATION OF

TRAILING-EDGE NOISE FROM A NACA
633–018 AIRFOIL1

vs

?

?

?
This chapter presents aeroacoustic measurements of a NACA 633–018
airfoil with a baseline Trailing Edge (TE) and TE add-ons for noise reduc-
tion, namely TE serrations and perforated TE inserts. The measurements
are performed in a broad chord-based Reynolds number Rec range using
two NACA 633–018 airfoils in two wind tunnels. At zero-lift condition,
the TE add-ons hardly alter the boundary-layer characteristics at the TE.
Noise reduction varies with the TE serrations geometry and the perforated
TE insert permeability. The perforated TE inserts provide approximately
4 dB higher maximum noise reduction than the best-performing ‘iron-
shaped’ TE serrations. Increasing airfoil loading and surface roughness
cause noise increase for the TE serrations and the perforated TE inserts, re-
spectively. Overall, noise reduction performance of both add-ons worsens
with the increasing airfoil loading.

1Parts of this chapter will be published in the AIAA Journal. Please cite as shown in the list of peer-reviewed
journal articles, number 6.
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5.1. INTRODUCTION
Previous Turbulent Boundary Layer Trailing-Edge (TBL–TE) noise studies have indicated
needs to validate modeling strategies and new computational simulation algorithms
[193–195] against reference experimental datasets with well-characterized inputs and
inaccuracies [193]. One of the most remarkable collaborative benchmarking initiatives is
the Benchmark problems for Airframe Noise Computations (BANC) workshop (category
I, TE noise). Up to the fifth edition of the workshop (BANC–V), the presented datasets
feature aeroacoustic data of a symmetric NACA 0012 airfoil, and cambered DU96–W180
and NACA 643–618 airfoils with a straight TE in the chord-based Reynolds number (Rec )
range from 1×106 to 1.5×106 [194, 195].

The published BANC results still left several open questions, as the need to explain
the influence of Rec on the measured TE noise. The narrow Rec range of the benchmark
dataset (1×106 to 1.5×106) is neither representative of industrial airfoil applications
(usually ≥ 3×106) nor covers the range where existing semi-empirical TE noise prediction
methods are based upon, or where academic studies are carried out [193]. For example,
semi-empirical prediction methods such as the one of Brooks, Pope, and Marcolini [29],
or anechoic wind-tunnel measurements [174] are based on data acquired at Rec ≤ 1×106.
This issue has partially been addressed in the work of Ferret Gasch et al. [193] where the
aeroacoustic data of two cambered airfoil models from Siemens Gamesa are tested up
to Rec = 3.7×106. However, there are still some unexplainable phenomena, e.g. a noise
increase hump in the far-field noise spectra, which could be attributed to the self-noise
noise of the airfoil, and differences in wind-tunnel setups, i.e. blockage effects and aspect
ratios. The authors hypothesized that the noise increase hump resulted from the post-
processing method of the far-field acoustic signals. To date, the BANC dataset is available
for a scattered Rec range where the available data and post-processing protocols differ per
campaign. Moreover, boundary-layer parameters at the TE are not consistently available
in every dataset, being insufficient for analytical TE noise prediction models. There-
fore, Ferret Gasch et al. [193] recommended testing an airfoil with known aerodynamic
characteristics with the same post-processing technique among different institutions.
Additionally, the growing application of trailing-edge noise mitigation devices, such as
TE serrations [47, 52, 196], have also presented the needs for a benchmarking dataset of
noise reduction provided by such technologies.

Referring to the airfoil profiles considered in this thesis, which have been presented in
Section 3.2.1, the NACA 633–018 airfoil profile is considered as a benchmarking airfoil for
the aforementioned purposes. This is due to its known [145] and predictable [146] change
of the aerodynamic characteristics in relation to the flow features, e.g. Rec and angle of
attack. Additionally, the symmetric geometry of the airfoil helps defining an accurate
zero-lift angle, at the same time allows studying very similar pressure distributions to the
ones of profiles usually employed on wind turbines, once placed at a different angle of
attack [144]. As one NACA 633–018 airfoil model has recently been manufactured during
the course of this thesis, this chapter presents an extensive aeroacoustic characterization
of this airfoil profile, both with a baseline TE configuration, and with noise mitigation
add-ons, namely TE serrations and permeable TE inserts, installed at the TE.

Characterization is done in a broad Rec range thanks to the low-Rec and high-Rec
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tests introduced in Section 3.3 carried out in the A–Tunnel and the Low-Turbulence
Tunnel (LTT), respectively. For convenience, in this chapter, the 200-mm-chord and the
900-mm-chord NACA 633–018 airfoil models are named as the Low-Rec Model (LRM)
and the High-Rec Model (HRM), respectively. Extensive descriptions of the experimental
setups and the measurement techniques employed are provided in Chapters 3 and 4. The
airfoil models were tested both without and with the turbulators installed on them (See
Section 3.2.3) to force the laminar-to-turbulent boundary layer transition location. The
test configurations without and with the turbulator are denoted hereinafter as the clean
and forced configurations, respectively.

The LRM and the HRM have also been tested in various other facilities, such as
the Stability Tunnel of Virginia Tech [148], the Pour La Cour Tunnel at DTU, and the
Acoustic Wind Tunnel in Braunschweig in collaboration with the German Aerospace
Center (DLR). An extensive endeavor to extend the comparison to different facilities in
Europe is on course. This dataset is additionally presented and employed in the Hybrid
Anechoic Wind Tunnel (HAWT) yearly activities. The noise reduction data given by
various TE serration configurations also fits in the International Energy Association (IEA)
Wind Technology Collaboration Programme (TCP) Task 39 framework which focuses on
accelerating research and developments of quiet wind turbines.

5.2. SPECIFICATIONS OF THE TE ADD-ONS

5.2.1. TE SERRATIONS

TE serrations were installed on the airfoils and tested under forced transition location
only. Two geometries shown in Fig. 5.1 are considered: namely the sawtooth and the iron
serrations. These serrations geometries are chosen from a numerical study of Avallone
et al. [141] which found an additional noise attenuation given by the iron serrations
compared to the more conventional sawtooth counterpart, due to minimized scattering
at the curved and (almost) tangent roots. The serrations have wavelength λ = 0.05c,
and 2h = 0.1c, where h is the serration peak amplitude, following the guidelines given by
Gruber et al. [47]. For the experiments, the serrations for both airfoils were produced from
a 1-mm thick stainless steel plate using wire cutting. The serrations feature minimum
manufacturing corner radii of 2×10−3c and 2×10−4c (See Fig. 5.1). Both serrations were
installed with a zero-degree flap angle ϕ, i.e. parallel to the chord. The sawtooth serration
was also tested with flap angles: ϕ=±8◦ on the LRM and ϕ= 4◦ on the HRM with respect
to the chordline, where the positive ϕ denotes deflection towards the pressure side [197].

Installation of the serrations on the airfoil models differ for the LRM and the HRM. For
the LRM, the TE insert starting at x =−0.2c was removed and replaced by the serration
clampers which support the serrations on the airfoil. The serration clampers are shown
in Fig. 5.2a. For the HRM, the serrations have an upstream extension of 45 mm which was
used to side mount the inserts to the airfoil using double-sided tapes and Aluminum tapes.
Note that the actual chord extension is slightly less than 0.1c due to the aforementioned
minimum radius criteria. Details of the serration installation on the HRM are illustrated
in Fig 5.2c.
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(a) Sawtooth serrations
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radius: 2×10-4cradius: 0.002c
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(b) Iron serrations

Figure 5.1: Drawings of the TE serrations used on the airfoil compared to the geometry used in the simulation of
Avallone et al. [141].
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(c) Serrations installation on the HRM

Figure 5.2: TE add-on installations on the airfoils.

5.2.2. PERFORATED TE INSERTS

The impermeable baseline TE insert of the LRM (See Fig. 3.2b) was also replaced by TE
inserts with perforations as shown in Fig. 5.2b. The length of the TE insert is 20% of the
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chord. Cylindrical holes with a diameter of 0.8 mm connects the suction and the pressure
sides in the direction normal to the chord y are distributed on the TE insert with a hole
spacing defined by lh . In this chapter, lh = 2.5 and 5.0 mm are considered.

The perforated TE inserts were manufactured by 3D printing using the so-called
digital-light-projector printing technique. The printing material was high-temperature
photopolymer. Perforated TE inserts manufactured by this method having the same hole
diameter and hole spacing dimensions were formerly tested on a 200-mm-chord NACA
0018 airfoil model in a previous study of Rubio–Carpio et al. [108]. Interested readers
are referred to their publication for detailed specifications and characterization of the
perforated structure.

5.3. TEST MATRIX
The test matrix is presented in Table 5.1. The chord-based Reynolds numbers Rec and
geometrical angle of attack αgeom. sweeps where the LRM and the HRM were tested are
specified. Measurement techniques employed are specified with respect to αgeom. where
data are collected. It is worth emphasizing that the TE serrations were tested on both the
LRM and the HRM while the perforated TE inserts were tested on the LRM only.

It can be seen that the tests involve testing the two scaled airfoils in multiple facilities
and configurations in order to achieve a broad Rec range from 0.2×106 to 3×106. This
testing strategy is visualized in Fig. 5.3. It is also worth highlighting that the tests were
carried out at several overlapping Rec between different nozzles/facilities.

Figure 5.3: Illustration of the conditions tested in the test campaigns. The circle and square marks represent the
conditions measured during the campaigns with LRM using the 3.5c×2c nozzle and the 1.25c×2c nozzle in the
A–Tunnel, respectively. The triangular marks represent the experiments carried out with the HRM in the LTT.
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5.4. RESULTS: BASELINE TE
5.4.1. PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS

EFFECTS OF Rec VARIATION

Figure 5.4 shows the pressure distribution over the two models at αeff. ≈ 0◦ in the clean
and forced configurations. The selected Rec are 0.4×106 and 2×106 for the LRM and the
HRM, respectively. The results are plotted together with XFOIL predictions at each given
condition.
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Figure 5.4: Comparison of cp distributions from the A–Tunnel and the LTT tests of the baseline NACA 633–018
airfoil with XFOIL predictions at various Rec and αeff. ≈ 0◦.

At αeff. ≈ 0◦, the clean configuration in Fig. 5.4a reveals a laminar separation bubble.
For the LRM, the laminar separation bubble starting at x/c ≈−0.6 and ending where the
flow reattaches at x/c ≈ −0.35 is clearly visible. This region is shown in the plot inset.
However, in this region, the laminar separation bubble is not as visible on the HRM
where Rec is relatively higher. On the other hand, when the turbulator strip is applied to
force the transition location, similar cp distributions between the different models and
Reynolds numbers can be seen as shown in Fig. 5.4b. The laminar separation bubble is
no longer visible. Additionally, the cp distribution trends for both the clean and forced
configurations are in good agreement with the XFOIL predictions, for both the LRM and
the HRM.

Several additional Rec from both models are included in Fig. 5.5 to more clearly
illustrate the change of the cp distribution with respect to Rec . The XFOIL predictions are
now omitted. It can be seen from the clean configuration in Fig. 5.5a that the laminar
separation bubble shortens as Rec increases. This shows that the Rec effect on the cp

distribution can be seen by joining data from two different wind tunnels. For the forced
configuration in Fig. 5.5b, there is no indication of the laminar separation bubble at any
Rec .

EFFECTS OF THE ANGLE OF ATTACK

The pressure distributions on the LRM and the HRM at αeff. ≈ 4◦ and 8◦ for the clean
and forced configurations are shown in Fig. 5.6. Again, the selected Rec are 0.4×106 and
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Increasing Rec

Increasing Rec

(a) Clean, αeff. ≈ 0◦

Increasing Rec

Increasing Rec

(b) Forced, αeff. ≈ 0◦

Increasing Rec

Increasing Rec

Figure 5.5: Comparison of cp distributions from the A–Tunnel and the LTT tests of the baseline NACA 633–018
airfoil at various Rec and αeff. ≈ 0◦.

2×106 for the LRM and the HRM, respectively. The results are plotted together with XFOIL
predictions at the given conditions.

For the clean configuration, the laminar separation bubble is still visible for αeff. ≈ 4◦,
especially for Rec = 0.4×106 where it is visible on both the suction and the pressure sides.
This is in good agreement with the XFOIL prediction. However, the laminar separation
bubble is no longer present for αeff. ≈ 8◦, except for the pressure side of the LRM for
Rec = 0.4×106.

For the forced configuration, a small deviation of the cp distribution is observed
between the HRM and the LRM on the suction side. The measurements of the HRM
feature a slightly lower pressure on the suction side, compared to the LRM. This difference
is larger as the angle of attack is increased. Moreover, for the LRM at αeff. ≈ 8◦, the
cp distribution close to the TE on the suction side flattens, indicating flow separation.
Therefore, a lower cl for the LRM is expected for the forced configuration. This is discussed
in the next section. Interestingly, for the LRM at αeff. ≈ 8◦, the cp distribution on the
pressure side does not seem to differ from the clean configuration. It is therefore expected
that at higher angles of attack, the forced transition on the pressure side is not effective.

5.4.2. LIFT CURVES AND DRAG POLARS

The aerodynamic coefficients give an overall picture of the comparisons between the
two campaigns. Figure 5.7 shows the lift and drag coefficients, cl and cd , measured on
the two models at different αeff.. From the lift curve, the effect of the smaller Rec at
high angles of attack is noticeable. The lift curve for this model exits the linear regime
for αeff. > 6◦. Lower values of cl beyond the linear regime are observed for the forced
transition condition, where the flow separation is seen (See αeff. ≈±8◦). The stall angle
increases with Rec . In general, the curves agree well with the theoretical cl = 2πα.

Similarly, the drag coefficient (cd ) decreases with the increasing Rec [198]. The curves
follow closely the predictions obtained from XFOIL. For the clean configuration, the criti-
cal amplification factor for natural laminar to turbulent transition of 9 and 14 were chosen
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Figure 5.6: Comparison of cp distributions from the A–Tunnel and the LTT tests of the baseline NACA 633–018
airfoil at various Rec and non-zero αeff..

for the LRM and the HRM, respectively, based on the expected turbulent intensity of the
each wind-tunnel facility [151]. Especially for the HRM, the measured drag compares
well with the predicted one for small angles of attack (−8◦ ≤αeff. ≤ 8◦). For higher angles
the measured drag departs from the ones predicted with XFOIL. At such conditions, the
boundary layer separation is observed sooner than predicted. This is likely because the
flow is no longer two dimensional at those angles.

5.4.3. BOUNDARY-LAYER PARAMETERS AT THE TE REGION

The extensive summary of the extracted boundary-layer parameters for the clean and
forced configurations are provided in Tables 5.2 and 5.3, respectively.
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(a) Clean, cl curves (b) Forced, cl curves

(c) Clean, cd polars (d) Forced, cd polars

Figure 5.7: Comparison of cl curves and cd polars from the A–Tunnel and the LTT tests of the baseline NACA
633–018 airfoil at various Rec .
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The natural transition location condition causes a thicker boundary layer at the TE.
This boundary layer presents a relatively lower shape factor H = δ∗/θ. The forced-to-
transition boundary-layer velocity profile departs from the logarithmic one [159], resulting
in the higher wake parameterΠ.

As αeff. increases, the boundary layer on the pressure side becomes thinner while the
one on the pressure side becomes thicker. The wake parameter is also strongly influenced
by this condition, decreasing on the pressure side and increasing on the suction side.

The variation of the boundary-layer thicknesses at x/c =−0.02 at αeff. ≈ 0◦ with Rec

is shown in Fig. 5.8a for δ99 and in Fig. 5.8b for δ∗. The graphs contain the data of
the LRM (A–Tunnel) experiment with the two different nozzles and of the HRM (LTT)
experiment. For Fig. 5.8a, two trend lines are created for visualization purposes based
on the scaling laws shown in Eqs. (5.1) and (5.2). These equations come respectively
from the Blasius solution for the laminar boundary layer and the generic solution of the
differential equation of the boundary layer growth in Schlichting [198]:

δ99,lam. = 5
xtr.√
Rextr.

, (5.1)

δ99,turb. = Kδ99

{
0.29

(c −xtr.)5/4[( c−xtr.
c

)
Rec

]1/4
+δ5/4

99,lam.

}4/5

. (5.2)

(a) (b)

Figure 5.8: (a) δ99/c measured at X /c =−0.02 and αeff. ≈ 0◦ compared against (corrected) scaling laws for
turbulent and transitional boundary layers over a plate. The scaling laws are provided to guide the reader to the
expected trend from the theory. (b) δ∗/c measured at x/c =−0.02 and αeff. ≈ 0◦ compared against predictions
obtained with XFOIL.

where xtr. and Rextr. represent the distance from the leading edge along the chord line
where the transition occurs and the Reynolds number based on this distance, respectively.
For the clean configuration, the transition is assumed at x/c =−0.5, where the separation
bubble is observed for most of the Reynolds numbers (See Fig. 5.4). The boundary-layer
thickness computed from Eq. (5.2) needs to be scaled with an empirical factor Kδ99 = 2.7
and 1.5 for the natural and forced transition configurations, respectively. This is necessary
as the equations are based on the boundary layer development on a flat plate, i.e. they
do not account for the pressure gradients over the airfoil. The value of the empirical
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Kδ99 = 2.7 of the configuration without forced transition is greater due to the effect of the
separation bubble on the estimated thickness.

For Fig. 5.8b, the displacement thickness δ∗ variation with Rec and the tripping
condition is compared to XFOIL predictions. The predicted δ∗ from XFOIL in Fig. 5.8b
are well in agreement with the measurements. Discrepancies are larger for δ∗ for the LRM
due to the relatively lower measurement resolution near the wall. The higher shape factor
of the boundary-layer profiles for the clean condition case contributes to the fact that the
displacement thickness is smaller although the boundary-layer thickness is larger.

5.4.4. TE NOISE SPECTRA

MEASURED TE NOISE COMPARED TO BACKGROUND NOISE AND BPM MODEL

Firstly, the measured far-field noise spectra are compared against the prediction from the
semi-empirical model of Brooks, Pope, and Marcolini (BPM) [29] and the background
flow noise level measured when the models were absent to assess the reliability. It is
worth emphasizing that the BPM model is developed based on an extensive experimental
dataset of a NACA 0012 airfoil, a slightly thinner symmetric airfoil. Therefore, the BPM
model predictions provide good reference trend lines on the expected far-field Sound
Pressure Levels (SPLs) spectra variations with Rec and the clean and forced configurations.
However, exact matches are not expected. The extracted boundary-layer properties shown
in Tables 5.2 and 5.3 are used directly as inputs for the BPM model rather than the scaling
laws or XFOIL outputs described previously to avoid additional uncertainties.

Figure 5.9a shows the comparisons for the LRM measured in the A–Tunnel for the two
nozzles (one Rec per nozzle). The measured far-field SPL spectra, both with and without
the LRM, i.e. empty section, are expressed in the 1/3-octave band format (SPL1/3) in order
to compare with the BPM model. For the LRM, the SPL1/3 spectra of the empty section
are obtained by applying exactly the same SPI beamforming technique as described in
Section 4 to the measured pressure–time signals.

For the low Rec = 0.4×106, the measured SPL1/3 levels for the entire frequency range
considered are higher than the flow noise in the empty section. The smallest SPL1/3

difference of approximately 2 dB is found at the highest frequency: f = 4 kHz. The relative
spectral slopes and trends between the measured and the predicted SPL1/3 spectra are
satisfactory for f ≥ 1 kHz for both the clean and forced configurations. At lower frequen-
cies, the SPL1/3 spectral levels tend to exceed the predicted values. Careful analysis of the
source maps (not shown for conciseness) indicates that this results from the worsened
resolution of the source map at relatively low frequencies. Consequently, the sound source
at the TE can no longer be discerned from the flow noise from the nozzle. This analysis
also shows that the noise from the flow interaction with the side plates is stronger than
the TE noise at the relatively higher frequencies. For the high Rec = 1×106, the measured
noise levels are shown to be more severely affected by the background flow noise levels.
It is important to note that when the LRM was removed, the stiffness of the side plates
reduced. This caused them to vibrate more freely and thereby cause additional noise,
especially at relatively high u∞. Therefore, the noise levels from the empty section shown
in the plots are likely to be overestimated. Nevertheless, at frequencies above f = 1.6
kHz, good agreement between the measured and predicted SPL1/3 is found. It can be
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Rec = 0.4 ×106, 
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(a) LRM, A–Tunnel
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(b) HRM, LTT

Figure 5.9: SPL spectra for the airfoils with baseline TE at various Rec and αeff. ≈ 0◦ considering natural and
forced transition configurations compared to the background flow noise levels and the BPM model. The
different Rec and facilities are annotated in the plots.

inferred that the spectra for the forced configuration are more trustworthy, since the levels
in average are higher than the clean configuration, and therefore, the background flow
noise.

A similar comparison for the HRM measurements in the LTT is shown in Fig. 5.9b. For
the HRM cases, only the forced configuration is shown for all Rec . Since the measurement
of the empty section noise level was performed using only one microphone at preselected
u∞, the empty-section SPL1/3 spectra from the closest measured speeds used for each
Rec are shown with a separated vertical axis on the right. For Rec = 1×106, a tonal peak
is found in the measured SPL1/3 at f = 0.6 kHz. The comparison indicates that this can
be attributed to the background noise. Therefore, due to the strong background noise,
this lowest Rec = 1×106 is omitted in further analyses to avoid confusion. Variations
of SPL1/3 with Rec are in line with the prediction for f > 1 kHz. It can also be seen that
the slopes of the SPL1/3 spectra from the airfoil TE region are higher than those of the
single-microphone empty-section noise measurement. This could be attributed to the
spatial filtering of the beamforming which improves with increasing f .

EFFECTS OF TRANSITION LOCATION AND Rec

Figures 5.10a and 5.10b show the measured SPL1/3 for the clean and forced configurations
with the baseline TE measured in the A–Tunnel (LRM) and the LTT (HRM), respectively.
Onlyαeff. = 0◦ is considered, while the nonzeroαeff. will be discussed in upcoming figures.

For the frequency range considered, the effects of the forced transition location on
SPL1/3 spectra become visible from Rec = 0.4×106 onward. At this Rec , Fig. 5.8b indicates
that the tripping strip applied causes a thicker δ∗ at the TE compared to the case without
it. This causes a noise increase on the former configuration of up to 5 dB compared to
the clean configuration. This trend is in good agreement with the BPM prediction (See
Fig. 5.9a). The frequencies where the noise increase is found are higher for larger Rec .
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Figure 5.10: SPL spectra for the airfoils with baseline TE at various Rec and αeff. ≈ 0◦ considering natural and
forced transition configurations.

Additionally, it can be seen that at the overlapping Rec = 0.4×106 where the spectra are
measured using two different nozzles, both the clean and forced configurations SPL1/3

collapse well; this confirms that the results from the wide Rec range can be obtained and
interpreted continuously, regardless of the different nozzles.

Similarly, the LTT data are shown in Fig. 5.10b. For the HRM, the forced transition
location does not produce clearly visible difference from the natural one, as the boundary-
layer thickness produced for both conditions are similar.

For the LTT measurements of the HRM, the noise created by the vortex shedding
from a blunt TE [29] is also observed. Using the suggested Strouhal number based on
the TE thickness SttTE = 0.12, where tTE = 1.35 mm, the frequencies at which the peak is
expected are marked in Fig. 5.10b. These frequencies are in line with the frequencies
where the measured SPL1/3 from the clean configuration is higher than that of the forced
configuration. This is expected because the SPL of the TE bluntness noise varies with
10log10(tTE/δ̄∗) [29], where δ̄∗ is the averaged displacement thickness at the TE from the
suction and the pressure sides. The ratio tTE/δ̄∗ is larger for the clean case as the expected
δ̄∗ is smaller than the forced configuration (See Fig. 5.8b).

EFFECTS OF THE ANGLE OF ATTACK

The effects of the varying effective angle of attack αeff. on the SPL1/3 spectra are inves-
tigated in Figs. 5.11a and 5.11b for the A–Tunnel and LTT measurements, respectively.
In the same manner as Figs. 5.10a and 5.10b, the baseline TE with the clean and forced
configurations are considered. Three different αeff. are considered and the readers are
referred back to Figs. 5.4 and 5.6 for the cp distributions at these angles.

For the A–Tunnel data in Fig. 5.11a, Rec = 0.4× 106 is considered. For the forced
transition configuration, it can be seen that the low-frequency SPL1/3 levels ( f < 1 kHz)
increases with αeff.. This can be attributed to the thicker δ∗ at the suction side. On the
other hand, for the clean configuration, a noise increase is observed when αeff. increases.
The narrow-band spectra (omitted for conciseness) indicate that this noise increase is
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Figure 5.11: SPL spectra for the airfoils with baseline TE considering natural and forced transition
configurations at various αeff..

tonal. This is likely due to the acoustic feedback loop of the laminar boundary layer vortex
shedding noise occurring on the pressure side of the airfoil. This effect can also partially
be seen for the highest αeff. in the forced configuration. This could be because, at high
angles, the forced transition was not effective as discussed in Fig. 5.6d. Due to the thin
TE geometry of the small model (tTE = 0.3 mm), the lowest possible frequency for the
tonal blunt TE vortex shedding noise is expected to be at f ≈ 6 kHz. This is beyond the
observed frequency range.

For the LTT measurements, shown in Fig. 5.11b, the Rec case of 2×106 is selected due
to the clearest difference between the clean and forced configurations as discussed in
Fig. 5.10b. The values of αeff. are selected consistently with Fig. 5.6. Within the frequency
range 1 kHz < f < 3.5 kHz, noise reduction of up to 5 dB due to the increasing αeff. can
be seen. However, the noise increase at lower frequencies is not observed. This could be
caused by the LTT wind tunnel background noise at lower frequencies that hampers the
TE noise and all the spectra seem to collapse. This also applies to the higher frequency
range at f > 3.5 kHz. Figures 5.10b and 5.11b therefore imply a reliable frequency range
for the LTT measurement at this Rec . Again, the frequency associated with the blunt TE
vortex shedding noise is marked by a line. This frequency agrees with the one where the
SPLs of the clean configuration exceed those of the forced configuration and can be seen
for αeff. ≈ 0◦ and 4◦.

5.5. RESULTS: TE ADD-ONS

5.5.1. LIFT CURVES AND DRAG POLARS

Figures 5.12a and 5.12b compare the lift curves of the baseline (straight and impermeable)
TE configuration to TE add-on configurations for the LRM and HRM, respectively. The
selected Rec for the LRM and HRM are 0.4×106 and 3×106, respectively, and only the
forced transition location configuration is considered. The full overview on the baseline
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lift coefficients can be found in Fig. 5.7b.

HRM, Rec = 3 ×106

LRM, Rec = 0.4 ×106

For thesis

(a) cl curves, LRM, Rec = 0.4×106

HRM, Rec = 3 ×106

LRM, Rec = 0.4 ×106

For thesis

(b) cl curves, HRM, Rec = 3×106

HRM, Rec = 3 ×106

LRM, Rec = 0.4 ×106

For thesis

(c) cd polars

HRM, Rec = 3 ×106

LRM, Rec = 0.4 ×106

For thesis

Figure 5.12: Measured aerodynamic coefficients with different TE add-ons installed. Only the forced transition
location configuration is considered.

At αeff. = 0◦, most TE add-ons do not affect the baseline zero-lift due to symmetry,
with an exception for the flapped sawtooth serrations where a slightly higher cl is found.
For nonzero αeff., the airfoil with the serrated TE provides a slightly higher lift curve slope
due to the extended effective chord. For ϕ = 0◦, the lift increase provided by the iron
serrations is slightly larger than the sawtooth counterpart. This is expected since the
iron geometry has a relatively larger wetted area (See Fig. 5.1). However, the trend is
symmetric for both the positive and negative αeff.. On the other hand, for the flapped
sawtooth serrations, the airfoil effectively behaves as a cambered airfoil with the relatively
higher lift for the positive αeff., and the trend is no longer symmetric.

In contrast, lift reduction is seen for perforated TE inserts at nonzero αeff.. This is
due to (partial) balancing of the static pressures between the suction and the pressure
sides enabled by the permeability [54, 130]. Evidence of this partial balancing is observed
by pressure taps in the region close to the TE insert (omitted for conciseness). The
perforated TE insert with lh = 2.5 mm, thus denser perforation distribution than lh = 5.0
mm, losses more lift due to the higher permeability [108]. The cl curves for the perforated
TE inserts are noticeably less symmetric with respect to αeff. = 0◦. A careful investigation
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showed that local bendings at the thin part close to the perforated TE insert tip caused by
manufacturing limitations are responsible for this asymmetry.

Correspondingly, Fig. 5.12c compares the drag polars of the baseline TE configuration
to TE add-ons configurations for both the LRM and the HRM. Again, the full overview
on the baseline drag coefficients can be found in Fig. 5.7d. The results from both the
LRM and the HRM consistently show a slight increase in drag when the TE serrations are
installed. However, the difference in the cd increments among the different TE serration
geometries cannot be discerned by the present experimental approach. This could be
limited by the resolution of the wake rake, i.e. the thickness of the serrations (1 mm) is
lower than the spacing between the adjacent total pressure probes on the wake rake (3
mm).

On the other hand, for the perforated TE insert on the LRM, a clear increase of cd is
observed, especially for nonzero αeff.. This could be caused by the surface roughness of
the perforated TE inserts where the flow encounters an array of 0.8-mm pore openings
[109, 122]. More drag increase is found for lh = 2.5 mm than lh = 5.0 mm due to the more
concentration of pores.

5.5.2. BOUNDARY-LAYER PARAMETERS AT THE TE REGION

The boundary-layer parameters measured with the hot-wire on top of the LRM with
different TE add-ons in the forced configuration at αeff. = 0◦ for two selected Rec are
shown in Table 5.4. Because the perforated TE insert cases are also considered, extraction
of the boundary-layer parameters following the method described in Section 3.4.1 may
not be suitable as it requires determination of the friction velocity and the distance to
the wall. To still allow for comparisons between the baseline TE and the TE add-ons,
the so-called diagnostic plot method described in the work of Vinuesa et al. [199, 200] is
employed instead. This method is an iterative method that does not require information
on the wall friction and the wall distance. The diagnostic plot method has been proven
to be robust for turbulent boundary layers subjecting to pressure gradient [199] and has
shown potential to also be suitable for boundary layers over rough walls [201]. Compared
to Table 5.3, the extracted edge velocities ue for the baseline TE cases are approximately 1
m/s lower and the estimated boundary layer thicknesses δ99 are approximately 6% lower.
Nevertheless, relative comparisons between the baseline TE and the TE add-on cases
would still be meaningful.

For the serrated TE, when ϕ = 0◦, the boundary layer thickness at x = −0.02c is
comparable to the baseline TE case. Notably, the serrations are responsible for a local
decrease of the boundary-layer momentum and displacement thicknesses. This might
be caused by the favorable pressure gradient induced by flow deceleration due to the
presence of the serrations. Under a more favourable pressure gradient, the boundary-layer
growth rate is smaller.

The change of the boundary layer thickness over the perforated TE insert compared to
the baseline TE for the range of Rec and αeff. considered is also small, i.e. approximately
the same order as that caused by the serrations.

A stronger influence is observed when serrations are put at an angle with respect
to the airfoil symmetry line, i.e. flapped serrations, ϕ 6= 0◦. From the suction side, the
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boundary layer develops thicker, while, from the pressure side, the boundary layer is
thinner.
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5.5.3. TE NOISE SPECTRA RELATIVE TO THE BASELINE TE
EFFECTS OF GEOMETRIES AND Rec

Figures 5.13 and 5.14 show the noise reduction with respect to the baseline TE in 1/3-
octave bands ∆SPL1/3 obtained with the different TE add-ons in the A–Tunnel and in
the LTT, respectively. In the figures, ∆SPL1/3 = SPL1/3 −SPL1/3,ref. dB, where ∆SPL1/3 is
the noise level for the modified TE cases, and SPL1/3,ref. is the baseline TE noise level
at the corresponding Rec and αeff. (see the absolute levels in Figs. 5.10 and 5.11). The
negative ∆SPL1/3 indicates noise reduction. The effects of increasing Rec on the ∆SPL1/3

are investigated in the figures where each subfigure accounts for a specific TE add-on.
Only αeff. = 0◦ is considered.

For the TE serrations, the frequency where the maximum noise reduction is found
appears to increase with the increasing Rec . This frequency shift follows the work of
Gruber et al. [47] who suggested that the ∆SPL1/3 scales with the Strouhal number based
on the TBL thickness, thus decreasing with the increasing Rec . As also presented in other
works [47, 202], the noise reduction has a maximum that depends on the flow velocity.
This maximum is around 5 dB for the sawtooth and 7 dB for the iron-shaped serrations.
The results also confirm the higher noise reduction observed for iron-shaped serrations
in numerical studies by Avallone et al. [141].

Figures 5.13a to 5.13d show that ∆SPL1/3 measured with the large 3.5c and the small
1.25c nozzles is similar up to f = 2 kHz. Beyond this frequency, approximately 1 dB
additional noise reduction is found when measuring with the small (1.5c) nozzle. This
is likely caused by the lower background noise of the fan operating at a smaller mass
flow rate with the smaller nozzle (See the A–Tunnel characterization by Merino–Martinez
et al. [151]). For the lowest Rec tested, the measurements show a second peak of noise
reduction around f = 2 kHz. This feature is observed for both the sawtooth and the iron
serration and is also found in the study of Zhou et al. [51] where the sawtooth and the
iron-shaped TE serrations were tested on a flat-plate at similar Rec to the LRM. This
additional noise reduction at relatively higher frequencies could be due to the destructive
interference of the high-frequency content in the surface pressure fluctuation occurring
close to the serration tip [51, 137]. For the flapped sawtooth serration, a lower noise
reduction is found compared to the zero-flap one. This is because the airfoil is effectively
cambered when the flapped serrations are installed, and the nonzero airfoil loading (See
the change in cl in Figs. 5.12a) induces formation of a pair of vortices along the edge of
the serrations which hinder the noise reduction [197].

Results for the perforated TE inserts are shown in Figs. 5.13e and 5.13f. In average,
both perforated TE inserts show a higher maximum noise reduction than the serrations:
5 dB for lh = 5.0 mm and up to 12 dB for lh = 2.5 mm. The magnitude of the maximum
noise reduction varies directly with the number of cylindrical holes per unit area. This is
because when the number of cylindrical holes per unit area increases, the permeability
increases [108]. It is known that the pressure release process (See Section 2.3.1) and
therefore the noise mitigation are facilitated when the permeability is higher [54, 109].
Similar to the serrations, the frequency at which the maximum noise reduction is found
increases with Rec . Interestingly, unlike the TE serrations, there are higher frequency
ranges with noise increase (positive∆SPL) for the perforated TE inserts. This is most likely
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Figure 5.13: One-third octave band SPL noise reduction spectra for the LRM under forced transition condition
with serrated TEs at various Rec and αeff. ≈ 0◦.

to be caused by the surface roughness [105, 106, 109, 125]. Finally, in the same manner as
for the TE serrations cases, slightly higher maximum noise attenuation is found when the
smaller (1.25c) nozzle is used. This is due to the smaller mass flow rate required by the
small nozzle to reach the same flow speed as the larger nozzle (3.5c), and therefore the
lower background noise [151].

For the LTT where only the TE serrations are considered, it is worth highlighting
that the background noise levels vary largely with the flow speed. In Fig. 5.9b, it can be
observed that at Rec = 2×106, the spectra are least affected by the LTT background noise.
This implies that, for Rec = 2×106, the noise reduction can most clearly and completely
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Figure 5.14: One-third octave band SPL noise reduction spectra for the HRM under forced transition condition
with TE add-ons at various Rec and αeff. ≈ 0◦.

be seen. For the available data, the maximum noise reduction of approximately 4 dB is
observed at f = 2.5 kHz. The influence of the serration shape on the maximum noise
reduction cannot be seen as clearly as for the LRM data from the A–Tunnel. Nevertheless, it
can be observed that a slightly lower noise reduction is obtained for the flapped sawtooth
serrations compared to the zero-flap counterpart. This is consistent with the finding for
the LRM.

EFFECTS OF THE ANGLES OF ATTACK

The influence of increasing αeff. on ∆SPL1/3 provided by the TE add-ons are shown in
Fig. 5.15 for the LRM. The αeff. selection is consistent with Fig. 5.11a as well as the
selected Rec = 0.4×106. As the angle of attack increases, the noise reduction promoted
by both the serrations and the perforated TE inserts decreases. For the TE serrations, this
phenomenon is attributed to the formation of the vortex pairs, which is present for both
the flapped and the non-flap serrations for nonzero αeff. [48, 197], due to the nonzero cl

(See the change in cl in Figs. 5.12a and 5.12b). Therefore, this effect is more pronounced
for the sawtooth serration with positive flap angle (ϕ= 8◦), since the aerodynamic loading
over the serration is the highest. This configuration shows noise increase at αeff. = 4.02◦.
On the other hand, the noise reduction spectra provided by the sawtooth serrations with
the negative flap angle (ϕ=−8◦) is least affected when the angle of attack increases due
to the least altered airfoil loading, i.e. smallest change in cl . This can be confirmed from
the lift curves in Figs. 5.12a and 5.12b for the positive ϕ at negative αeff.. It is worth
highlighting that, for αeff. = 8.04◦, the pronounced noise reduction at f = 1.6 kHz may
be misleading. This is because the baseline airfoil produces extra tonal noise from the
feedback loop caused by the laminar boundary instability (See Fig. 5.11a). This feedback
loop and tonal noise are not present for the TE add-on cases. The same variations of
∆SPL1/3 with αeff. are also captured by the experiment with the HRM (See Fig. 5.16).

Similarly, noise reduction by the perforated TE inserts also decreases with the in-
creasing angle of attack. This trend has been observed in previous works and could be
attributed to the less efficient pressure release process when the angle of attack increases
[105, 109, 122]. Interestingly, the noise increase due to roughness appears to be less
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Figure 5.15: One-third octave band sound pressure level noise reduction spectra for the LRM under forced
transition condition with TE add-ons at Rec = 0.4×106 and various αeff..
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Figure 5.16: One-third octave band sound pressure level noise reduction spectra for the HRM under forced
transition condition with serrated TEs at Rec = 2×106 and various αeff..
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5.6. CONCLUSIONS
This chapter presents aeroacoustic characterization of the NACA 633–018 airfoil, which
is a profile in an airfoil family commonly employed on wind turbines, in a broad chord-
based Reynolds number Rec range from 0.2×106 to 3×106. Experiments were carried
out using two scaled NACA 633–018 airfoil in two wind-tunnel facilities: 0.2-m-chord
low-Rec model (LRM) for low-Rec tests in the A–Tunnel and 0.9-m-chord high-Rec model
(HRM) for high-Rec tests in the Low-Turbulence Tunnel (LTT). The airfoils were tested
with and without turbulator strips applied to force the laminar-to-turbulent transition
location denoted as the forced and clean configurations, respectively. For the forced
configurations, trailing-edge (TE) add ons, namely TE serrations and perforated TE inserts
are also considered.

For the baseline 633–018 airfoil, results show expected variations of the aerodynamic
coefficients with Rec , increase of the maximum lift coefficient and reduction of the drag
coefficient with the increasing Rec . Boundary layer thicknesses at the TE also reduce with
the increasing Rec . The forced configuration increases the boundary layer displacement
thickness at the TE compared to the clean configuration. This, in turn, increases the
far-field Sound Pressure Level (SPL) of the TE noise for the forced configuration for
approximately 5 dB compared to the clean one.

TE serrations increase the lift coefficient compared to the baseline TE. The lift increase
depends on the serrations wetted area and flap angle. On the contrary, the perforated
TE inserts cause lift reduction. The lift loss varies directly with the permeability. The TE
serrations slightly increase the aerodynamic drag and the difference among the different
TE serrations geometry is not discernible. On the other hand, the perforated TE insert
increases the aerodynamic much more outstandingly, especially at nonzero angles of
attack due to surface roughness. At zero-lift condition, the TE add ons hardly alter the
boundary-layer characteristics at the TE, compared to the baseline TE.

Iron-shaped serrations provides 2 dB extra maximum noise reduction compared to
the conventional sawtooth shape. The noise reduction provided by the TE serrations is
also sensitive to the increasing airfoil loading. At relatively higher airfoil loading, noise
increase is found. In average, the perforated TE inserts provide higher noise reduction
compared to the TE serrations. However, roughness noise increase is found at higher
frequencies. The noise reduction capability of the perforated TE insert also deteriorates
when the airfoil loading increases.
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This chapter focuses upon a new permeable topology design concept for Turbulent
Boundary Layer Trailing-Edge (TBL–TE) noise attenuation. The present permeable
topology has unconventional characteristics with respect to metal foams: a combi-
nation of a low flow resistivity r and a high form drag coefficient C , realized by a
Kevlar-covered 3D-printed perforated structure. An experimental study featuring
a NACA 0018 airfoil model with a Kevlar-covered 3D-printed TE insert is carried
out. A broadband TBL–TE noise reduction up to approximately 5 dB, compared to
a solid TE, is found. This reduction varies only slightly with airfoil loading (lower
than 1 dB variation), in contrast to the porous metal foams (up to 3 dB variation).
The variation given by all the permeable materials considered is found to decrease
with the increasing C . Additionally, the aerodynamic drag as well as the roughness
noise increase of the airfoil equipped with the present TE insert are infinitesimal
compared to the fully solid airfoil. Finally, design guidelines for permeable TE are
proposed: the permeable material shall have a combination of a low flow resistivity
and a high form drag coefficient as well as a negligible surface roughness.

1This chapter has been published in the International Journal of Aeroacoustics. Please cite as shown in the list
of peer-reviewed journal articles, number 5.
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6.1. INTRODUCTION
Literature review presented in Section 2.3.1 has shown that there are still downsides of
the permeable Trailing Edge (TE) technology for Turbulent Boundary Layer Trailing-Edge
(TBL–TE) noise reduction that make this technology unappealing for practical imple-
mentations. These are, for instance, the rough surface of the metal foams that causes the
roughness noise and the aerodynamic drag increase, and the tendency of the perforated
channels to produce tonal noise. To overcome these issues, this chapter considers an
alternative design for a permeable TE insert. Performance of this design is assessed exper-
imentally by wind-tunnel tests of a NACA 0018 airfoil with an unconventional permeable
TE insert. TBL–TE noise reduction and aerodynamic performances of this design are
compared against those of the conventional porous metal foams. Extensive descriptions
of the NACA 0018 airfoil model, the wind-tunnel facility, and the flow measurement tech-
niques are provided in Chapter 3. Acoustic measurement and post-processing techniques
are described in Chapter 4. The rest of this chapter focuses on the specifications of the
alternative permeable TE design (Section 6.2), the results and discussion (Section 6.3),
the conclusions and further possible applications (Sections 6.4).

6.2. SPECIFICATIONS AND CHARACTERIZATION OF THE ALTER-
NATIVE PERMEABLE TOPOLOGY DESIGN SPACE

An unconventional combination of the flow resistivity and form drag coefficient is pro-
posed. The concept is realized by combining two permeable materials: a 3D-printed
perforated structure covered by a Kevlar fabric. The present study focuses on the use of a
highly permeable 3D-printed insert with straight channels to form a simple perforated
structure. The pores directly connect regions of the suction and the pressure sides, allow-
ing a point-to-point communication between both sides. On the other hand, a stretched
Kevlar fabric, which has widely been used in aeroacoustic applications to replace hard
walls of closed-section wind tunnels to allow for acoustic measurements [153, 155, 203]
due to their ability to be acoustically transparent while being aerodynamically imper-
meable [153, 155], is used to cover the surface of the 3D-printed perforated structure.
There are two main purposes; first, the relatively smooth texture of the Kevlar fabric is
expected to mitigate the roughness noise; second, the flow-impermeable Kevlar fabric
is used to cover the regular highly permeable 3D-printed pattern to prevent the tonal
noise generation. Overall, this present permeable material combination is expected to
provide a mixture of low resistivity (given by the highly permeable 3D-printed pattern)
and high form drag coefficient (given by the Kevlar sheet). Aeroacoustic characteristics of
a NACA 0018 airfoil with Kevlar-covered 3D printed TE insert is investigated with a close
comparison to two other metal-foam TE inserts of which well-established characteristics
are available in literature [105, 122, 125].

Figure 6.1 shows the 3D-printed permeable TE insert covered by the Kevlar sheet
installed on the NACA 0018 airfoil model together with close-up views of the 3D-printed
TE insert and the Kevlar fabric alone. The 3D-printed permeable TE insert was produced
using an Ultimaker 3 3D printer. Polylactic Acid (PLA) was used as printing material. The
honeycomb-like pattern was obtained by replicating the unit pattern shown in Fig. 6.1.
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The hexagonal voids were surrounded by 0.8-mm-width 3D-printed PLA edges, forming a
perforation parallel to the y-direction connecting the pressure and the suction sides of
the airfoil.

0.64 mm

0.40 mm

0.64 mm

0.40 mm

1.48 mm 0.74 mm

3.70 mm

Voids

Material

(PLA)

3D-printed TE insert

10 mm

x

z

Kevlar

0.2c

Flow

Kevlar-covered 3D-printed TE insert

Figure 6.1: 3D-printed permeable TE insert covered by a Kevlar fabric, installed on a NACA 0018 airfoil model
with a close-up view on the Kevlar fabric, the 3D-printed TE insert, and the perforated pattern.

The wind-tunnel tests were carried out both with and without the Kevlar sheet cover-
ing the 3D-printed TE insert. For the Kevlar-covered 3D-printed TE insert case as shown in
Fig. 6.1, the Kevlar sheet was glued to adhere on the surface of the 3D-printed permeable
TE insert. The aviation-standard Kevlar 49 T 965 fabric provided by Engineered Cramer
Composites [154] was used. The Kevlar foil has a weight-to-area ratio of 61 ± 3 g/m2, a
density of 1.45 ± 0.05 g/m3, and a thickness of 0.12 ± 0.02 mm.

Porous metal-foam TE inserts were also tested on the airfoil as baseline references.
The porous metal-foam made of NiCrAl was manufactured by Alantum, featuring
dodecahedron-shaped cells. Due to the well-established characterization and exper-
imental data in the literature, the porous metal-foam TE with a cell diameter dc of 0.8
mm and 0.45 mm were chosen. Details on these porous metal-foam TE inserts, as well as
their extensive test results can be found in previous literature [105, 122, 125].

A plot showing the measured static pressure drop∆p across the 3D-printed perforated
Polylactic Acid (PLA) material sample having the thickness ts = 60 mm with and without
the Kevlar sheet for 15 different Darcy velocities vD is shown in Fig. 6.2 (left). The curves
obtained by fitting the measured data to Eq. (2.23) to determine the air flow resistivity r ,
the permeability K , and the form drag coefficient C are also given in solid and dashed lines.
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The resulting r , K , and C are given in Table 6.1. The parameters obtained from metal-
foam samples with the same thickness ts from the previous studies are also provided for
comparison.

Tone

With Kevlar

No Kevlar

Alternative 

design space

Figure 6.2: Left: measured static pressure drop ∆p across the 3D-printed perforated PLA samples having the
thickness ts = 60 mm with and without the Kevlar sheet for 15 different Darcy velocities vD , including the
curve-fitting of Eq. (2.23) to the measured data. Right: measured r versus C for the permeable material samples
tested and those from permeable materials in literature.

Table 6.1: Measured properties of the permeable material samples and metal-foam materials.

Material sample r (Nsm-4) K (×10-10m2) C (m-1)

3D-printed perforated PLA 787 233 404
3D-printed perforated PLA + Kevlar 2,537 72 11,945
Metal foam, dc = 0.45 mm [105, 122] 29,850 6 9,758
Metal foam, dc = 0.8 mm [105, 122] 6,728 27 2,613

For the perforated 3D-printed PLA sample without the Kevlar sheet, a relatively low
static pressure drop is observed, resulting in the lowest r . This is mainly due to the
alignment of the straight pores with the flow direction in the permeability test section
which facilitates the air flow. On the other hand, the 3D-printed perforated material
sample with the Kevlar sheet shows an increase of the static pressure drop as well as a
higher sensitivity of the static pressure drop with the increasing vD . This results in an
increase of r and a drastic increase of the form drag coefficient C , the coefficient of v2

D in
Eq. (2.23), which dictates the dependence of the static pressure drop on vD .

A scatter plot visualizing the measured r and C of the permeable material samples
tested and those from the metal-foam samples is given in Fig. 6.2 (right). Apart from the
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present (Kevlar-covered) 3D-printed perforated material and metal-foam samples, the
values of r and C of multiple 3D-printed photopolymeric cylindrical channel samples
used in the work of Rubio–Carpio et al. [108, 133] are also shown. It is important to note
that, for these particular cases, the material sample thickness ts are 10 mm instead of 60
mm. Nevertheless, the values of r and C if the thickness ts would be 60 mm are not likely
to differ drastically from the values shown since ts is already much larger than the pore
sizes and cell diameters [125]. Thus, the relative trends are still worth being compared to
the present materials. The readers are referred to the original publication [108, 133] for
detailed specifications of these particular material samples. For the 3D-printed perforated
material without the Kevlar sheet as well as the metal-foam materials, the increase of
C seems to correlate with the increase of r in a similar fashion. The increase of C with
respect to r for the 3D-printed photopolymeric material having cylindrical channels also
appears to follow the aforementioned trend in a slightly less gradual manner. Distinctively,
the 3D-printed perforated material with the Kevlar sheet is far different from this trend;
for a relatively low value of r , the value of C is around the same order of the metal foam
sample with dc = 0.45 mm, which has the highest r . This means that the application of
the Kevlar sheet on a highly permeable 3D-printed perforated topology creates a rather
unconventional combination of r and C .

The present topology of the 3D-printed perforated material sample with and without
the Kevlar sheet give lower values of r than the lowest value of r found in the collection
of 3D-printed photopolymeric materials. In the literature [133], tonal noise increase by
the airfoil equipped with the 3D-printed TE insert with the lowest r has been reported,
suggesting that there exists a threshold of r below which the tonal noise would occur. The
location of this threshold lies somewhere between the case with the lowest r and the case
next to it, where the tonal noise was no longer found. An approximated location of this
threshold is also illustrated in Fig. 6.2 (right). Thus, in the present investigation, one could
certainly expect the airfoil equipped with the 3D-printed perforated trailing-edge insert
without the Kevlar sheet to also produce the tonal noise. However, for the 3D-printed
perforated insert with the Kevlar sheet, despite also having a lower value of r than the
identified threshold, production of the tonal noise is less certain. This is because the
high value of C which does not follow the aforementioned general trend may play a role.
Noise emission characteristics of the airfoil equipped with these materials as permeable
trailing-edge inserts are investigated in the coming sections.

6.3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

6.3.1. NARROW-BAND NOISE SPECTRA

The measured narrow-band Sound Pressure Level (SPL) spectra (frequency resolution
of 10 Hz) at Rec = 2.6×105 and 4.6×105, both at αgeom. = 0◦, of the airfoil with the solid
TE, the 3D-printed perforated TE inserts with and without the Kevlar sheet, as well as the
metal-foam TE inserts are shown in Fig. 6.3. An alternative frequency axis is also given in
terms of the non-dimensional Strouhal number based on the displacement thickness at
the trailing edge on the suction side of the solid NACA 0018 airfoil Stδ∗s |TE,ref.

, where δ∗s |TE,ref.

represents the displacement thickness of the boundary layer at the trailing edge (TE)
on the suction side of the solid (reference) NACA 0018 airfoil, calculated by XFOIL [101],
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i.e. Stδ∗s |TE,ref.
= ( f δ∗s |TE,ref.)/u∞. Calculation with XFOIL was done by setting a forced

transition at the same chordwise location x/c = −0.8 as on the actual airfoil on both
the suction and the pressure sides. In previous studies, frequency scaling with δ∗s |TE,ref.

has been found to provide a good collapse of the spectra [29], and a good agreement
between δ∗s |TE,ref. calculated from XFOIL and the actual value has been demonstrated
[36, 105, 204]. In addition, for each Rec , a spectrum of the measured empty test section
noise, i.e. without the airfoil, obtained by the identical beamforming methodology is also
shown.

Comparing the spectra with the measured noise from the empty test section, a signal
to noise ratio between 5 and 15 dB is obtained up to f ≈ 3 kHz. Above this frequency,
the signal to noise ratio is lower. Therefore, it is motivated to exclude the portion of the
spectra above 3 kHz in further analysis of this chapter.

For the metal-foam TEs, up to 10 dB broadband attenuation at low frequencies as
well as a broadband noise increase at high frequencies are observed. The magnitudes
of noise attenuation and noise increase follow the dimension of the cell diameter dc . As
explained in previous studies, increasing dc reduces the flow resistivity r (see the previous
section) which in turns increases noise attenuation [82, 109]. However, increasing dc also
increases the surface roughness which results in the increasing roughness noise at high
frequencies [54, 106, 109, 122].

For the 3D-printed perforated TE insert without the Kevlar sheet, despite having a
broadband noise attenuation compared to the solid counterpart, a series of strong tonal
peaks are observed as anticipated. In addition, noise increase due to roughness at high
frequencies can also be seen. The magnitude of the roughness noise is higher than that
given by the metal-foam TE with the largest dc , thus implying the 3D-printed permeable
TE has a higher equivalent roughness than that of the metal foam. This is reasonable since
the hexagonal 3D-printed pore has a larger diameter than the largest dc of 0.8 mm of the
metal foam. Additionally, the pores extend to the opposite side of the airfoil, creating a
much larger effective depth than the pore cells in the metal foams.

When the Kevlar sheet is applied on the 3D-printed perforated insert, the tonal peaks
as well as the roughness noise are mitigated. A broadband noise reduction of approxi-
mately 5 dB with respect to the solid TE is observed. The spectra of the Kevlar-covered
3D-printed perforated TE insert case seem to be comparable to those of the metal-foam
TE insert with dc = 0.45 mm; the Kevlar-covered 3D-printed perforated TE insert gives
approximately 2 dB less noise attenuation at low frequencies and 2 dB more roughness
noise attenuation at high frequencies. Noticeably, despite having much lower flow resis-
tivity r than the metal-foam material with dc = 0.45 mm, the Kevlar-covered 3D-printed
TE does not give additional noise attenuation compared to this metal foam case. This
suggests that the ranking according to r may not be a good indicator of the ranking of
noise attenuation when permeable materials with different topologies are considered
altogether [133]. In the upcoming sections, dependence of noise attenuation magnitude
on different material characteristics is further discussed to identify a better indicator for
noise attenuation based on the permeable material characteristics.

Interestingly, although the value of r for the Kevlar-covered 3D-printed permeable
material is lower than the threshold below which the tonal noise is expected, the material
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Figure 6.3: Narrow-band SPL spectra of the NACA 0018 airfoil with various permeable TE inserts at different
given combinations of chord-based Reynolds numbers and geometrical angles of attack, compared to the
reference solid TE insert and empty test section background noise.

has a high value of C , and, evidently, this characteristic helps to mitigate the tonal noise.
Therefore, with a slight modification, it is possible to still maintain a low value of r while
preventing the tonal noise. One possible way is by increasing the form drag coefficient C
across the permeable topology, e.g. by applying the Kevlar sheet on the surface.

To further address the tonal noise, the spectra from the 3D-printed perforated TE
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Figure 6.4: Narrow-band SPL spectra of the NACA 0018 airfoil with the 3D-printed perforated TE insert at
different chord-based Reynolds numbers and zero-degree geometrical angles of attack presented in terms of
the Strouhal number based on the thickness of the airfoil at x/c = -0.2, together with vertical lines marking
harmonics of the fundamental Strouhal number.

without the Kevlar sheet are exclusively examined. The highly permeable 3D-printed
perforated pattern may cause a sudden streamwise impedance jump, creating effectively
a blunt trailing edge [29] at the junction between the solid and the permeable part of
the airfoil at x/c = -0.2. This could promote tonal noise resulting from vortex shedding
[108, 109]. Figure 6.4 shows exclusively the measured spectra of the 3D-printed perforated
TE insert case, from which the tonal noise is produced, for all the Rec considered at
αgeom. = 0◦. The frequencies are non-dimensionalized to Strouhal numbers based on
the thickness of the airfoil at the junction Sttjunc. = f tjunc./u∞, where tjunc. = 16 mm is the
thickness of the airfoil at at x/c = -0.2. Noticeably, the tonal peaks from all the Rec collapse.
The fundamental Strouhal number St ≈ 0.117 has been found by linear regression analysis
[108] of the tonal peaks (R2 = 0.9975). This value is in line with the peak Strouhal number
between 0.11 and 0.17 anticipated by Brooks et al. [29] for the blunt trailing edge noise.
The harmonics of St = 0.117 are marked by the vertical lines which show good alignments
with the tonal peaks. The presence of the vortex shedding is confirmed by the wake survey
to be presented in Fig. 6.14 on page 106. However, due to the presence of the tonal noise,
the 3D-printed perforated TE insert case without the Kevlar is excluded in the upcoming
noise analysis in 1/3-octave bands.

6.3.2. BROADBAND NOISE ATTENUATION VARIABILITY WITH ANGLE OF AT-
TACK

To further highlight the broadband attenuation of TBL–TE noise, Fig. 6.5 shows the
values of ∆SPL1/3 which are the difference between the 1/3-octave SPL of each case and
the 1/3-octave SPL of the solid TE (reference) case, i.e. ∆SPL1/3 = SPL1/3 − SPL1/3, ref.
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dB. Thus the positive and negative values of ∆SPL1/3 represent noise increase and noise
attenuation, respectively. The values of∆SPL1/3 are shown for Rec = 2.6×105 and 4.6×105,
at αgeom. = 0◦ and 10.5◦. An alternative non-dimensional frequency axis in terms of
Stδ∗s |TE,ref.

is also given in the same manner as in Fig 6.3.

Noise increase

Noise attenuation
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Figure 6.5: 1/3-octave band SPL spectra of various permeable TE inserts at different combinations of chord-
based Reynolds numbers and geometrical angles of attack relative to those of the reference solid TE case
(∆SPL1/3 = SPL1/3 −SPL1/3, ref. dB).

Forαgeom. = 0◦, the noise attenuation trend follows what has been discussed in Fig. 6.3.
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Maximum noise reduction of approximately 9 dB at Stδ∗s |TE,ref.
≈ 0.06 and 6 dB at Stδ∗s |TE,ref.

≈
0.1 are found for the metal-foam TE insert cases with dc = 0.8 and 0.45 mm, respectively.
Observably, the higher the noise attenuation, the more variation of ∆SPL1/3 with the
frequency, and the lower the frequency (i.e. Strouhal number) where the maximum noise
attenuation occurs. For the Kevlar-covered 3D-printed TE insert, the maximum noise
reduction of 3-5 dB is seen at a slightly higher Stδ∗s |TE,ref.

≈ 0.12. Among the permeable TE
inserts considered, the Kevlar-covered 3D-printed TE insert appears to give the lowest
roughness noise increase at high frequencies.

When αgeom. increases to 10.5◦, the magnitudes of the maximum noise attenuation
given by the metal-foam TE insert in the frequency range considered reduce by approx-
imately 4 dB and 2 dB, for dc = 0.8 mm and 0.45 mm, respectively, meaning that when
the angle of attack increases, the metal foams become relatively less effective in noise
attenuation. In other words, there is a variability of noise attenuation by the metal-foam
TE insert with the increasing angle of attack, and the variability is larger when dc is larger.
This observation is in line with a previous study [125]. Interestingly, the Kevlar-covered
3D-printed TE exhibits around 1 dB variability, i.e. less than that of the metal foams.

To address the noise attenuation variability, let ∆OSPL denote the difference between
the Overall Sound Pressure Level (OSPL) of a considered case and the reference solid TE
case, i.e. ∆OSPL = OSPL−OSPLref. dB, the variability of ∆OSPL with the angle of attack is
taken as the relative value between∆OSPL at a particular geometrical of attackαgeom. and
that at the lowest geometrical angle of attack αgeom.,min.. For convenience, a parameter

V
αgeom.

∆OSPL is used to denote this variability, where

V
αgeom.

∆OSPL =∆OSPL−∆OSPLαgeom.,min. dB. (6.1)

Thus, by definition, a positive value of V
αgeom.

∆OSPL represents a less effective noise attenuation
capability than at αgeom.,min.. As an attempt to exclude the contribution of the roughness
noise increase, summation of ∆SPL1/3 to obtain the OSPL is done only when ∆SPL1/3 < 0,
i.e. at the sound frequencies where the noise attenuation is achieved.

Examination of V
αgeom.

∆OSPL of the permeable TE inserts is given in Fig. 6.6 between
Rec = 2.6×105 and 4.6×105. The trend confirms the noise attenuation variability up to 3
dB for the metal-foam TE insert cases for the range of αgeom. considered. The variability
is larger for a larger dc . The minimum noise reduction variability (lower than 1 dB) is
found for the Kevlar-covered 3D-printed TE. Noticeably, the magnitude of V

αgeom.

∆OSPL seems
to vary inversely with the form drag coefficient C of the permeable material used, i.e.
the higher C , the lower V

αgeom.

∆OSPL . This is likely because when αgeom. increases, a stronger
pressure gradient between the suction and the pressure sides is present. To illustrate this,
the curves showing the pressure gradient between the suction and the pressure sides of
the airfoil at the junction between the solid and the permeable extent |∆cp |junc., where
‘junc.’ denotes the chordwise location of this junction (x/c = -0.2), calculated from XFOIL
[101] are also given Fig. 6.6. These results are associated to the right vertical axes. The
increase of the pressure gradient may induce cross flow through the permeable material.
This cross flow is likely to reduce the effectiveness of the pressure release mechanism
[122] which contributes to the noise attenuation. Therefore, since the value of C indicates
the ability of the material to withstand the cross flow resulting from the pressure gradient
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Figure 6.6: Noise reduction variability with respect to the angle of attack of various permeable TE inserts at
different chord-based Reynolds numbers relative to the noise reduction at zero-degree geometrical angle of
attack.

[205], the noise attenuation capability provided by a permeable material with a larger
C will have a lower tendency to become less effective when the angle of attack, i.e. the
pressure gradient, increases.

Similarly, an increase of |∆cp |junc. can also be seen as the chord-based Reynolds num-
ber Rec increases as visualized in Fig. 6.7, where the noise attenuation variability with
Rec , V Rec

∆OSPL, is examined. The definition of V Rec
∆OSPL is analogous to that of V

αgeom.

∆OSPL [See Eq.
(6.1)]. For conciseness, only one case (at αgeom. = 6◦) is given in Fig. 6.7 as an example.

It can clearly be seen that the metal-foam TE with dc = 0.8 mm shows the largest V Rec
∆OSPL

while the Kevlar-covered 3D-printed TE insert gives the lowest V Rec
∆OSPL. Again, as |∆cp |junc.

increases with Rec , the magnitude of V Rec
∆OSPL seems to vary inversely with the form drag

coefficient C of the permeable material as for V
αgeom.

∆OSPL discussed previously. To further
address this observation, the next section examines the links between the character-
ized permeable material properties and the broadband noise attenuation, including its
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Figure 6.7: Noise reduction variability with respect to the chord-based Reynolds number of various permeable
TE inserts at a geometrical angle of attack of 6 degree relative to the noise reduction at the lowest chord based
Reynolds number.

variability with αgeom. and Rec .

6.3.3. MATERIAL PROPERTIES AND NOISE ATTENUATION CHARACTERISTICS

In Fig. 6.8, the parameter ∆OSPL indicating the overall noise attenuation with respect to
the reference solid TE is plotted as functions of r (left) and C (right) for the permeable
TE inserts examined. In this case, data is taken from Rec = 4.6× 105. When only the
metal-foam TE inserts are considered, it can be seen that the parameter ∆OSPL varies
proportionally with r and C , meaning that when the flow resistivity r or the form drag
coefficient C increases, less noise attenuation is obtained. However, once the Kevlar-
covered 3D-printed TE insert is considered together with the metal-foam TE inserts, the
same observation no longer holds for the flow resistivity r as shown in Fig. 6.8 (left).
Interestingly, the lower noise attenuation capability can still be related to the increase
of the form drag coefficient C when the different permeable material topologies are
considered altogether.

Following the same format as Fig. 6.8, Figs. 6.9 and 6.10 relate the material proper-
ties to the maximum noise attenuation variability with αgeom. and Rec , V

αgeom.

∆OSPL,max. and

V Rec
∆OSPL,max., respectively. A clear increase of V

αgeom.

∆OSPL,max. and V Rec
∆OSPL,max. with the inverse

of C can be seen in the right subfigures, confirming the observation made in the previous
section. Increasing the form drag coefficient C increases the material’s ability to with-
stand the cross flow due to the pressure gradient between the suction and the pressure
sides, which strengthens as αgeom. and/or Rec increase as illustrated in Figs. 6.6 and 6.7.
Prevention of this possible cross flow could help to sustain the effectiveness of the noise
attenuation mechanisms and therefore keep the variability low. Again, when comparing
all the permeable TE insert cases, no clear relations of V

αgeom.

∆OSPL,max. and V Rec
∆OSPL,max. can be

drawn to the inverse of r as shown in the left subfigures.

This section has demonstrated that, while the flow resistivity may be related to the
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Figure 6.8: Noise attenuation of the airfoil with various permeable TE inserts at the chord-based Reynolds
number of Rec = 4.6×105 and various geometrical angles of attack as functions of the flow resistivity (left) and
form drag coefficient (right).

Figure 6.9: Noise attenuation variability with the geometrical angle of attack of the airfoil with various permeable
TE inserts at various chord-based Reynolds numbers as functions of the flow resistivity (left) and form drag
coefficient (right).

Figure 6.10: Noise attenuation variability with the chord-based Reynolds number of the airfoil with various
permeable TE inserts at various geometrical angles of attack as functions of the flow resistivity (left) and form
drag coefficient (right).

∆OSPL and its variabilities for materials belonging to the same topological group, e.g.
porous metal-foams, at a given Rec and αgeom., it cannot directly be linked to the ∆OSPL
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nor its variability with αgeom. and Rec when multiple types of the permeable material
topology are considered altogether. Instead, the form drag coefficient C shows a clearer
link to the overall noise attenuation ∆OSPL, including its variability with αgeom. and Rec ,
which can be generalized even though the permeable material topologies are different.

Therefore, a design implication with regards to the permeable material characteristics
could be drawn from this finding. The permeable material topology for the permeable TE
should be realized such that a high form drag coefficient C is achieved in order to ensure its
low variability of noise attenuation performance. Then, without major alterations to the
topology, the overall permeability (inverse of r ) shall carefully be increased to maximize
the broadband noise attenuation. As an example, for the present Kevlar-covered 3D-
printed topology, the latter could be achieved by enlarging the size of the 3D-printed
hexagonal voids.

From the material characterization perspective, considering the pressure drop curve
in Fig. 6.2 (left), the ‘ideal’ permeable material based on the design implication is rep-
resented by any material that provides a slow increase of ∆p/ts for low values of vD

(dominated by the low r ), similar to the ‘No Kevlar’ curve. When vD increases, ∆p/ts shall
increase more rapidly due to the influence of the high C , similar to the ‘With Kevlar’ curve.

6.3.4. SOURCE MAP ANALYSIS

The source maps for the 1/3-octave frequency band centered at 1 kHz, Rec = 2.6×105

(Stδ∗s |TE,ref.
≈ 0.12), are presented in Fig. 6.11 at αgeom. = 0◦. The SPLs shown are ∆SPLs

relative to the ‘Reference’ maximum SPL for the solid TE case, i.e. ∆SPL = SPL−SPLref.,max.

dB. In addition, a source map of the empty test section at the same flow condition and
1/3-octave frequency band is shown.

The most dominant noise source can clearly be seen around the TE region in all the
source maps where the airfoil is present. The relative levels among the maps visualize the
TBL–TE noise attenuation as discussed previously. Additionally, the chordwise locations
where the maximum SPL is found x̄SPLmax.

1/3
/c are marked by the solid lines for the spanwise

extent as wide as the ROI.

Prior to further discussions, it is important to note that the Rayleigh resolution limit
at this particular condition is approximately 1.1c, meaning that sound sources with a
physical spacing of less than 1.1c cannot be discerned. This distance is much larger than
the TE insert extent of 0.2c. Therefore, one must not deduce that the noise source seen
is the only actual source. However, all the presented cases are subjected to the same
uncertainty, and the apparent source localization shown in the maps still gives a good
implication of the chordwise location where the noise scattering is dominant. Thus,
relative comparisons of these locations among the different cases are still valid.

For the solid TE, the dominant noise source appears to align with the trailing edge.
However, the dominant noise source appears to shift upstream to a location close to the
junction between the solid and the permeable extents of the airfoil for the metal-foam TE
cases. The distance with the dominant noise source shifts upstream for the metal-foam
TE cases seems to increase with the increasing dc , i.e. permeability. The observation
confirms what has been reported in a previous study [122], suggesting that scattering of
noise on metal-foam TE inserts is distributed along the TE insert, resulting in a relatively
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Flow

Figure 6.11: Source maps showing the relative SPL at Rec = 2.6×105 (Stδ∗s |TE,ref. ≈ 0.12) and αgeom. = 0◦ for

various permeable TE inserts. The levels are relative to the maximum SPL of the ‘reference’ solid TE case
(SPLref.,max.), i.e. ∆SPL = SPL−SPLref.,max. dB. The colorbars are identical and apply to all of the maps.
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weaker scattering at the edge. On the other hand, for the Kevlar-covered 3D-printed TE
case, the dominant noise source still appears to be at the trailing edge in a more similar
way to the solid TE case. This suggests that, although noise scattering along the permeable
Kevlar-covered 3D-printed TE insert may exist, the noise still scatters most dominantly
from the trailing edge.

increasing αgeom.

in
cr
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n
g
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e c

Figure 6.12: Streamwise locations of the maximum SPL from the source maps per frequency at different
combinations of chord-based Reynolds numbers and geometrical angles of attack relative to the locations of
the trailing edge (TE) and the junction between the solid and the permeable extents of the airfoil.
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To broaden the observation, the plots in Fig. 6.12 show the averaged chordwise
distance where the maximum SPL is found, x̄SPLmax

1/3
/c, with respect to the frequency for

Rec = 2.6×105 and 4.6×105, and αgeom. = 0◦ and 10.5◦. The locations of the trailing edge
and the junctions are marked for reference. To avoid interference of the noise source from
the nozzle due to the resolution limit, only the results at sound frequencies above 1 kHz
are presented.

For the solid TE case, x̄SPLmax.
1/3

/c aligns approximately with the trailing edge. However,
for the metal-foam TE cases, x̄SPLmax

1/3
/c is still localized relatively more upstream as ob-

served previously. For most frequencies, x̄SPLmax.
1/3

/c of the Kevlar-covered 3D-printed TE
follows that of the solid TE case closely.

The trend still holds for αgeom. = 10.5◦. Noticeably, for the metal-foam TE insert case
with dc = 0.45 mm, x̄SPLmax

1/3
/c appears to shift even slightly further upstream. This is likely

because of the relatively more dominant noise scattering close to the junction induced
by the larger pressure gradient between the suction and the pressure sides at nonzero
αgeom..

Therefore, localization of the dominant sound source could again be linked to the
ability of the permeable material to withstand the pressure gradient, characterized by the
form drag coefficient C . To confirm this, Fig. 6.13 shows the averaged streamwise location
at the frequency where the maximum noise attenuation (∆SPL) is obtained x̄∆SPLmax

1/3
/c

with respect to the flow resistivity r and the form drag coefficient C . In analogy to the
observations in the previous section, a clear dependence of the distance of the dominant
noise source from the junction and C is identified, meaning that the more form drag
coefficient of the permeable material, the further the dominant noise scattering source
from the impermeable-permeable junction.

TE

Junction

TE

Junction

Figure 6.13: Streamwise locations of the maximum ∆SPL given by various permeable TE inserts at various
chord-based Reynolds numbers at zero-degree geometrical angle of attack as functions of the flow resistivity
(left) and form drag coefficient (right).

By examining the locations of the dominant noise scattering source with respect to the
frequency, an observation can also be made regarding the roughness noise. Figure 6.12 is
arranged in accordance with Fig. 6.5. For the permeable TE cases at high frequencies, it
is notable that the frequency at which the ∆SPL1/3 starts to inflect to the noise increase
direction in Fig. 6.5 is approximately the same as the frequency at which x̄SPLmax.

1/3
/c starts

to inflect from the TE to a more upstream location in Fig. 6.12. For example, for the metal-
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foam TE insert case with dc = 0.45 mm at Rec = 4.6×105 and αgeom. = 0◦, the ∆SPL1/3

curve in Fig. 6.5 starts to inflect at f ≈ 1.25 kHz, approximately the same frequency as
the frequency at which x̄SPLmax.

1/3
/c in Fig. 6.12 starts to inflect from the TE to the upstream

direction. Similarly, the Kevlar-covered 3D-printed TE insert also exhibits this behavior at
the same frequency when Rec = 2.6×105 and αgeom. = 0◦. The frequencies where these
mutual inflections are found are annotated by the arrows in both Fig. 6.12 and Fig. 6.5.
This correlation interestingly visualizes the gradual dominance of the surface roughness
noise over the noise scattered at the trailing edge as the frequency increases.

6.3.5. DRAG COEFFICIENTS

The wake profiles measured by the wake rake at a distance of 2c downstream of the airfoil
trailing edge along a 0.5c spanwise traversing distance are shown in Fig. 6.14. The profiles
are shown in terms of cp,t −cp,s , in accordance with Eq. (3.4), representing the measured
dynamic pressure deficit, where cp,t and cp,s are the total and static pressure coefficients
measured at the wake rake, respectively. The profiles are measured at Rec = 4.6 × 105 and
αgeom. = 0◦. Only the cases for the solid TE, Kevlar-covered 3D-printed TE, and 3D-printed
TE are given to clearly demonstrate the effect of Kevlar application.

Figure 6.14: Wake profiles captured downstream of the airfoil with different TE inserts at Rec = 4.6×105 and
αgeom. = 0◦.

Notably, the wake profile downstream of the airfoil with the 3D-printed TE insert
without the Kevlar sheet shows two regions with dynamic pressure deficit: downstream of
the suction and pressure sides of the airfoil. The regions with the dynamic pressure deficit
are likely to result from vortices traveling downstream. In addition, the relatively high
deviations suggest that the two regions with the dynamic pressure deficit may probably
not exist at the same instance of time. Instead, the dynamic pressure deficit region
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location alternates between positive and negative y/c , i.e. downstream of the suction and
the pressure sides. Combining this speculation with the previously discussed tonal noise
generation unique to this TE insert case, the wake profile strongly suggests existence of
the vortex shedding [29, 108, 109] starting from the junction between the solid and the
permeable parts of the airfoil. In turn, the cd cannot be derived from the momentum
deficit in the wake for this particular case due to this unsteadiness. For the remaining
cases, the drag coefficient for any given spanwise measurement location is calculated by
Eq (3.4).

Figure 6.15: Drag coefficients of the NACA 0018 airfoil with various TE inserts for four different chord-based
Reynolds number and geometrical angles of attack of 0◦ (upper) and 10.5◦ (lower).

The box plots in Fig. 6.15 show the measured drag coefficients for all the TE insert
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cases considered and all Rec collected along the spanwise traversing range of the wake
rake. The geometrical angles of attack are αgeom. = 0◦ and αgeom. = 10.5◦ for the upper
and lower subfigures, respectively. For a reasonable comparison, the distribution of the
measured cd from all the spanwise location is given in the box plot format rather than
a single average value since the measured cd may vary in the spanwise direction for the
permeable TE, especially the porous metal foams which have a random topology. The
metal-foam TE with dc = 0.8 mm shows the highest values of cd followed by the metal-
foam TE with dc = 0.45 mm. This can be attributed to the friction drag caused by the rough
surface of the metal foams; a larger dc leads to a rougher surface and thus a higher cd .
Analysis of Variance [206] and, subsequently, pairwise t-tests [207] within a confidence
interval of 95% (with the Bonferroni correction [208] applied) have been carried out to
objectively assess the difference of the cd distribution presented in Fig. 6.15. It is found
that the cd of the airfoil with both metal-foam TE insert cases are significantly higher than
that of the solid airfoil (P-value < .01). Among all the permeable TE insert cases tested, the
Kevlar-covered 3D-printed TE seems to give the slightest increase of cd compared to the
solid TE due to the relatively smooth Kevlar surface covering the rather large 3D-printed
pores under the Kevlar sheet. In some cases, such as for Rec ≤ 2.6×105 andαgeom. = 10.5◦,
this increment of cd is insignificant (P-value > .05) compared to the solid TE. The cd of
the Kevlar-covered 3D-printed TE case is significantly lower than those of the metal-foam
TE cases (P-value < .01). This confirms that the relatively smooth Kevlar surface provides
an evident mitigation of surface drag compared to the metal foams. The mitigation of
the surface drag could be achieved by the Kevlar sheet to an extent that the the difference
of the friction drag between the baseline solid TE and the Kevlar-covered permeable TE
insert is negligible.

6.4. CONCLUSIONS AND DERIVATION OF THE PERMEABLE TE
DESIGN CONCEPT

The noise attenuation and the aerodynamic drag results are combined in Fig. 6.16 where
scatter plots of the drag coefficient cd and the difference of the Overall A-weighted Sound
Pressure Levels (OASPL), ∆OASPL, of every TE insert case for Rec = 2.6×105 and 4.6×105,
and αgeom. = 0◦ and 10.5◦ are presented. In this plot, ∆OASPL, defined in the same man-
ner as ∆OSPL, is used to give an implication on perception of noise attenuation in real
applications. Nevertheless, for the given frequency range, the A-weighting does not alter
the SPL for more than 2 dB and the same observations as discussed previously still hold.
The plots visualize the trade-off between the noise attenuation and the aerodynamics
performance, the drag in this case. For the metal-foam TE cases tested, additional noise
reduction comes at a cost of increasing cd . The metal-foam TE insert case with dc =
0.8 mm attenuates approximately 3.5 to 6.5 dB(A) of noise while dc = 0.45 mm attenu-
ates approximately 2.5 to 4.5 dB(A). The aforementioned large variability of the noise
attenuation with the angle of attack found in the metal-foam cases can also be seen
clearly in the figure. This variability is observably larger than that of the Kevlar-covered
3D-printed TE case which gives a rather constant noise attenuation of 2 to 3 dB(A) over
the considered range of αgeom.. This results in a comparable noise attenuation between
the Kevlar-covered 3D-printed TE insert and the metal-foam TE inserts with dc = 0.45
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mm at αgeom. = 10.5◦. It has been found that the ranking of the noise attenuation and
its variability are inversely proportional to the form drag coefficient C of the permeable
materials. The plots also visualize the significant reduction of cd by the Kevlar-covered
3D-printed TE compared to the metal-foam TE insert cases. At αgeom. = 10.5◦, it can be
seen that the increment of cd by the Kevlar-covered 3D-printed TE insert is infinitesimal,
compared to the solid TE.

increasing αgeom. increasing αgeom.

Figure 6.16: Comparison of noise attenuation and drag coefficients provided by all the permeable TE inserts at
different combinations of the chord based Reynolds numbers and geometrical angles of attack.

Airfoil body

Low-roughness surface treatment:
- Minimal roughness noise

- Minimal friction drag

Highly permeable core

Overall property across TE insert:
- Low flow resistivity r maximal broadband noise attenuation

- High form drag coefficient C  minimal noise attenuation variability

Figure 6.17: Proposed TE insert design concept for TBL–TE noise attenuation based on findings in the present
study.
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By taking into account all the findings discussed so far, a general design guideline
for the permeable TE insert topology is derived in Fig. 6.17. This concept features a
low-roughness surface treatment which has been proven to help mitigate the surface
roughness noise and the friction drag increase. In addition, across the TE insert, a combi-
nation of a low flow resistivity r for maximal broadband noise attenuation and high form
drag coefficient C for minimal variability of the noise attenuation with αgeom. and Rec

shall be realized. One way to achieve these features is by covering a highly permeable
core material with a smooth material having a high form drag coefficient. This chapter
has shown that the present Kevlar-covered 3D-printed perforated topology is a possible
topology which could provide the aforementioned features altogether. Nevertheless, the
investigations of the links between the permeable material characteristics and the aeroa-
coustic characteristics of an airfoil equipped with it presented in this chapter have helped
to formulate a generic guideline for the permeable TE insert topological design. There-
fore, any permeable material combinations other than the Kevlar-covered 3D-printed
perforated channels could also be employed to achieve the same effects, as long as the
features prescribed in Fig. 6.17 are fulfilled.

This chapter studies an approach of Turbulent Boundary Layer Trailing-Edge (TBL–TE)
noise mitigation by integrating a simple permeable topology design concept represented
by the Kevlar-covered 3D-printed structure into the trailing-edge of an airfoil. An experi-
mental study in an open-jet anechoic wind tunnel featuring a NACA 0018 airfoil with a
TE insert made of the Kevlar-covered 3D-printed perforated structure was carried out.
The results have been compared to those for the same airfoil with a solid TE insert and
conventional porous metal-foam TE inserts. The chord-based Reynolds number Rec

was within 1.9×105 and 4.6×105 and the geometrical angle of attack αgeom. was varied
between 0◦ and 10.5◦.

Characterization of the Kevlar-covered 3D-printed permeable topology has shown
that the present topology gives an unconventional combination of flow resistivity r and
form drag coefficient C . Unlike other conventional permeable materials of which C
increases gradually with increasing r , the Kevlar-covered 3D-printed permeable topology
gives a drastic increase of C (the highest value among all the permeable materials tested)
while the value of r is minimal.

The Kevlar-covered 3D-printed TE provides a broadband TBL–TE noise reduction up
to approximately 5 dB as compared to the reference solid airfoil. Although the reduction
is not as much as that achieved by the porous metal-foam TE inserts, the reduction is
found in a wider range of frequency considered. This is the consequence of the Kevlar
sheet exhibiting negligible surface roughness as compared to the metal-foam surface.
Apart from the mitigation of the roughness noise, the Kevlar sheet is also found to play
an important role in mitigating the tonal noise. This finding suggests that a permeable
material with a low r can still be employed as a TE insert for an airfoil without a risk of
producing the tonal noise, as long as C is large enough.

Unlike the airfoil with the porous metal-foam TE inserts of which the noise attenuation
capability varies strongly with increasing airfoil loading, the airfoil with the Kevlar-covered
3D-printed TE insert clearly gives a lower variability. Within the range of Rec and αgeom.

considered, this TE insert gives a noise attenuation variability lower than 1 dB, while the
metal-foam TE inserts give a maximum variability up to 3 dB.
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When relating the characterized permeable material properties to the noise atten-
uation and its variability, it has been found that, when different permeable topologies
are compared, the form drag coefficient C shows a clearer relation to those aeroacoustic
behaviors than the resistivity r . The broadband noise attenuation as well as the noise
attenuation variabilities are found to vary inversely with C . Additionally, analysis of the
source maps has also shown the dominant noise scattering source shifts further away
from the solid-permeable junction when C of the permeable material increases.

Lastly, the drag coefficients provided by the airfoil with the Kevlar-covered 3D-printed
TE insert is significantly lower than that provided by the metal-foam TE inserts due to the
relatively lower surface roughness. In many cases, especially at high Rec and αgeom., the
drag increment given by this proposed TE insert compared to a solid airfoil is insignificant.

The aeroacoustic findings, in combination with their links to the material properties,
have led to a design guideline for a permeable TE insert topology for TBL–TE noise
attenuation. The features that the design needs to fulfill are:

• In the direction linking the suction and the pressure sides, the permeable material
shall have a combination of a low flow resistivity but a high form drag coefficient
to achieve maximal broadband noise attenuation while having a low variability of
noise attenuation with the airfoil loading.

• The surface roughness of the permeable insert shall be negligible, compared to the
solid extent of the airfoil, in order to have a minimal increment of the friction drag
as well as the roughness noise.

When these requirements are fulfilled, a promising trade-off between the noise atten-
uation and the aerodynamics penalty, i.e. drag increase, is obtained. Apart from the
significantly low surface roughness, noise attenuation by a topology as such also appears
to be less sensitive to the increasing airfoil loading, compared to the conventional porous
metal-foams. A simple permeable material combination such as the Kevlar-covered 3D-
printed permeable structure considered in this chapter could be one, but indeed not only,
possible realization to fulfill those requirements.

The aforementioned permeable TE concept has also been extrapolated for aircraft
applications, subjecting to a chord-based Reynolds number in the same order as the
modern wind turbines. The permeable TE concept is integrated with an acoustic liner to
be applied at the TE of an aircraft wing downstream of an engine/ propeller to mitigate
various aircraft noise sources. Interested readers are referred to Appendix C for more
details.

Crucial elements for future studies include identification of strong, yet highly perme-
able, topologies and materials for the inner part of the proposed TE insert design concept.
In addition, performance of the proposed concept on a realistic wind turbine to verify
its noise attenuation capability as well as effects of the streamwise permeable TE insert
length on both aerodynamic and aeroacoustic performances shall also be investigated.
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EFFECTS OF AIRFOIL GEOMETRY AND

PERMEABLE MATERIAL TYPES ON

TRAILING-EDGE NOISE ATTENUATION:
A STUDY USING SYMBOLIC REGRESSION
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This chapter attempts to formulate an expression to predict the maxi-
mum trailing-edge (TE) noise attenuation by airfoils with a permeable
TE. Experimental dataset featuring two different airfoils and three dif-
ferent permeable material types are considered. Symbolic regression
modeling supported by genetic programming is employed for the present
work. Results suggest that for a given permeable material, the noise at-
tenuation is maximized when the permeable TE geometry is long and/or
thin. When multiple permeable material types are considered together,
the maximum noise attenuation varies with a generic parameter called
the Brinkman screening distance, which is the square-root of the perme-
ability in the streamwise direction.
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7.1. INTRODUCTION
Permeable materials are usually characterized by porosity and permeability [118, 205,
209]. When they are installed on an airfoil, Turbulent Boundary Layer Trailing-Edge
(TBL–TE) noise attenuation given by permeable materials belonging to the same type, e.g.
porous foams or perforated channels, are found to vary directly with those parameters.
In other words: the more porous/permeable, the more noise attenuation [54, 106, 109].
However, as has been shown in Chapter 6, when different types of permeable materials
are considered, the maximum noise attenuation could differ largely, even though they
share a very close permeability. Another supporting evidence has been presented in the
work of Rubio–Carpio et al. [133] which compared the TBL–TE noise attenuation of a
NACA 0018 airfoil with a porous metal-foam TE and a 3D-printed perforated TE with very
similar permeability values. They found that the metal-foam TE attenuates up to 3 dB
more than the 3D-printed perforated TE.

Not only does the noise attenuation depend on the permeable material properties,
it also depends on the geometry of the material installation on the airfoil, i.e. the local
TE shape [210, 211]. For instance, Zhang and Chong [211] studied a NACA 65(12)–10
having an array of perforations close to the TE region. They found an increase in the
broadband TBL–TE noise attenuation as the number of perforation rows increases in the
chordwise direction. Thus, there is a dependency of the achievable noise reduction on the
permeable material properties and the geometry of the material installed on the airfoil.

The past findings have indicated the need for a relevant and more generic set of
parameters that help predict the TBL–TE noise attenuation provided by permeable ma-
terials. For this purpose, by incorporating symbolic regression modeling supported by
genetic programming, Sarradj and Geyer [124] formulated a function that links the noise
emissions to some relevant parameters. An extensive experimental dataset was utilized
to help formulate the function. It was found that the noise emission is driven by the
flow resistivity r of the permeable material (inversely proportional to the permeability
K ). A function based on the flow resistivity was proposed to describe the noise emission.
However, the permeable materials considered were limited to the porous foam or wool
felt types and did not include permeable materials from more modern manufacturing
techniques such as 3D-printed metamaterials. In Chapter 6, the unconventional Kevlar-
covered 3D-printed permeable TE was considered together with several porous metal
foams. Figure 6.8. has shown that, for this consideration where two completely different
permeable material types are considered together, the form drag coefficient C correlates
better to the noise attenuation compared to r . Nonetheless, neither the work of Sarradj
and Geyer nor the results in Chapter 6 considers noise reduction provided by the same
permeable materials installed on different airfoils.

Based on the more recent studies of the pressure release mechanism [109, 110], the
mechanism that drives the TBL–TE noise attenuation on the permeable airfoils, most
noise attenuation occurs in the thin region close to the TE tip [107]. Thus, it could be
hypothesized that for two airfoils with similar TBL-induced surface pressure fluctuations
in the TE region, the one with a more slender (long and thin) TE cross-sectional shape
would enable more communication of the surface pressure fluctuations, facilitate more
the pressure release mechanism, and achieve more TBL–TE noise attenuation. Studies
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of grazing flow over different permeable walls also have shown that the depth within
the material where the hydrodynamic fluctuations are influenced by the external flow
is proportional to the material permeability in the direction of the flow [128, 212, 213].
Therefore, for the airfoil application, it is of high interest to include the permeability
in the streamwise direction in the consideration, and separate it from the permeability
in the chord-normal direction (the one that is usually characterized and is inversely
proportional to r ).

This chapter attempts to identify generic parameters that helps predict the TBL–TE
noise attenuation provided when a permeable material is installed on an airfoil. The same
symbolic regression modeling framework of Sarradj and Geyer is followed. Wind-tunnel
experimental dataset [108, 214] featuring two airfoils and three different material types
are considered. For the model, a set of parameters describing the airfoil geometry as well
as a set of parameters describing the permeable materials are considered. It is worth
highlighting that the permeability in the chord-normal and the streamwise directions are
considered here as two separate parameters.

The dataset is described in Section 7.2. The symbolic regression modeling approach
is presented in Section 7.3. Finally, results are discussed in Section 7.4.

7.2. EXPERIMENTAL DATASET

7.2.1. AIRFOIL MODELS

Experimental datasets featuring two symmetric airfoil models: a NACA 0018 airfoil and
a NACA 633–018 airfoil with permeable TE inserts are considered. Both models were
tested in the A–Tunnel, an anechoic open–jet vertical wind tunnel at Delft University
of Technology. Extensive details of the airfoil models and the wind-tunnel facility are
provided in Chapter 3. In this chapter, only data for the zero-degree angle of attack
are considered in the chord-based Reynolds number Rec range between 0.2×106 and
0.45×106.

The chordwise permeable TE length covers up to 20 % of the chord c. For the present
study, two geometrical parameters are defined as a preliminary attempt to describe the
slenderness of the permeable TE insert, namely, the length of the permeable TE extent xper.,
and the cross-sectional area of the permeable material Aper.. Cross–sectional profiles of
the airfoils as well as xper. and Aper. are shown in Fig. 7.1. Note that the x and y directions
denote the direction parallel to the chord and normal to the chord, respectively. In Fig.
7.1, it can be seen that despite the identical xper./c = 0.2, Aper. of the NACA 633–018 airfoil
is smaller than that of the NACA 0018 airfoil due to the overall thinner permeable TE
shape.

7.2.2. PERMEABLE MATERIALS

Three different permeable material types are considered in this chapter, namely porous
metal foams, 3D-printed perforated channels, and an open-cell diamond-lattice structure.
Each type may be subdivided further based on geometrical parameters. Each permeable
material type is described in the following.
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Dc = 6.36 mm

dmnd.

dc
lh

dh = 0.8 mm

mf.XXX pf.XpX

dp = 1.2 mm

xper.

Aper.

Figure 7.1: Airfoil profiles with a permeable TE insert considered.

1. Porous metal foams: Porous metal foams from Alantum are considered. The metal
foams were manufactured by electrical discharge machining creating homogeneous
dodecahedral open-cells within NiCrAl alloy. The foams are described by their
nominal cell diameter dc . A schematic of a representative cubic metal foam with a
definition of dc is illustrated in Fig. 7.2a. In this chapter, dc = 0.80, 0.58, and 0.45
mm are considered.

2. 3D-printed perforated channels: The 3D-printed perforated channels were manu-
factured using digital light projector printing of high-temperature photopolymer.
Cylindrical channels having a diameter dh of 0.8 mm were formed in the direction
perpendicular to the airfoil chord, connecting the suction and the pressure sides.
Perforation was achieved by replicating the unit perforation pattern illustrated in
Fig. 7.2b next to one another. The distance between two adjacent pores is defined
as lh . Thus, when applied on the airfoil, the number of pores per unit area, hence
the permeability, is varied by varying lh . In this paper, lh = 1.5,2.0,2.5,3.0, and 5.0
mm are considered.

3. Open-cell diamond-lattice structure: Finally, an open-cell diamond-lattice struc-
ture is considered. This structure was produced using an Ultimaker 3 3D-printer.
Polylactic acid was used as printing material. The diamond structure has a unit–cell
size D = 6.36 mm and a mean pore size dp = 1.20 mm as shown in Fig. 7.2c. The
actual diamond TE insert on the airfoil constitutes of multiple small unit cells.

For convenience, the porous metal foams, the perforated channels, and the diamond-
lattice structure are in this chapter denoted by ‘mf.XXX’, ‘pf.XpX’, and ‘dmnd.’, respectively,
where ‘X’ is replaced by numbers specifying their geometrical parameters. These nota-
tions are specified in Table 7.1.

Table 7.1 also presents several additional permeable material properties. First, the
permeable materials are characterized by their porosity φ. Definition of the porosity is
provided in Section 2.3.1. The values of φ for each material are provided in Table 7.1. It is
noteworthy that, for the perforated channels, an analytical formula is used to determine
φ: φ=πd 2

h/(2l 2
h) [108].

Furthermore, the permeable materials are characterized according to the ISO 9053
standard [115, 116] where pressure drops across a sample permeable material are mea-
sured. The sampled pressure drop data are used to calculate the permeability K and
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Figure 7.2: Schematic of the permeable materials: (a) Porous metal foam, (b) Perforated channels, and (c)
Diamond-lattice structure.

Table 7.1: Permeable materials considered and their characteristics.

Notation
Geometrical
parameter

φ (-) Ky (m2) Kx (m2) C (m−1)

mf.800 dc = 0.80 mm 0.92 3.2×10−9 ≈ Ky 2,333
mf.580 dc = 0.58 mm 0.90 1.5×10−9 ≈ Ky 3,939
mf.450 dc = 0.45 mm 0.89 5.0×10−10 ≈ Ky 10,335
pf.1p5 lh = 1.5 mm 0.40 5.4×10−9 5.2×10−10 279
pf.2p0 lh = 2.0 mm 0.22 3.1×10−9 2.8×10−10 1,138
pf.2p5 lh = 2.5 mm 0.14 2.0×10−9 1.8×10−10 3,065
pf.3p0 lh = 3.0 mm 0.10 1.4×10−9 1.3×10−10 6,681
pf.5p0 lh = 5.0 mm 0.04 5.0×10−10 5.2×10−11 55,189
dmnd. See Fig. 7.2c 0.62 2.4×10−8 ≈ Ky 2,923

the form drag coefficient C through the so-called Forchheimer Equation. Details on this
characterization method as well as physical explanations of K and C are discussed in
detail in Section 2.3.1.

The resulting K and C are also shown in Table 7.1. It is important to highlight that the
flow direction in the pressure-drop characterization penetrates through the material sam-
ple. Correspondingly, the resulting K rather represents the permeability in the direction
normal to the airfoil chord, i.e. the y direction. Thus, the characterized K is denoted by
Ky for clarity. However, the permeability in the direction normal to Ky , Kx , may better
represent the flow interaction with the permeable material on the airfoil.

For the porous metal foams and the diamond-lattice structure, the permeability K can
be assumed to be isotropic, meaning that K is approximately constant regardless of the
flow direction. Therefore, for those cases, Kx ≈ Ky . On the other hand, for the perforated
TE, the flow direction x is approximately perpendicular to the channel direction y . Thus,
Kx ¿ Ky . This paper utilizes the following expression for determining Kx of a perforated
channels provided by Bae and Kim [132] based on their direct numerical simulations of
flow over perforated plates:

Kx =φ(0.07dh −0.002ts )2, (7.1)
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where ts = 10 mm is the material sample thickness. It is important to highlight that
this material sample thickness, which is consistent with the sample thickness used in
the characterization described in Section 2.3.1, is a representative value which is in the
same order of magnitude of the average permeable material thickness on the airfoil.
Nevertheless, the permeable material thickness, and therefore its permeability, varies
along the chord. This is beyond the current consideration and the permeability for each
permeable material is represented by one constant value. The resulting Kx and Ky are
shown in Table 7.1. It can be seen that, for the perforated channels, Kx is approximately
one order of magnitude lower than Ky .

7.2.3. DATASET SUMMARY

EXTRACTION OF ∆SPLMAX.

Far-field Sound Pressure Level (SPL) spectra SPL( f ) in decibels were measured during
wind-tunnel measurements of these airfoils with permeable TE inserts. Additionally, the
airfoils with a reference, i.e. solid, TE inserts were tested at the same condition and the
reference SPLref.( f ) were also measured. Subsequently, the noise reduction spectra were
calculated from

∆SPL( f ) = SPL( f )−SPLref.( f ) dB. (7.2)

By convention, noise reduction is represented by negative values, the lower the
∆SPL( f ) the more the noise reduction. This chapter focuses on the maximum noise
reduction ∆SPLmax.. A method employed by Rubio–Carpio et al. [108] in which cubic
B–splines were fitted to the ∆SPL( f ) spectra was used to extract ∆SPLmax.. Rubio–Carpio
et al. showed that, for the range of Rec considered, ∆SPLmax. is a very weak function of
Rec and an averaged ∆SPLmax. can be used to represent the noise reduction given by a
specific combination of airfoil and permeable material at a specific angle of attack.

The considered cases and the corresponding ∆SPLmax. values are shown in Table 7.2.
Each case is therefore a unique data point, and 18 data points in total are considered.
These data points are represented by specific markers in the rest of the plots in this
chapter, unless indicated.

It is noteworthy that most of the data points presented in this chapter have formerly
been discussed in previous publications of Luesutthiviboon et al. [214], Rubio–Carpio et
al. [108], and Teruna et al. [107].

EFFECTS VARYING PERMEABLE TE SHAPES ON ∆SPLMAX.

Some selected data points in Table 7.2 are presented in Fig. 7.3 to highlight the effect
of different airfoil installations on ∆SPLmax. given by a particular material. The plot
shows ∆SPLmax. for several perforated TE inserts installed on the different airfoils at
different xper./c. Notably, ∆SPLmax. provided by a given permeable material, such as
pf.5p0, installed at an identical xper./c = 0.2 but on different airfoils differs drastically.
On the NACA 0018 airfoil, pf.5p0 provides ∆SPLmax. =−2.2 dB while it provides a larger
noise reduction of ∆SPLmax. =−5.3 dB on the NACA 633–018 airfoil. This clearly shows
that the noise reduction does not depend solely on the permeable material, but also the
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NACA 0018, 

pf.5p0

NACA 633-018, 

pf.5p0 NACA 0018, 

pf.2p0

NACA 633-018, 

pf.2p5

Figure 7.3: ∆SPLmax. versus xper./c for various
airfoil geometries.

airfoil permeable TE shape. By considering Fig. 7.1, where the NACA 0018 and NACA
633–018 airfoils are compared, one could anticipate that a thinner permeable TE may
provide more noise reduction. The thickness of the permeable TE may be only one out
of many other factors which are beyond the scope of this chapter. The boundary layer
evolution along the chord, the pressure gradient, and the TBL-induced surface pressure
fluctuations may also play a role. However, one may assume that those factors for the
two airfoils considered are rather similar to each other (See, for example, the pressure
distribution comparison in Figs. 3.6a and 3.6b).

The effect of xper./c is also demonstrated in Fig. 7.3. It can generally be seen that the
magnitude of ∆SPLmax. increases with xper./c. In other words: the longer the permeable
TE insert, the more the noise reduction. However, ∆SPLmax. seems to reach a plateau
beyond a certain xper./c value [108]. This suggests that the noise attenuation efficiency
is not uniform along the chord. Instead, most of the noise attenuation is contributed by
the region very close to the TE tip [107, 123]. Teruna et al. [107] confirmed this statement
in their simulation of a NACA 0018 airfoil with a permeable ‘dmnd.’ TE. They showed
that noise attenuation at the last 4 % of the chord, i.e. very close to the TE, contributes
substantially to the overall noise attenuation. Further analysis of the flow field showed that
there exists a certain depth inside the permeable material where the pressure fluctuation
magnitudes are comparable to that at the surface. This distance is the so-called entrance
length [118, 126, 127] and is closely linked to the pore diameter for the foam-material
type [126, 128]. Interactions of the surface pressure fluctuations between both sides,
and therefore the pressure release process discussed in Section 2.3.1, would occur most
effectively only where the entrance lengths from the suction and the pressure sides of the
airfoil overlap. Because of this, the region close to the TE, where the local airfoil geometry
is thinner than approximately two times the entrance length, contributes the most to the
overall noise attenuation [107].
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7.3. SYMBOLIC REGRESSION MODELING SUPPORTED BY GE-
NETIC PROGRAMMING

Generate a population containing a 

number of individuals

Start

Evaluate fitness of each individual

Selection of individuals with high fitness 

values

Application of genetic operations

• Reproduction

• Crossover

• Mutation

Generate a new generation of population

End

Fitness converges? or

Maximum generation? or 

Maximum runtime?

Evaluate fitness of each individual

No

Yes

1.)

2.)

3.)

4.)

5.)

Figure 7.4: Flow diagram of the genetic programming.

Symbolic regression modeling assumes
that there is a function g that describes
the relationship between an output vari-
able Y and N input variables Xi : X1, X2,
. . . , and XN . The predicted value of the
output variable Ŷ , where the hat repre-
sents the prediction of Y is therefore ex-
pressed mathematically as

Ŷ = g (X1, X2, . . . , XN ). (7.3)

In reality, it is not fully known a pri-
ori whether each Xi is actually related
to Y . The function g may also contain
fewer than N elements Xi . A suitable ex-
pression for g is searched for by applying
symbolic regression [124].

One strategy to search for g is by ap-
plying genetic programming which is a
bio-inspired evolutionary algorithm. The
procedures involved in genetic program-
ming are summarized in Fig. 7.4. The
numbers shown in the diagram corre-
spond to the following steps:

1. Generate a population which con-
tains a number of individuals. Each
individual represents a possible
candidate for the function g . Algo-
rithmically, the function g is represented in form of trees with multiple nodes, where
each node represents an occurrence of Xi or a primitive mathematical operation,
e.g. plus, minus, etc., in the function.

2. Evaluate the fitness of each individual. Criteria for evaluating the fitness could
be the prediction accuracy, i.e. deviation of Ŷ (Xi ) from Y (Xi ), and/or functional
complexity, e.g. number of nodes.

3. Select a portion of the population with the highest fitness to continue on to the next
generation.

4. Generate new individuals for the next population by applying genetic operations,
such as reproduction, crossover, and mutation.

5. Repeat steps 2 to 4 until the fitness of the population converges, or the maximum
number of generation or the maximum runtime is reached.
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Table 7.3: Input and output variables considered in the present symbolic regression modeling.

Y X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 X8 X9

∆SPLmax. φ xper.C
Aper.

x2
per.

xper.p
Kx

Aper.

Kx

p
KxC

xper.p
Ky

Aper.

Ky

√
KyC

For the present application, the output variable to be predicted is∆SPLmax.. The input
variables are selected based on the variables that have been observed to be related to
∆SPLmax.. For the present data, it has been assumed that ∆SPLmax. is a weak function
of Rec . Furthermore, the fluid properties, such as the temperature and viscosity, do not
vary largely among the different data points. Therefore, ∆SPLmax. may be linked to two
variable groups: the material properties φ, Kx , Ky , and C , and the airfoil permeable TE
geometry represented by xper. and Aper. in this case.

Because the algorithm has no knowledge in the physical unit of each variable, dimen-
sionless input variables are employed to avoid physically incorrect functions [124]. The
Buckingham–Pi theorem is utilized to formulate dimensionless quantities based on the
input variables. The dimensionless input and output variables for the present problem
are summarized in Table 7.3. In combination with these input variables, the following
primitive mathematical operations are allowed in formulating the function g : (.)+ (.),
(.)− (.), (.)× (.), (.)÷ (.),

p
(.), (.)2, and log10(.), where (.) is any Xi or any combination of Xi

and the mathematical operations.

In this study, three different trial runs are performed. By carefully selecting a dedicated
set of data points in each trial run, the effects of airfoil geometry and permeable material
types can be isolated. Inclusion and exclusion of each data point in each trial are specified
in Table 7.2. Each trial is explained below.

• Trial 1: Same material type, varying airfoils: This trial only includes the perforated
channel type but on both the NACA 0018 and NACA 633–018 airfoils to study the
effect of airfoil geometry on the noise reduction.

• Trial 2: All cases: This trial is the most generic case, and therefore the most chal-
lenging case since it contains every data point.

• Trial 3: Same airfoil, varying material types: This trial only considers the NACA 0018
airfoil with xper./c = 0.2 as an attempt to find a generic material-related parameter
that could describe ∆SPLmax. regardless of the permeable material type.

An open-source MATLAB-based software ‘GPTIPS 2’ developed by Searson [215] for
symbolic data mining was used for the present problem. For each trial, five independent
runs are performed. Each run contains a population of 100 individuals. The runs are
terminated after 20,000 generations. This is sufficient since it is found that the lowest
Root-mean-square (RMS) error of ∆SPLmax. converges (lower than 0.5% further change)
after approximately 8,000 generations for the second trial, which is the most challenging
trial.
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7.4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

7.4.1. TRIAL 1: SAME MATERIAL TYPE, VARYING AIRFOILS

A scatter plot in Fig. 7.5 shows every individual in the final-generation population of the
trial 1 run. Each point represents a unique regression model for predicting ∆SPLmax.. The
points are plotted according to the regression model complexity, i.e. number of nodes, in
the horizontal axis, and the RMS error of the ∆SPLmax. prediction in the vertical axis.

a

b
c d

Figure 7.5: Functional complexity and prediction accuracy of the final-generation population of the symbolic
regression modeling trial 1.

Furthermore, to gain further insights into parameters that are included in each model,
i.e. individual, in the population, the point markers vary according to the following
conditions (See the legend of Fig. 7.5):

• Models that contain either the parameters describing the airfoil geometry (Aper.

or xper.), or the parameters describing the material properties (φ or Kx or Ky or C ).
When multiple airfoils are considered altogether, i.e. trials 1 and 2, it is obviously
impossible to be able to predict ∆SPLmax. by disregarding the airfoil geometry and
using parameters that account for the material properties alone. These models are
therefore incomplete and shall not be considered further in trials 1 and 2.

• Models that contain the permeability in the x direction Kx and neither Ky nor C .

• Models that contain the permeability in the y direction Ky and neither Kx nor
C . The latter two conditions help to gain further insights on the comparative
importance between Kx and Ky in predicting ∆SPLmax..

• Models that do not fall within any criteria above are marked by a generic point.

• Models on the so-called Pareto front, where potentially the best trade-offs between
the modeling complexity and the prediction accuracy are found are highlighted by
slightly bigger markers with a different color.
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According to Fig. 7.5, there are five models on the Pareto front. Since this trial con-
siders the perforated channels on multiple airfoils, one model on the Pareto front where
only the airfoil- or material-related parameters are considered is definitely incomplete.
Logically, this model is the least accurate model (RMS error ≈ 2 dB) out of all models on
the Pareto front. Interestingly, for the other incomplete models, the RMS errors are never
lower than 2 dB.

The four remaining models on the Pareto front are examined further. These models
are marked by the letters a to d ordered from the least-accurate and least-complex to the
most-accurate and most-complex models. The expressions for these models are shown
in Eqs. 7.4a to 7.4d.

∆SPLmax. = 9.8×105 Aper.
√

KyC

x2
per.

−8.3 dB (7.4a)

∆SPLmax. = 3.4×103

√
Aper.

√
KyC

xper.
−11 dB (7.4b)

∆SPLmax. = 266

(
Aper.

√
KyC

x2
per.

)1/4

−15 dB (7.4c)

∆SPLmax. = 2.7log10

(
Aper.

p
KxC

x2
per.

− 0.074Kx

Aper.

)
−36 dB (7.4d)

Despite the increasing complexity from Eq. (7.4a) to Eq. (7.4d), a common trend
among these models is observed. All of the models contain a rather specific selection of
the dimensionless parameters, namely a multiplication between Aper./x2

per. relating to

the permeable TE geometry and
p

K C relating to the permeable material properties. This
confirms the dependence of ∆SPLmax. on the airfoil geometry Aper./x2

per. and implies that,

for a given material property
p

K C , more noise reduction is expected if the permeable TE
is long and/or thin. This could be linked to the previously discussed findings of Teruna
et al. [107] which pointed out that the noise reduction driven by the pressure release
mechanism is better facilitated when the permeable TE is thin enough so that the surface
pressure fluctuations on the opposite sides are able to communicate. Therefore, the long
and/or thin permeable TE promotes the pressure release mechanism.

The corresponding ∆SPLmax. prediction accuracies of the four models in Eqs. (7.4a)
to (7.4d) are shown in Figs. 7.6a to 7.6d. The data point markers correspond to the data
points in Table 7.2. The RMS error of ∆SPLmax. prediction as well as the ±2 dB accuracy
margins are indicated. Although the prediction accuracies of the models in Eqs. (7.4a)
to (7.4c) for most data points lie within ±2 dB, the models do not seem to predict the
deterioration of the maximum noise reduction when xper./c decreases, especially for
the relatively more permeable variants of the perforated channels, e.g. pf2p5. This is
improved in the more complicated model in Eq. (7.4d) for which the smallest RMS error
of 1.11 dB is found.
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a.) RMS error: 1.58 dB b.) RMS error: 1.39 dB
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Figure 7.6: Prediction accuracy of the selected individuals in the Pareto front of the symbolic regression
modeling trial 1.

7.4.2. TRIAL 2: ALL CASES

Figure 7.7 presents the scatter plot of the population in the final generation from trial
2 run where all the data points in Table 7.2 are considered in the symbolic regression
modeling. Because this trial contains all airfoil and material type variations. It is the
most complex case, and logically, the resulting models entail a relatively higher RMS error
of ∆SPLmax. than the first trial, ≈ 2 dB in average. Again, the models that only contain
the material- or airfoil-related dimensionless groups are disregarded. These models give
relatively higher RMS errors of ∆SPLmax. (2.5 dB or more). Therefore, only four out of six
models on the Pareto front denoted by the letters a to d are examined further. Interestingly,
these four selected models are noticeably more complicated than the models examined
in trial 1. The lowest number of nodes is 9 while the highest number of nodes in trial 1 is
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8.

a

b
c

d

Figure 7.7: Functional complexity and prediction accuracy of the final-generation population of the symbolic
regression modeling trial 2.

The expressions for the selected models from the Pareto front are shown in Eqs. (7.5a)
to (7.5d). Their corresponding prediction errors are shown in Figs. 7.8a to 7.8d.

∆SPLmax. = 9.4(φ− Aper./x2
per.) log10φ−7.7 dB (7.5a)

∆SPLmax. =−9.8×104
√

KyC log10

(
φx2

per.

Aper.

)
−7.2 dB (7.5b)

∆SPLmax. =−
3.1×105pKxC log10

(
φx2

per.

Aper.

)
1.7φ−2.7

−7.5 dB (7.5c)

∆SPLmax. = 580
(φ− Aper./x2

per.) log10φ

23φ+7
√

Ky /Kx
−7.3 dB (7.5d)

The least complicated model in Eq. (7.5a) contains only two dimensionless groups,
φ representing the material property and Aper./x2

per. representing the permeable TE ge-
ometry. Interestingly, this model provides a rather accurate prediction of ∆SPLmax. for
the perforated channels with varying xper./c on the NACA 0018 airfoil. However, when
considered together with the more porous metal foams and diamond-lattice structure,
the prediction becomes inaccurate. The error of the predicted ∆SPLmax. for the diamond-
lattice structure case is almost 4 dB. This leads to a relatively high RMS error of the
predicted ∆SPLmax. of 2.12 dB for this model.

The more complicated models in Eqs. (7.5b) to (7.5d) gradually improve the prediction
accuracy as shown in the corresponding Figs. 7.8b to 7.8d. Again, these models containp

K C , Aper./x2
per., as well as φ.

It has been shown that predicting the∆SPLmax. for an arbitrary airfoil with an arbitrary
permeable TE type is a non-trivial problem. This trial indicates the need to combine
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multiple material characteristics to be able to predict ∆SPLmax.. In the next trial, the
dependency on the airfoil TE shape is eliminated to simplify the problem as an attempt
to identify the most relevant parameter that governs ∆SPLmax..

a.) RMS error: 2.12 dB b.) RMS error: 1.86 dB

c.) RMS error: 1.79 dB d.) RMS error: 1.73 dB

2 dB

Underprediction

Overprediction

(a)

a.) RMS error: 2.12 dB b.) RMS error: 1.86 dB

c.) RMS error: 1.79 dB d.) RMS error: 1.73 dB

2 dB

Underprediction

Overprediction

(b)

a.) RMS error: 2.12 dB b.) RMS error: 1.86 dB

c.) RMS error: 1.79 dB d.) RMS error: 1.73 dB

2 dB

Underprediction

Overprediction

(c)

a.) RMS error: 2.12 dB b.) RMS error: 1.86 dB
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Figure 7.8: Prediction accuracy of the selected individuals in the Pareto front of the symbolic regression
modeling trial 2.

7.4.3. TRIAL 3: SAME AIRFOIL, VARYING MATERIAL TYPES

The resulting final-generation plot for the trial 3 run is shown in Fig. 7.9. For this trial
where the permeable TE shape on the airfoil is identical for every data point and only the
permeable material type varies, the models provide relatively low RMS errors compared
to the first two trials, lower than 1 dB for most points on the Pareto front.

Another interesting observation from Fig. 7.9 is that two models on the Pareto front
contains only Kx . This has not been observed in the previous two trials. This result
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a

b

Figure 7.9: Functional complexity and prediction accuracy of the final-generation population of the symbolic
regression modeling trial 3.

suggests that Kx may be used to as an alternative to the more well-known Ky to predict
∆SPLmax. when multiple permeable material types are considered altogether. Possible
explanation for this finding is given later in this section.

Due to the relatively high accuracy, and for brevity, only two models from the Pareto
front are examined in this trial. These models are again indicated by the letters a and b.
The corresponding models and their prediction accuracies are shown in Eq. 7.6a and Fig.
7.10a for point a, and Eq. 7.6b and Fig. 7.10b for point b.

∆SPLmax. = 3.3log10

(
xper.p

Kx

)
−37 dB (7.6a)

∆SPLmax. =−0.97log10

(
φKy

√
Kx Ky

x2
per. Aper.

)
−40 dB (7.6b)

The model in Eq. 7.6a is indeed a very interesting model due to its simplicity and
accuracy (RMS error within ± 2 dB according to Fig. 7.10a). In this trial, xper./c = 0.2
is a constant. Therefore, the model in Eq. 7.6a suggests that ∆SPLmax. varies inversely
with

p
Kx . In fact,

p
Kx is a well-known parameter in permeable material studies called

the Brinkman screening distance [128, 212, 213]. It is known that the depth within the
permeable material where the hydrodynamic fluctuation is influenced by fluid flows over
it, is proportional to

p
Kx . This distance should be proportional to the entrance length

introduced previously. Therefore, this model implies that the maximum noise attenuation
may be achieved by maximizing

p
Kx of the permeable material.

The model in Eq. 7.6b and Fig. 7.10b provides a better fit with the data as well as an
impressively low RMS error of 0.36 dB. In addition to Kx , this model includes φ and Ky .
However, this model may rather be too complicated for the given problem. Interestingly,
unlike the models examined in trials 1 and 2, for both models examined in trial 3, and, in
fact, also for the other remaining models on the Pareto front which are omitted, the airfoil-
dependent dimensionless group Aper./x2

per. are not found. This is reasonable because
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the permeable TE geometry in this trial is kept constant. This implies that the present
symbolic regression modeling is able to prioritize the relevant dimensionless group for
each specific problem.

a.) RMS error: 1.05 dB b.) RMS error: 0.36 dB

2 dB

Underprediction

Overprediction

(a)

a.) RMS error: 1.05 dB b.) RMS error: 0.36 dB

2 dB

Underprediction

Overprediction

(b)

Figure 7.10: Prediction accuracy of the selected individuals in the Pareto front of the symbolic regression
modeling trial 3.

7.5. CONCLUSIONS
This chapter seeks for parameters that govern the maximum noise attenuation ∆SPLmax.

provided by airfoils with a permeable Trailing Edge (TE). It has been hypothesized that
a slender, i.e. long and thin, permeable TE shape helps to maximize the magnitude
of ∆SPLmax. because the pressure release mechanism is facilitated. Additionally, it is
motivated to separate the permeable material permeability K in the chord-normal and
the streamwise direction as the latter may better correlate to ∆SPLmax..

Experimental datasets featuring two airfoils and three permeable material types with
varying permeabilities K installed at varying chordwise permeable extent lengths xper.

are considered. A so-called symbolic regression modeling approach in combination with
genetic programming is employed to formulate a function that helps to predict ∆SPLmax.

based on the input parameters describing the permeable material characteristics and the
local permeable material geometry on the airfoil.

It is found that, for a given permeable material, more noise reduction is expected if
the permeable TE shape is long and/or thin. This could be because the thin permeable
material shape promotes the surface pressure communications in the pressure release
mechanism, which is the driving mechanism for the noise attenuation.

When multiple permeable material types are considered altogether, ∆SPLmax. is a
complicated function that contains multiple material properties, such as the porosity φ,
the permeability K , and the form drag coefficient C . Nevertheless, it has been found that
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∆SPLmax. given by multiple permeable material types can be predicted with a very good
accuracy± 2 dB by an outstandingly simple formula containing only the square-root of the
permeability in the streamwise direction

p
Kx known as the Brinkman screening distance.

This is likely because the Brinkman screening distance is proportional to the depth within
the permeable material where the hydrodynamic fluctuations are comparable to that on
its surface.
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APPLICATION, CONCLUSIONS, AND

RECOMMENDATIONS
vs

?

?

?

This chapter presents the first attempt to implement a novel permeable
trailing-edge extension for trailing-edge noise reduction on a real wind
turbine. Far-field noise measurements of a blade equipped with this novel
technology are compared to a baseline blade and a blade with trailing-
edge serrations. Finally, conclusions and recommendations based on the
entire thesis are presented.
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8.1. WIND-TURBINE APPLICATION OF A NOVEL PERMEABLE TE
EXTENSION

Novel perforated Trailing-Edge (TE) extensions are applied on a real wind turbine. The
acoustic performance of a blade equipped with this novel design is compared to that
provided by more conventional serrated and baseline (straight and impermeable) TEs.
This is an attempt to advance the technological readiness level of the permeable TE
concept for TE noise reduction, as well as to advance the understanding of how the
perforated TE extensions behave, compared to the more mature TE serrations, when
applied on a real wind turbine. It is worth highlighting that the permeable TE concept
is applied as TE extensions instead of TE inserts shown in most parts of this thesis. The
reason for this design is twofold: first, to keep the blade loading as close as possible to
when the TE serrations are applied; second, the extensions can be applied as an add-on
to avoid major blade modifications. Practically, this add-on concept is more preferred
by wind-turbine operators because it can be applied directly on existing wind turbines,
similar to the TE serrations.

8.1.1. MEASUREMENT SET UP

A measurement was carried out at Windpark Wieringermeer administrated by ECN Wind
Energy Facilities B.V. (EWEF) on the ‘Prototype 6’ wind turbine. The Prototype 6 wind
turbine has a base-to-hub height of 110 m and a rotor diameter of 130 m. The power
rating of this turbine is 3.6 MW.

A schematic of the set up is shown in Fig. 8.1a. The same array of microphones as
described in Section 4.2.2 was placed at 71 m away from the base in the upwind direction.
Each of the three blades was treated differently as follows: one blade with a baseline TE,
one blade with commercial sawtooth-shaped TE serrations (details are omitted due to
confidentiality), and one blade with perforated TE extensions.

A close-up view of the perforated TE extension during the installation is shown in
Fig. 8.1b. The extensions were applied close to the blade tip with a spanwise portion of
approximately 11 m (17 % of the span). The chordwise extension length is approximately
10 % of the local chord. This installation geometry is identical to the TE serrations
installation on the other blade. The extensions comprise of arrays of 1.4-mm-diameter
cylindrical perforations having 3.5-mm spacing. Based on a wind-tunnel measurement
of a DU93 airfoil, a profile close to that on the actual wind-turbine blade, this particular
perforation pattern is expected to give an airfoil loading very close to the TE serrations. A
drawing of the permeable TE extension is also shown in Fig. 8.1b. It is worth noting that
the interface where the extensions were attached to the blade via a double-sided tape has
a three-dimensional wave-like pattern on the surface, identical to that of the serrations
(to be shown further in Fig. 8.4), and the tip of the extensions is tapered.

The demonstrator measurement was carried out in December 2021. During the
measurement, the wind speed was approximately 8 m/s and the yaw angle (See Fig.
8.1a) was 345 degrees. The turbine was rotating at 9.8 Rotations Per Minute (RPM). The
local temperature was 8◦C and the relative humidity was 86 % according to the Royal
Netherlands Meteorological Institute (KNMI) [22].
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Figure 8.1: Noise measurement set up of a wind turbine with the three different blade TE configurations: (a)
Schematic (not to scale) and (b) photograph and drawing of the perforated TE extension.

8.1.2. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Time-series of the Overall A-weighted Sound Pressure Level (OASPL) from a 20-second
recording averaged over all microphones are shown in Fig. 8.2a. Unlike the plot presented
in Fig. 1.5a, periodic patterns synchronizing with blade passes clearly shows OASPL
difference among the three blades. To quantify the noise levels of each blade, a Savitzky–
Golay filter ‘sgolayfilt’ [216] is applied to smoothen the pressure-time data and each blade
pass is treated as a noise event as shown in Fig. 8.2a and the Sound Exposure Levels
(SELs) are extracted. Box plots of the extracted SELs are shown in Fig. 8.2b. In average,
the TE serrations give a clear noise reduction of approximately 2.5 dB(A) compared to
the baseline untreated blade. Unexpectedly, the blade with the perforated TE extensions
increases the noise with 1.5 dB(A), compared to the untreated blade.

Further investigations are done by analysing the Sound Pressure Level (SPL) spectra
shown in Fig. 8.3. The baseline blade has an SPL peak level of approximately 55 dB at
around 0.3 kHz. It also shows a distinct noise increase at approximately 8 kHz. Further
calculations suggest that this noise increase is likely due to vortex shedding from the blunt
TE of the baseline blade. The frequency translates to the thickness of 1.4 – 2 mm which
is in the same order as the actual baseline TE thickness. The TE serrations give noise
reduction in the frequency range below 1 kHz and the tonal peak is absent. The perforated
TE inserts give noise increase in two frequency ranges. At relatively low frequencies (below
0.7 kHz), this noise increase is likely due to flow separation. On the other hand, noise
increase at high frequencies (from 3 kHz) could be attributed to surface roughness, i.e.
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Figure 8.2: (a) Time-series OASPL data of 20-second recording from the Prototype 6 wind turbine where the
three blades are treated differently and (b) SEL given by each blade of the Prototype 6 wind turbine.
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Flow separation

Figure 8.3: SPL spectra of noise emission
from each blade of the Prototype 6 wind
turbine.

flow interaction with the array of pore openings.

8.1.3. INSPECTION OF THE INSTALLED PERMEABLE TE EXTENSIONS

The results have shown that the perforated TE extensions do not reduce noise as expected.
In January 2022, a drone inspection was carried out to gather evidence that could be
useful for explaining the results. Photographs were taken by a Sony 65 Megapixel camera
mounted on a DJI Matrice 600 Pro drone operated by Euro Drone Inspections. High-
resolution photographs of the perforated TE extensions are shown in Fig. 8.4. The
photographs show that the pores are not clogged. However, there is a clear pattern of
darker color in the upstream part of the extension which ends close to the extension tip.
Some of them exhibit a clear pattern resembling the wave-like structure at the interface
surface (See, for instance, S2). This pattern might result from dust or dirt transported by
the wind or water droplets. The absence of this pattern close to the tip suggests that the
flow might separate where the extensions taper. This phenomenon may be responsible
for the absent of the noise reduction, i.e. the downstream pores are not interacting with
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the flow.

Figure 8.4: Drone photographs of the perforated TE extensions approximately one month after installation.

Therefore, to conclude this application part, the TE serrations are very robust in
mitigating the TE noise. On the other hands, for the novel perforated TE extension,
despite being successful in noise reduction when tested in wind tunnels, it still needs
to be more carefully designed to ensure its work-ability and robustness on real wind
turbines.

8.2. CONCLUSIONS
It is worth beginning this conclusion section by briefly restating the objectives of this
thesis represented by the title ‘Assessing and improving trailing-edge noise reduction
technologies for industrial wind-turbine applications’.

This thesis aims to advance technological readiness level of TE noise reduction tech-
nologies for industrial wind-turbine applications. There are therefore two consecutive
research objectives of this thesis: first, to thoroughly assess aerodynamic and acoustic
performance of an airfoil with TE noise reduction technologies, namely TE serrations
and permeable TE. Next, based on the assessment, to improve the performance of the
permeable TE which is a less mature technology compared to the TE serrations, but shows
potential to achieve a higher maximum noise reduction than the TE serrations. The entire
framework of this thesis focuses on industrial wind-turbine applications. It is aimed to
raise the technological readiness level of such technologies by ultimately implementing
them on a real wind turbine.

The conclusions are provided in the following with regard to each aspect of the re-
search objectives:

1. Assessment of the TE noise reduction technologies is presented in Chapter 5. Exten-
sive characterization of NACA 633–018 airfoil models equipped with TE serrations
and perforated TE inserts in a broad range of chord-based Reynolds number Rec

and angle of attack range led to the following conclusions:

(a) The TE noise reduction varies with the TE serrations geometry and the perfo-
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rated TE insert permeability. The perforated TE inserts provide approximately
4 dB higher maximum noise reduction than the TE serrations. Increasing air-
foil loading and surface roughness cause noise increase for the TE serrations
and the perforated TE inserts, respectively. Overall, the TE noise reduction
performance of both add ons deteriorates with the increasing airfoil loading.

(b) Regarding to the aerodynamic performances, the TE serrations increase lift
and drag of the airfoil slightly. On the other hand, the perforated TE inserts
reduce the lift and increase the drag more substantially, especially at high
angles of attack.

2. Improvement of the TE noise reduction by the permeable TE is presented in Chap-
ters 6 and 7. Chapter 6 examines an alternative permeable topology design for
TE noise attenuation. This permeable topology, realized by a Kevlar-covered 3D-
printed perforated channels, has a high form drag coefficient C and a low air flow
resistivity r , unlike the conventional porous metal foams where C varies directly
with r . An extensive experimental investigation featuring aerodynamic drag and
far-field noise measurements of a NACA 0018 airfoil with this alternative permeable
TE design was carried out. Results were compared to the porous metal-foam TE
inserts. The study led to the following conclusions:

(a) The proposed permeable topology design provides a broadband TE noise
mitigation of up to 5 dB. The proposed topology overcomes the tonal noise
increase that would occur when the 3D-printed perforated channels are em-
ployed alone. Furthermore, the smooth surface of the proposed topology
helps mitigate the roughness noise, and, correspondingly, the aerodynamic
drag increase, compared to the porous metal foams.

(b) Unlike the metal foams, the high-C and low-r property helps to sustain the
noise mitigation performance when the airfoil loading increases.

Next, Chapter 7 compiles the past wind-tunnel noise measurement data of two
airfoil profiles and three different permeable material types to investigate effects
of airfoil installation and permeable material types on the maximum noise reduc-
tion. A symbolic regression modeling method was employed to identify relevant
parameters that drive the maximum noise reduction. The study led to the following
conclusions:

(a) For a given permeable material, the noise reduction is maximized with a long
and/or thin permeable material.

(b) For multiple permeable material types, the maximum noise reduction is
driven by a generic parameter called the Brinkman screening distance, which
is the square-root of the permeability in the streamwise direction

p
Kx .

3. Wind-turbine application of the novel permeable TE extension presented in this
chapter led to the following conclusions:
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(a) For the considered real wind-turbine set up, the TE serrations mitigate ap-
proximately 2.5 dB(A) of noise. However, 1.5 dB(A) of noise increase is found
for the novel perforated TE extension.

(b) Noise spectra and visual inspections of the perforated TE extension suggest
that flow separation may have occurred. Due to this, the pores may not be
interacting with the flow as intended.

8.3. RECOMMENDATIONS
Chapter 5 of this thesis has shown that the permeable TE insert can achieve up to 4 dB
extra noise reduction, compared to the best-performing TE serrations. This thesis has
attempted to overcome aerodynamic shortcomings of the permeable TE technology as
well as increase its practicality and technological readiness level. The conclusions from
this thesis motivate recommendations for future fundamental and applied research works
into permeable TEs for wind-turbine noise reduction, presented in Sections 8.3.1 and
8.3.2, respectively.

8.3.1. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUNDAMENTAL RESEARCH

DETERMINATION OF Kx

Chapter 7 has shown that the permeability in the streamwise direction Kx may be a more
suitable more parameter for describing the TE noise attenuation given by a permeable
TE compared to the more frequently used permeability in the direction normal to the
chord Ky . Therefore, the present permeable material characterization method shown in
Section 2.3.1, where flow is forced to penetrate the material sample, may not be suitable
for characterizing permeable materials for the TE noise reduction because it does not
represent the actual flow–material interaction.

An alternative set up for permeable material characterization to extract Kx may be
realized as a channel flow set up as shown in Fig. 8.5 where the flow passes a channel with
a permeable material layer. Within the permeable material, the flow velocity equals to the
Darcy velocity vD . At the fluid and permeable material interface y = 0, there is a finite slip
velocity vS and the interface boundary layer thickness δi where vS approaches vD . Past
literature has derived expressions showing that the parameters vS and δi are correlated
[217] and vary directly with

p
Kx [213, 218]. Thus Kx can be determined experimentally

or numerically by measuring vS and/or δi using this set up.

OPTIMIZING Kx AND Ky

Subsequently, it is further recommended to consider anisotropic permeable materials, i.e.
Kx 6= Ky , in future studies. The goal of this is to find an optimal combination of Kx and Ky .
While the maximum noise reduction is driven by Kx , the loss of lift for permeable airfoils
due to balancing of steady surface pressures between the suction and the pressure sides is
governed by Ky . Therefore, a parametric study may be carried out experimentally and/or
numerically to maximize the noise reduction and minimize the aerodynamic impacts
provided by the permeable TE.

One tool that may be suitable for such a parametric study is the so-called Mimetic
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Figure 8.5: A typical velocity profile in a
channel flow with a permeable medium
layer.

Spectral Element Method (MSEM), a variant of the Finite Element Method (FEM) which is
able to provide machine-precision solution in a relatively short time [219]. Thus, this tool
may be suitable to be incorporated in a design routine to search for an optimal Kx and Ky

combination. A preliminary effort in modeling a NACA 0018 airfoil with a permeable TE
insert having anisotropic permeability using the MSEM is briefly presented in Appendix
D.

8.3.2. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR APPLIED RESEARCH

For applied research works, it is likely that permeable TE extensions such as that pre-
sented in Section 8.1 will gain more industrial acceptance than permeable TE inserts.
This is because, similarly to the TE serrations, they can be applied directly on existing
wind-turbine blades without major geometrical and/or structural modifications. Future
wind-tunnel tests of permeable TE prototypes shall focus on such extensions. Moreover,
robustness of the permeable TE extensions shall be improved. Future permeable TE
extensions shall be designed to be more resilient to flow separation and to avoid excessive
lift. A parametric study on the noise reduction performance of permeable TE extensions
in relation to their flap angle, for instance, may be beneficial. Moreover, frequent tests of
permeable TE extension prototypes on real wind turbines would help to accelerate the
industrial acceptance and the technological readiness level of this technology.



A
SUPPLEMENTARY COORDINATES1

A.1. PRESSURE TAP COORDINATES
The chordwise locations of the pressure taps on the NACA 0018 and NACA 633–018 airfoil
models are provided in Tables A.1 to A.3. The superscript * indicates the pressure taps
that may be blocked or interfered by the tripping strip.

A.2. MICROPHONE ARRAY COORDINATES
The microphone array coordinates used in the A–Tunnel and the LTT are provided in
Tables A.4 and A.5, respectively.

1Parts of this appendix will be published in the AIAA Journal. Please cite as shown in the list of peer-reviewed
journal articles, number 6.
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B
KEVLAR TRANSMISSION LOSS AND

BACKGROUND NOISE OF THE LTT1

This appendix describes the characterization of the Transmission Loss (TL) and back-
ground noise properties of the Low–Turbulence Tunnel (LTT) facility. These properties
were measured using a speaker in the empty test section for the TL and with the fully
empty test section for the background noise.

A Visaton K50 SQ speaker was used to assess the Kevlar properties. The speaker
was positioned at (x, y, z) = (0.5c,0,0.12c). Synthesized white-noise signal generated in
MATLAB was fed to the speaker. To record the sound signal emitted from the speaker, a
LinearX M53 microphone was installed at the center of the microphone array, (x, y, z) =
(0.5c,1.16c,0). Prior to installation, this microphone was calibrated using a G.R.A.S. Type
42AA pistonphone. Tests were carried out with and without the stretched Kevlar panel
between the speaker and the microphone to determine the TL. Figures B.1a and B.1b
show the set up with and without the Kevlar panel, respectively.

Speaker

Kevlar 

window

Kevlar-

Melamine 

panels

(a)

Speaker

Microphone

Kevlar-

Melamine 

panels

(b)

Figure B.1: Set up of the speaker and microphone in the empty LTT test section (a) viewed from outside of the
test section and (b) viewed from inside of the test section.

Data was recorded with a sampling frequency of 51.2 kHz for 2.7 seconds. Post-
processing in the frequency domain was done by averaging the spectra obtained from
fast-Fourier-transformed time domain data snapshots having a length of 0.0625 second,

1This appendix will be published in the AIAA Journal. Please cite as shown in the list of peer-reviewed journal
articles, number 6.
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weighted with the Hanning weighting function with 50% data overlap between adjacent
time-domain snapshots. The process resulted in a frequency resolution of 16 Hz.

The TL is calculated following the procedure described in Devenport et al. [153] for
the Stability Wind Tunnel at Viginia Tech and Mayer et al. [220] for the Kevlar-walled
test section at the University of Bristol. The latter uses the same Kevlar cloth type, 49
plain cloth with a weight-per-area ratio of 61 g/m2 [154], as the one selected for the LTT
test section. The values of TL versus frequency f are shown in Fig. B.2a. The periodic
pattern of the TL with respect to f is observed in the measured narrow-band TL. This is
in accordance with previous works [153, 221, 222]. The following equation is fitted to the
data to represent the frequency-dependent TL:

TL = KTL

( f

1000

)2
dB, (B.1)

Periodic pattern

(a)

Electrical devices Roughness humps

u∞

(b)

Figure B.2: (a) Transmission losses (TL) through the Kevlar sheet and (b) Background noise SPL spectra
measured in the LTT versus flow speeds u∞.

where a least-square fitting procedure was used to determine the empirical coefficient
KTL. This results in KTL = 12.9×10−3, close to the work of Mayer et al. [220] for the Kevlar
section at Bristol (KTL = 9.4×10−3). These curves are also shown in Fig. B.2a.

The measured narrow-band background noise SPL spectra for varying free-stream
flow speeds u∞ are shown in Fig. B.2b. The levels have been corrected for the TL and
the distance from the center of the test section is assumed to be 1 m (1.11c). Strong
tones are captured for u∞ ≤ 20 m/s, predominantly at 0.6 kHz. These are attributed to
background noise from the motor inverter in the LTT. The same tone is also observed for
the measurements of the airfoil at the lowest Rec case in the LTT (Fig. 5.10b), indicating
that the measured tone is not a self noise from the airfoil model. For u∞ > 20 m/s, the flow
noise dominates, overshadowing the tones, and the background noise levels increase with
the increasing u∞. Another notable feature of the spectra is the broadband hump which
becomes visible for u∞ ≥ 25 m/s. At u∞ = 25 m/s, the hump reaches its peak at f ≈ 3 kHz.
This part of the spectrum is attributed to the so-called roughness humps, as investigated
by Stephens [223] and other studies [224]. This roughness comes from imperfections on
the wind-tunnel walls, such as opening gaps between the test section and the LTT circuit.



C
AIRCRAFT APPLICATION OF THE

PERMEABLE TE DESIGN CONCEPT1

The permeable TE design having a permeable core and a smooth surface from Chapter 6
may be integrated with an acoustic liner which is a noise mitigation for modern aircraft.
A possible design is a hybrid-permeable liner design. A schematic of the design concept
is shown in Fig. C.1.

The present design concept is an actively-controlled structure with the goal of attenu-
ating multiple aeroacoustic sources of noise from an aircraft. The structure is integrated
into the TE region of an aircraft wing, downstream of the engine or propeller. It targets
both the airfoil self-noise generated by a TBL on the flap surface, and interaction noise
due to the proximity between the wing and the exhaust flow from the engine or the im-
pinging vortices from the propeller. The active control allows the structure properties to
shift among different operational modes to tackle different aircraft noise sources occur-
ring during different flight phases. Moreover, the use of smooth, flow-impermeable, and
acoustically-permeable materials on the structure surface allows for minimal change in
aerodynamic performance, i.e. minimal decrease of lift and increase of friction drag.

The structure is similar to a conventional acoustic liner. The main difference is in the
back plate which is usually rigid and impermeable. In this case, the permeability of the
back plate is actively controlled, resulting in a hybrid characteristic between two well-
known passive noise attenuation devices: an acoustic liner and an open-cell permeable
structure.

The structure comprises of five main layers (starting from the side of the wing which
faces the engine/propeller):

1. A fixed micro-perforated plate that serves as a face-sheet for the acoustic liner,
whose surface may also be covered by a wire-mesh. The perforations of this layer
remain open in all flight conditions;

2. An array of honeycomb channels;

3. A sliding micro-perforated plate, featuring a special perforation pattern for opening
and closing the micro-perforated pattern of layer 4;

1This appendix has been filed as a patent. Please cite as shown in patent application number 1.
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Layer 3: sliding micro-perforated plate 

Wing Engine

Region of 

application

Layer 1: fixed micro-perforated plate 

Layer 2: array of honeycomb 

channels

Layer 4: fixed micro-perforated plate 

Layer 5: surface treatment

Side opposite to the 

engine/propeller

Side facing the 

engine/propeller

Figure C.1: Schematic of the hybrid permeable liner design concept.

4. A fixed micro-perforated plate, similar to layer 1, which acts as solid back-plate,
when the perforations are not aligned with those of layer 3;

5. A surface treatment layer made of a smooth, acoustically permeable material with
a high form drag coefficient, for maintaining the aerodynamic performance of the
wing, as well as mitigating possible additional surface roughness.

Layers 1 and 2 may be manufactured in multiple layers inside the honeycomb struc-
ture to increase the number of degrees-of-freedom of the acoustic liner. Different opera-
tional modes of the structure can be obtained by sliding layer 3, which controls alignment
of the pores between layers 3 and 4. The control to activate the different pore alignments
to shift among the different operational modes as shown in Figs. C.2a to C.2c may be
coupled with flap deployment mechanism as follows:

1. All pores are closed, providing no permeability through any of the honeycomb
channels: the structure is operated fully as an acoustic liner. This mode is activated
when the flaps are fully retracted during the cruise phase;

2. Some pores are open, providing permeability through some of the honeycomb
channels: the structure is a hybrid between the acoustic liner and the permeable
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Figure C.2: Operational modes of the hybrid permeable liner (L = liner and P = permeable structure).

structure. This mode is activated when the flaps are partially deployed during the
take-off phase;

3. All pores are open, providing permeability through all of the honeycomb channels:
the structure is operated fully as a permeable structure. This mode is activated
when the flaps are fully deployed during the approach phase.

The characteristics of the liner and the permeable structure may also be fine-tuned by
locally varying the distribution of the perforation, i.e. layers 1 ,3, and 4, or sizes of the hon-
eycomb channels, i.e. layer 2. A gradient permeability on the surface, where the number of
open-cell permeable structures increases towards the TE of the wing, may be realized. In
this way, an optimized permeability can be achieved with respect to the surface pressure
distribution on the flap, thus avoiding a sudden change in impedance between solid and
permeable surfaces, as well as reducing possible losses to the performance due to lift
decrease and drag increase.





D
MSEM APPLICATION TO AN AIRFOIL WITH

AN ANISOTROPICALLY PERMEABLE TE

The so-called Mimetic Spectral Element Method (MSEM) is a variant of the Finite Element
Method (FEM) which is able to provide machine-precision solution in a relatively short
time [219]. This appendix presents a preliminary effort in modeling a NACA 0018 airfoil
with a permeable trailing-edge (TE) insert having anisotropic permeability using the
MSEM.

A flow domain containing the NACA 0018 airfoil with a permeable TE having a length
of 20 % of the chord is governed by the hybrid Darcy equation [225]. This equation
contains a permeability tensor K(x, y) where Kx (x, y) and Ky (x, y) can be varied. Figures
D.1a to D.1d show the normalized mean flow velocities u/u∞ for various combinations of
Kx and Ky within the permeable TE insert of this airfoil at zero-degree angle of attack. It
can be seen that, for the permeable TEs with anisotropic permeabilities (Figs. D.1b and
D.1c), u/u∞ within the permeable TE inserts are infinitestimal. Only for the permeable TE
insert with isotropic permeability, there are finite u/u∞ within the permeable TE insert
which increases toward the TE tip.

The corresponding pressure distribution over the airfoils considered in Figs. D.1a to
D.1d are shown in Fig. D.2. The pressure distribution of an impermeable NACA 0018
airfoil (corresponds to Case A) obtained from the Vortex Panel Method (VPM) is also
shown for verification. It is evident that, while there is a change of lift over the TE insert
with an isotropic permeability (Case D), the pressure distributions over the TE insert
with anisotropic permeabilities (Cases B and C) hardly alter from the impermeable airfoil
(Case A). This implies that there are possibilities to realize anisotropic permeable TEs that
have minimal impacts on the airfoil’s lift.

Referring to the results in this thesis, Case B where Ky À Kx is analogous to the
perforated channels, while Case D where Ky ≈ Kx is analogous to the porous metal
foams. Both of the aforementioned permeable materials are able to mitigate the TE noise.
However, considering the aerodynamic benefits, anisotropic permeable materials such as
the perforated channels are more preferred than the porous metal foams.
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TE insert

Case A Case B

Case C Case D

Kx = Ky ≈ 0

Kx ≫ Ky Kx = Ky  > 0
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(a)

TE insert
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TE insert
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Figure D.1: Close-up view of the velocity field within a permeable TE insert having different permeabilities on a
NACA 0018 airfoil predicted by the MSEM for zero-degree angle of attack.

TE insert

Figure D.2: Pressure distributions on a
NACA 0018 airfoil with TE inserts having
different permeabilities predicted by the
MSEM for zero-degree angle of attack.
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